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Abstract

The con uct of extended warfare by the United States anyiwere on
the globe is dependent on the ability of the American indistrial base to
support it.

Such support is in turn dependent on the support of

Aierican transportation.

In recent years the potential for an extended

conventional war has increased. This has conequently increased the
reed to make adequate plans for *unstic transportation support of such
a contingency.

The objective of this research was to examine government

management of binestic - reight transportation in World War Two and to
daw fra

that examinatinn any principles apparently applicable and

helpful to current tranaspotation planrers.
This research encomiassed a literature revis
dascription of the development of the five modes

resulting in a
4 domestic freight

transoortation until 1941, a tief examinatlon of the concct of the
inoAtrial niilizatior supwoting Ateican participation in

kzrld War

Two, and an etennve exaoinatlon of the management Of dwbestic feight
transpotatico by the Fediral

Svewrment dring the war.

The successes and fatlures of goverraent ar'anagnt of dknstlc
freight trsnspcrtatiy

in World War Two vae subjected to an analysis

%hich revealed a series of lesso%& apparently applicable to crent
plaiing f r a similar ccteqocaray contingetty.
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DOMESTIC T SPCIRTATION IN WORD W
LESS"J LEARED

I.

II:

Zntrocdjtia

Background and Justification
The assumptions underlying this research were that nawiral
transportation resources represent a critical resource to effective
operation of the eonomy in peace and war; that those resurces isave
recently undegor

chimges -meaningful to planning foe wartime industrial

mobi lization; that changing world coinditions have heightened the
importamcm of planning fc

such

waetlme mobilization; and that the

lessors offated bV the history of Amrican ir4Aotrial mobilizatiOn
lihng

orld Wa- ii (1WII) may be profitably aplied as a frwasOk

within which to evaluate the potential inpact on mobilization of the
ourrelt state of national trarojpotation resources. This Section nare

-ully davelops each of those themes.
Transpo tation plays a vital role in the maintenance of carwce
and in militry and other goverrnoent opeations. This concept has bwn
widely recogniaed and is reflected in America by such actions as the
regulation and doregulation of many forms Of c vowmcial transport in
striving to ensure their availability at ryeanable price to the entire
papulation, including the comorcial, gu-vermental# and military
sectors.

Transportation providas time a-d place uti lity to goods by

placing them whre, and wen, they are nod. Conve'elyo lack of
1

adequate transportation can reduce or eliminate the effective utility of
an item by making it unavailable where and when it is needed.

This has

dollar value to covrcial institutions and readiness and sustainability
value to governent and military institutions.
In an industrialized society transportation consists of a variety
of modes including domestic and international air;

surface modes

including rail and highway motor transport; water modes including
international and domestic ocean transport, and inland waterway
carriage; and a final mode, often overlooked, pipeline transport of
various products.

The terms "airlift" and "sealift" are commonly used

to refer to air and ocean transportation in support of military forces,
and are so used here.

Each mode may have operational segments by

commercial providers, by government agencies outside the military, and
by military organizations.
As noted, the value of transportation is not applicable only to
the peaceful commerce of a society.

Transport's contribution is vital

to military operations with the effective waging of war being of utmost
importance although we cannot discount its consequence to peacetime
activit.ien.

Usig a simplified example to illustrate, a nation might

raise the best trained and equipped army the world has ever seen yet
have the effort be utterly in vain, with their national cause crashing
into dust, if that army cannot be brought to the place and at the time
-it

is necd to meet anid defeat the enemy.
Nither is transportation's role restricted to direct support of

troops in the field.

During the course of a conflict, the direct

material support of the effort ,-equires tho engag
of the scoomy of the nation at war.

2

nt, at some level,

That ervagennt is directly

related to the material demands of the oonFlict in relation to the size
of the economy involved.

A nation's transportation system, thin, is

required not only to carry finished goods from factories and wareh4use
to troops in the field.

It Is also required to transport raw materials

to factories, prospective soldiers to training camps, workers to jobs
producing war materials, and to support the entire range of other
functions necessary to support the war economy of the nation fielding an
armed force.
As with most of the remainder of the industrial base,
transportation has a dual role in war.
direct support of the war; it

Not only must it produce in

must also continue to provide time and

place utility to goods and services required for the continued operation
of the economy.

To the degree it

fails in either role, the nation's

application of armed force is hampered,

limited, or, at the very least,

redirected from the tactical or strategic actions towards which it might
be optimally directed.
must, therefore,

Complete study of transportation in wartime

include both these roles.

If a study of wartime transportation focuses specifically on the
United States and its ability to marshal its forces and its industry,
that study must necessarily include private sources of transport, those
sources neither directly owned by nor controlled by the military or
other government bodies.

The Department of Defense (DOD),

through its

individual service components, maintains a sizable transport capacity of
its own, especially in airlift and sealift.

However, the largest part

of the DOD's transportation requirements in war and peace,

both now and

historically, have been met through purchase of the service from private
concerns (30:28-9).

Transportation in s44wt of the general aonomy has been
virtually all privately provided by individual citizens or by comiercial
firms at all times.

It should be noted, hoever, that governments at

all levels make considerable contributions through the provision of
financial and/or political support to major portions oy
transportation system.

the total

Examples include funding for highways upon which

private operators move, subsidieos to ship operators, and the historic
regulation of railroads meant to ensure both their financial viability
and their availability to the public.
This reliance on the private sector for transportation services is
in counterpoint to many other industrialized countries in which
governments have elected for more direct roles, in many cases full
ownership and operation of certain modes, most commonly rail.

It

-further implies, also in counterpoint to other societies, that what
transportation develops -- and how-

in America is

largely at the command

of market forces that governments at all levels choose not to unduly
control or influence.
Because the DOD draws so heavily on private sources for its
transportation needs, the developed state of those sources when an
emergency develops or a war starts determines, to large extent, what the
military services will have available to them with which to transport
their forces and materials and what the economy has available to it to
support the national war effort.
Relatedly, because the structure and capabilities of the American
transportation system are largely determined through free market forces
without regard to wartime mobilization needs, and because those forces
are most commonly driven by the requirements of a peacetime economy

4

(because the nation is most commonly at peace), the national
transportation resources which can be brought to bear in o$uppoft of war
Are largely shaped by the requirements of the peacetime ecrny.
Resources so shaped are unlikely to meet wartime needs in quantity or
capacity.
The unfettered free market is unexcelled as a societal arrangement
that disciplines productive labor towards efficiently meeting all, and
only, those demands for which the public is willing to pay.

In times of

peace, the level of transportation capacity required to efficiently
support the national economy and military training, and thus what the
market will naturally gravitate toward producing, is not adequate to
support

the vastly Fs.-eater demands of war.

Ooverrvment demand, that is

Without continuing

willingness to pay, for the maintenance of

transportation capacity required to support wartime requirements, that
capacity will obey the dictatrs of the market to either disappear or not
be created in the first place.
Moving from the donain of theory to that of practicality, there
has been great concern expressed by many over at least the past ten
years that, indeed, the capability of the American transportation
indstries to support the military readiness o' the naUon has greatly
diminished.

That concern has been most vocally expressed regarding the

existing abilities, or inabilities, to effectively transport military
forces to a theater of war and materially suppor'. them once there.
Perhaps the most eloquent and complete of those expressions of zoncern
was provided by the President's Commission on Merchant Marine and
Defence, established by the Congress in 1964.

Its mandiate,

in brieF,

was to study the state of the American maritime industry and its
5

supporting industries in relation to their ability to support national
military readiness, and to recomend governmental and private actions
required to overame identified shortfalls (30:5).
The Comission's findings were that the availability of American
merchant shipping, merchant seamen, and the capacity of supporting
industries were insufficient to meet any but the smallest military
deployments, let alone a protracted global war (30: 1-2).

For instance,

the active U.S. flag merchant fleet in 1986 consisted of fewer than 370
ships, a decline of over 1700 from a fleet that included 2,114 ships in
1947 (30:11).

Between 1970 and 1986, the number of American merchant

seamen dropped from over 69,000 to under 29,000, and the positions on
American ships open to them from 34,000 to 11,000 (30:12).

The

Cormission cited k "virtual cessation of commercial ship construction in
the United States" as a major contributor to the closing of 76 shipyards
and ship repair facilities just between 1992 and 1986 (30:13).
Earlier study had revealed similar, though lesser, shortfalls in
airlift capacity required to support military objectives.

A result of

that work was the establishment of a national goal of maintaining
contingency airlift capacity available to the DOD of 66 million tonmiles (one ton of cargo carried one mile) per day.

By 1988, DOD

programs directed to meet that goal had reached 69 percent of the
desired capacity (7:39).
Impetus for studies of sealift and airlift required for direct
support of military action had been provided by the results of Joint
Chiefs of Staff (JCS) exercise "Nifty Nugget" in 1978.
were dismal.

Those results

Simulated mobilization and deployment of 400,000 troops to

Europe produced an utter failure of the transportation system.
6

Both

planning and capacity were found so inadequate to the task the exercise
was terminated early (7:38).

-

More peripheral, but no less critical, components of the
transportation system have reflected flaws in terms of military
readiness similar to those components directly involved in hauling
goods.

For instance, as late as 1986 it

was reported that the U.S.

Coast Guard, the Navy's Military Sealift Command (MSC),

and the Army's

Military Traffic Management Command (MTMC), had each developed plans for
civilian seaport support of a military contingency without either
"...reference to each other or port authorities" (26:61).

It

was

further noted that "port readiness has never been an element of a major
mobilization exercise..."

(26:68),

a state of affairs which obviously

leaves the capacity and capability of a critical transportation
component in some doubt.
Similarly, the state of America's transportation infrastructure,
including such things as highways, bridges, urban mass transit systems,
airports, and air traffic control systems, are sufficiently degraded
that their ability to support the intensive use accompanying
mobilization for war is,

at best, suspect.

The February 1988 report to

Congress of the National Council on Public Works Improvement included a
finding that "...the quality of America's infrastructure is barely
adequate to fulfill

current requirements..."

(33:1).

Specifically, it

reported finding inadequacies in availability of urban mass transit
systems and in maintenance of existing systems.

Other problems

attributed to urban mass transit were declining protkctivlty, poor
system planning,

incroasing difficulty in attracting ridarahip, And

increasing reliance on foreign suppliers.
7

As an example of that

reliance, it found there are currently no American-owned firms building
transit rail cars (33:6,25).

The Council cited the ills of Aerican

aviation infrastructure as a generalized congestion of the system
resulting from construction of new facilities inadequate to keep pace
with traffic growth, and a need to upgrade an aging air traffic control
system (33:6).
The condition of America's highway system was reflected in a
American Society of Civil Engineers report stating that, in 1989, over
45 percent of the 571,246 bridges inventoried by the Federal Highway
Administration were classified either "structurally deficient" or
"functionally obsolete".

Over 3,600 were closed to traffic.

They

further reported that over 10 percent of America's paved roads were in
poor or very poor condition, and 51.8 percent were only fair (2).

Thus,

almost two thirds of the nation's highways in 1989 were in reed of
repair.
As with most transportation related shortfalls, those manifested
in its

infrastructure can be laid to inadequate investment.

As a

percentage of all government spending, investment in infrastructure
shrunk from almost twenty percent in 1950 to under seven percent in 1984
(33: 8).

That the system is adequate even for current use reflects the

current consuVption of past investment.
Mexico Department of Highways is
inheritance'

As the Secretary of the New

quoted as saying, "We're spending our

(33:1).

Two purely domestic transportation modes, motor carriers and
railroads, have since the early 1980s und egone striking changes which
could affect their ability to efficiently support mobilization.

TheW

change, have largely resulted from federal government movement away from

8

tight economic regulation of these industries.

Federal regulation of

railroads began in the 1890s, and of motor carriers in the 1930s.

For

most of the time from those points forward to 1980, regulation had as
its overall goal assurance of availability of transportation to the
public at reasonable prices.

One method used to accomplish that goal

was the imposition of relatively strict controls both on exit from the
industry of firms engaged in rail or motor transport and on abandonment
of service to areas and along routes served.

Those controls, along with

other regulatory rules, had the effect of maintaining a large degree of
excess capacity in those industries with excess capacity d-Oined as
resources in excess of those required to maintain service in the most
efficient way.
Reforms in regulation of these industries as implemented by the
Motor Careier, and Staggers Rail, Acts of 1990 included a drastic
reduction tn controls on industry exit and on route abandonment.

With

maximum profit& largely the only determinant of continued service,
service to areas which provide marginal incom

for the firm is

attractive and, as stated, relatively easily abandoned.
service is most notable in the railroad industry.

less

Abandartent of

Wtwn 1O

and 1906

there was a 15 percent decline in miles of railroad trackage
t

arationalo a 22 percent decline in locomotive owwnrship, and a 17

percent dop in onership of railroad cars of all types (31:3).
duclines in absolute capacity are not nLcssariy bad.
macroecxnomic viewpoint, an
peacetime eomy,

These

From a

with a goal of efficient operation of a

they are often cited as positive.

Certainly, they

have been among the factors which resulted in the railroad ind4stry
being "...in a better finaicial condition than it has bevn in dL'cades"
9

(22:56), after years of weak financial performance. While a healthier
rail industry wmAd seem able to contribute more to mobilization
capability than a weak one, the declines noted in resources currently
devoted to rail capacity equally seem to detract from capability. As
earlier stated, the industrial capacity which most efficiently supports
a peacetime economy does not include excess capacity to cover the
increased demands of wartime support.
Tras-Formations in the motor carrier industry resulting from
dereg.ilation are less easily given a thumbnail assessment.

In the less-

than-truckload (LTL) segment of the market, consisting of "...carriers
handlirg small lots of cargo within a network of terminals" (31:5),
inceased competitive pressures resulted in a marked decline in the
number of carrlers.

A quarter of what were the largest 100 LTL carriers

in 1979 ceased operations between 1990 and 1996.
total of 3,500 carriers went out of businreo

In the same period, a

(31:6-7).

carriers, in contrast, saw increases in entrants.

Truckload (T.)

The TL segment

includes thousands of carriers operating truck fleets ranging in size
from very small to those

umbering in the hundreds.

Because these

carriers do not depend on a system of terminals as LTL carrie s d ,
indastry entrance and exit is relatively unburdened by financial
hurdles.
srwvic

Many flIrm enter and leave the market yeaely.

The price and

flexibility of those TL carriers proved attractive to many

shippers who have corequently diverted much of their traffic from LTL

to TL shippoes (31:7-9).
Changes in the mutor carrier industry have apparent meaning for
mobilization planning.

To the dgee that indBstry doarture of LiL

4irms repn-pents a net luss of either equipment or terminal capacityy it
10

would seem that capacity available for mobilization is hurt. No less
significant is the potential meaning of the explosive growth ii
number of small TL carriers.

the

Rapid changes in composition of this

segment would seem to make mobilization planning difficult bec&ase the
capacity base upon which to plan constantly changes.

Complications

could also acconpany any mobilization as the number of individual
carriers upon which the mobilization would depend is so much larger than
that experienced in the disciplined market resulting from regulation.
It seems self-evident that the task of Federal direction and
coordination of the mobilization activities of cmmercial transportation
firms would be easier if fewer, rather than more, firms rwquired that
direction and coordination.

In contrast, the trend in the YL segment of

the motor carrier induistry since deregulation is toward increasing
nambers of firms.
While much of tho procedivg has 4om.sed on freight transprtation,
the capacity and structure of the passenger transpatation rtwrk is
also of mobilizatlon concern.

Perhaps the most notable occurvences in

this a-ena are the primacy that commercial air and automobile travel
have aud

since approuimately 1950.

The intercity passengee rail sycitem operated by Amtatk is only a
pale reflection of the capacity existing earlier in the century.

The

much redced Amtrack system can only continue operations with govetvoent
subsidies covering ore third of its cnsts 431:5).
The intercity bus system# like the motor freight industry, has
undargune changes resulting from dregulation.

Cotition

with the

daroglated airl ines, and eased barriers to industry antrance and eit,

11

have produced a smaller full service intercity retwork fed by many nrw
a

local carriers of smal I size (31:10).

As with other transportation modes, these changes in urface
passenger transportation capacity apparently present implications for
mobilization.

Declines in absolute capacity, such as in the railroad

passenger segment, decrease the base upon which a mobilization would
depend.

Increases in the nmibers of carriers, such as in the passenger

bus industry, would likely complicate mobilization management.
A concern more obvious in passenger travel than freight is that
the shifts in traffic modes have been to those which are less Fuel
efficient per passenger mile than those they replace.

In times of peace

that distinction may be of minor importance because supplies of wsergy
twe relatively abuindant.

In a prolonged war such enargy abundance

canot be assumed owing either to probable disruptions in supply or
diversions away from civilian use.

In the event of petrol um shortages,

peatlme shifts in transorwtation capacity from wee to less fuel
efficient modes could make timwlves felt as bottlenecks in the
peor.tess of mobilization.
Nrs of the identified or potential co

nems disssed nLCsaeIly

re;oswnt absolute bareles to effectively suppewting wartime
mobilization of the national economy.

Thty Cb, howkever

illusteate that

teaewportation is an ongoing and chaiging area of study for
mobilization.
Changing inteenational political conditions highlight the
importance of studying the ability of the national eccwvy to support
tobi I i zatlo1.

12

Starting in the 1950s and for many years thereafter, heavy
American reliance on nuclear arms for strategic defence resulted in
assumptions of large-scale war scenarios that followed a pattern of
rapid termination after escalation to an exchange of strategic ruclear
weapons (27:34,36).

Industrial mobilization is not an issue in such a

war since hostilities would be concluded before a transformation of
military potential into actual forces could be achieved.
Since the late 1970s, in contrast, more attention has been devoted
to the possibility of American involvement in prolonged conventional
conflict of global scope.

Ore impetus +or this increased interest was

the achievement of nuclear parity by the Soviet Union (27g35-6).

That

parity essentially decreased the likely use of strategic nuclear weaposr
by raising the probability that any use would be met with a retaliation
in kind.

Cnwquemntly increased was the protability that a war between

supeepowers wo.uld be fought with conventional wapons, and would be thus
prolorged.
Appaeently profOmwd changes undibrway in the Soviet Union and in
its militaey policies, if realized, may well fuether inceeara the
probability of conventional conflict, at least in Europe.
of the threat of a ronolithic Soviet
of a bilatal S

A redction

mipire probably redzes the theeat

rpower Confrontation.

It does not# however,

recessarily dcrealg potential s&'rces of hostilities.

On the contary,

to the dugree that Soviet and .Aiwwican invOlvoment with, or control
over, smaller European states has held their lesser rivalries in check,
Soviet and Aaerican diwatwagemnt fem Uxxe states allows their
differences to again sur4ace.

As one writee has noted, two wo1d wars

have boon fbughL in Europe this cutury, neithese of which had Soviet

13

communism as its central issue (17:20).

Even after almost 40 years of

exemplary West German performance as a member of the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO), the prospect of a reunited Germany raises
concern with its European neighbors.

Even before such a reunification

has taken place, the Chancellor of West Germany raised the issue of
German dissatisfaction with the Polish-German border set after WWII
(37).

The multitude of potential conflicts led French President

Francois Mitterrand in Novembter 1969 to express fear that the evolving
new order may well result in a return to European political conditions
that prevailed prior to World War I (WI), characterized by cntiru~s
feuding between a large number of national players (14).
As the world political environvmnt evolves, so must (and
inevitably will) Arican strategy and forces.

The current trends

certainly indicate that conventional forces will assume ircreasing
imp=rtarce.

Also indicated are am increased potential ftr conflict,

wIch may well includs a largW-scalt and long-term commitment of
4eeican forces with its attendant reliance on industrial (including
t-anspoetat ion) mobi I izatlon.
Although risk may be rising, and along with It a rmd fo
inceeasad cending for military fv'ot, it
Alerican defer"

im virtually oertain that

expendltures will decline# and

in the rear future.

roebably precipith&slv,

The well publicized changes in the Soviet Union

have made a threat less apparent to the Paerican public, and with its
appent shrinking goes an equal decreaa in support for military
spending (5:41-2t 17:19).
It is something of an unavoidable paeadox Uat the sase forces
creating a red

foe heightutvad Investment in defense related

transportation resources are at the same time apparently eroding spport
for raising and

maintaining them.

Assuming both a drawdmon iii Aierican

forces positioned overseas, and that America will wontirue to hold a
strategic interest in maintaining peace overseas, supporting that
interest will require the transportation resources necesssry to move
American forces to a point of conflict.

Such resources will also be

needed to support the industrial mobilization required to sustain our
forces in a prolonged fight.
however,

Peacetime transportation capacity,

is ill-equipped to support rapid mobilization without some

financial intervention to support maintenance of excess-capacity
expressly designed to accommodate surge reuire

nts.

Financially

svpor ting such surge requiremnts essentially costitutes *n
evenditure foe defense that must copete fo

funding with all other

ocanse requivevrnts; a task made more difficult in times of overall
shrinking deee

budgets.

Cmnding the difficulty of comptiJng 4oe part of a shinilrg"
iatoee of m*re

V

is a history of defens

transportation reds being weak

cowpetitoes in relatlon to other dofeme reeds.

Factors leading to that

position include the geeat wperse of teansportation astets (such as
s~ips and aiecraft) and a wea

constituemy.

Oe writer e plained a

Cause of the weak cyst i tuency as fol lols:
The services wost dsende.nt upon strategic lift, the A,,my and
the Maine Coeps, Kust rely on the Navy and the Air Froce f r
the V-visiom of adfquate mobility atsets. T1* latter
services ave undowstandably reluctant to de.vote scarce
pvocuement funds to the acquisition of ships and Aircraft
peripheral to their ovn missions. (410:0)
Prooosed Warivwtirt Oatpeniltu es to Sustain rue,'ve cApacity in
ormaercial transportation industries woald likely face not only the
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stated hurdles, but also an aroused oppositlon from industry competitors
suspicious of goverrmnt euppo: t to their rivals, and from those arguing
in principle against government involvement in free markets.
case,

In any

the likelihood of building reserve transportation surge capacity

seems low absent a credible threat of sufficient immediacy to make the
need for funding such capacity clear both to the public and to senior
military officials.
This research wes undertaken with the assumption that existing
American transportation assets are either unable or of questionable
ability to support i,-rtime mobilization.

A further assumption was that

the currently e. lving world political enviroryment is likely to result
in increas.I emphasis on preparedness for conventional warfare,
including increased requirements for transportation assets supporting
defense up to thosm reded to.mobilize the national economy fr

war.,

Political support for peocuring those assets, however, is likely to.decrease,

The resulting assumption is that transportation assqts

adequate to support wartime mothilization are unlikely to exist at. least,
at thn .aainning of a conflict -In which they are r:ieded.
In the absence of adNjuate resourow. to meet all mobilization
needs, management of exiatin6 transportation assets to ensure their ft"t
effective uw, and the rapid .cretionof new assets, waold be vital to
the effective-support of the. wvr effort. Achieving either of h.sa"
A p'3oals in a timialy wy wId be dependent on vxvm level of effective

MObilization planning..

To thextewtnt that planning allows grea ts -i.o

of existing assets -tha.kouldt'therwise be obtained, or shotes

th".

time rtquired to call fR th *W C:
apacity, it serves as a repltemit
sorts for capaci ty not ox.:at.ing at the c
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renu

nt of hostillities.

-of..

Given the likelihood of continuing extensive shortFalls in
transportation caoacity, the planning function assumes great idoortance.
Many tools are avail.ble to those responsible for such
mobilization planning.

On

of the most important is an understanding of

the lessons derived -rom experieno- with similar situations.

The

longest and most extensive recent industrial mobilization for war in
American experience occurred just before and during WWII: the period of
1939 through 1945.

The exact extent of involvement of the American

econcy in directly supporting the war effort is open to some
interpretation.
was nmt total,

There is broad agreement that, while the involvement
it

was large.

The figure of 45 percent of the American

gross national prod.,ct (GNP) devoted to war production is perhaps
typical of those usually cited (21:63),

and is precise enough for

pv',poses oT dem;imtrating the boawd magnitude of indistrial involvement
.in

th, war.

Ps significant as the proportion oF the ecorumy then

devoted to w,
:eonom,...

.procction was the exploeive growth in the entire

The increased proctiction stimulated by the war drove .the

WrciCJ
to:130 percent growth-betwen 1939 and 1945 MIN13)4.
This marked intrease of the euncnwy d ove an accompanying irvease

nah~td 4br tratvportation sorvices-.arid other aeeets to support
P

~~a

40e
o transportation asaets, and seevicer. to-suppoet puvely

mi I tAy objectivaam nad to b
usls.

et from capcity divetted fry

civ Iian

This was 4'rom a capacity ba-e which was in uncertain condition at

the-start of the war owi ng to the 04fects orf tth (3r-i~t Oeprsaian.
.fotctive

managoLent of the re

tirg shw'taoii of t.anspo"tation

cepacity played ain 1Tortant part in a~suriig an Al-ied war- victoy by.
f-"ilitatinq Aworicals assuming-the role of .ar' ,%a
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of Wvmracy.

The magnitude of the industrial effort supporting the war ensured
that it

has been of interest to researchers.

The elapsed time lince the

war's end has seen a plethora of historical accounts of t.he conduct of
the mobilization.

The volume of the research conducted, in fact,

complicates the practicality of its most effective use by current
defense transportation planners.

Just the time required to gain a firm

grasp of the lessons available in the study of the WWII experience, not
to mention the skill required to sort truth out of the distractions of
erroneous conclusions, works against the effective application of the
knowledge available.

The intent of this research was to remedy that

situation with respect to the management of dcxestic wartime

transportation.

Gereral Issue
An understanding of the lessons offered by effective and
ineffective government management of American transportation resources
in World War 11 can provide one useful tool to those involved in
planning for any similar current contingencies,

Problem Statwent
The purpose of this work war to examine the history of
governmental managment of Aie lan

domestic teansportation in the

period 1939-1945 and to identify lessons learned from that management in
a form useful to cokv3oarary defense transportation planne s.

I
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Investigative QMestions
The following investigative questions guided the conduct of this
research.
1.

What was the state of American transportation capacity in the

period just prior to W4II,
2.

1935-1939?

What shortfalls in domestic transportation capacity versus

demand were experienced during WWII,

1939-1945?

3. How was government management of transportation, and
transportation-related, industries applied to address shortfalls in
wartime domestic transportation capacity?
4. What lessons for current planners can be drawn from the
erffectiveness of wartime management of transportation?

Scope and Limitations
The great volume and variety of transportation produced and
consumed in an industrialized society made consideration of all
transportation impractical for this research.

Attention was rather

focused on domestic commercial transportation of freight in all major
modes.

Interrtional capability was appraised in the water and air

modes only as it affected domestic capability, and transportation
provided by government agencies themselves considered only as it
affected commercial providers. Also as a means of focusing the
research, study of government management of wartime transportation
issues was largely restricted to Federal government actions.

It was

further restricted primarily to management of relatively broad programs,
as opposed to more detailed operational mamgement. As with those
stated before, each of th-se restrictions was broadened as appropriate
19

to gain an understanding of a particularly critical problem of a more
general nature.

Mtthool ogy
The research problem was addressed through identification of
actions taken and lessons learned during WWII as revealed by extensive
literature review.

The literature review was undertaken using the

resources of several academic libraries, documents acquired through the
Defense Technical Information Center, and various Government
publications.
Identification of lessons learned was achieved by evaluating the
history of wartime transportation management revealed in the literature
review while taking into consideration the conclusions of previous
similar research.

Simrary
This chapter presented an overview of the importance of
transportation to the national economy and the importance of the
national economy to the support of military forces in war.

It continued

with a discussion of some current issues which raise doubt about the
current ability of American transportation resources to support a
prolonged large scale war, and which suggest planning for such support
has taken on increased importance.

It was asserted that current

planning for wartime support operations may be enhanced in effectiveness
when undertaken with a solid understanding of the success or failure of
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similar operations carried out in World War II. Finally, the
methodology of the research was discussed.

-

Chapter II is a report of the review of literature concerning the
use and management of dmestic transportation in WWII,
conclusions about it

by previous researchers.

Chapter III

of the lessons learned derived from this research.
conclusions and recommendations +or further study.
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including the
is a report

Chapter IV presents

II,

Literature Review

This chapter is a review of the literature concernitg the
management of American domestic transportation during WWII.

It opens

with a brief discussion of the development of American transportation
prior to WWII, continues with a description of the pertinent details of
the overall national industrial mobilization during the war, follows
with an in-depth examination of wartime transportation management, and
closes with an enumeration of conclusions reached about the experience
by some other researchers.

Transporta t ion Development
Managing transportation in wartime presupposes some level of
transportation capability existing at war's start.

Understanding WWII

transportation management therefore requires a knowledge of the nature
and structure of American transportation assets in place prior to
American entry into the war.

The purpose of this section is to briefly

describe those assets as they existed in 1941.

The emphasis is on

describing what types of transportation were available, how the
individual industries were structured, and what forms of peacetime
governmental control existed. The description is structured around a
study of the historical developnxnt of each mode of transportation,
presented generally in the chronological oror in which they developed
in America.

This method of presentation was chosen on the assumption

that various events occurring in the development of transportation would
have important implications for the shape of wartime management.
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Studying American transportation development in general requires
consideration be given to three important forces.

These arw gSbgraphy,

technology, and politics.
The sheer size of the American nation, and the diversity of its
geography, were important factors in determining what transportation
developed.

Pegrum stated "the continental United States probably

presents the most complex transportation problems faced by any country
in the world" (20:71).

Geiography was an important determinant of the

types of transport developed and their routings.

Physical features

provided obstacles to be overcome and presented opportunities to be
exploited.

Population concentrations were both a cause and result of

transportation provided to them (20:92-3).
Transportation development was also inextricably linked to
tochnological development, and many technological developments were in
turn tied to others.

Sampson and Farris presented the example of large

scale rail movement requiring the development of steam engines and steel
rail. They further noted motor transportation requiring improved roads
and efficient engines, with engines in turn requiring advances in
petroleum technology (25:18).

In some cases existing technology was

harnessed to transportation purposes; in others technology was developed
to address transporlation problems.

In either case the rate of

transportation's advance has been linked to that of technology.
Political forces were also instrumental in determining the shape
of American transportation development.

Lieb noted that "because of the

importance of transportation in the realization of governmental goals,
it has always attracted considerable political attention" (19:7).

He

asserts as proof the development of an extensive history of government
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promotion and regulation of transportation (19:7-8).

Pegrum, in

contrast, denied that political considerations played a signiffzant role
in determining the route structure of the transport system.

He stated

that most decisions have been purely "economic" (20:77).
Supporting each, and central to understanding Anerican
transportation, is the notion that the major agents of transportation
development in this ountry have been private rather than public.

As

Lieb noted and as is obvious in the following discussion, governmental
actions at several times have played critical roles in shaping the
development of transportation.

They have done so, however, primarily by

facilitating and/or directing the course of actions taken by private
enterprises.

Pegrum is correct in his assertion that many decisions

were based on private economic considerations.

In the broader sense,

however, the fact that an aspect of public life as important as
transportation was largely left to be soppd by private interests is in
itself a key political consideration.

One concrete effect of these

political considerations was that wartime management of transportation
required marshalling the efforts of a wide and diverse body of private
transportation providers to further the overall national cause.
Developent of WAter Transportation.

Domestic water

transportation includes movement on inland waterways --including rivers
and the Great Lakes-- and upon the oceans.

The latter is divided into

ckstwise and intercoastal transportation. Coastwise transportation
refers to movement between ports on a single coast, or between Atlantic
and Gulf ports.

Intercoastal transportation refers to movement between

prts on the Pacific Ocean and Atlantic and/or Gulf ports (13:32).
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Water transportation was the first developed in America.

Aerican

roads were few and underdeveloped in the 1700s and early 1900s:
Overland movement from Philadelphia to New York took three days (25:189).

It was easier and cheaper to bring a ton of cargo to Philadelphia

from Europe than it was to move it

by land 70 miles from Lancaster,

Pennsylvania (20:47).
In response, an active trade grew up centered on coastwise
tr.ansportation and on movement on the many rivers and bays of the East
Coast.

As late as 1818, two-thirds of the crops raised in the Piedmont

region and requiring transport to market were grown within five miles of
a river; the remaining one-third were grown within tan miles of a river
(25:19-20).

Movement of traffic down the Mississippi River to the Gulf

of Mexico was so heavy that by 1817 New Orleans was the world's fourth
most important seaport (25:20).

Traffic movement upstream on all

rivers, however, was scant owing to the lack of adequate mechanical
power with which to propel it

(20:47).

The development of shallow-draft steamboats and their introduction
into scheduled river service in the early 1800s allowed easy upstream
movement.

In response, river traffic movement expanded greatly and

remained important until the 1860s.

Similarly, coastwise and

intercoastal shipping were important until the later development of
transcontinental railroads (20:46,49; 25:20).
Inland waterways were further exploited through development of a
system of canals.

These made movmemnt along rivers easier and connected

inland waterways to the ocean.

Sow short canals were constructed in

the late 1700s to go around river rapids.

The first canal of major

significance, however, was the Erie Canal,

completed in 1825.
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It

connected Lake Erie with the Hudson River, allowing easy movement of

goods from the American interior to the Atlantic at New York City at
rates far below those for land movement.

Originally funded by the State

of Now York as a public works project, its commercial success was
reflected in the fact that it paid for itself with tolls collected in
seven years (20:49; 25:23).
Spurred by the success of the Erie Canal, oLher states funded
construction of canals to contect their rivers or ocean coasts with the
Groat Lakes.

Over 4,000 miles of canals were built before 1850, most of

them as state projects.

None were as commercially successful as the

Erie, however, and their weak economic performance in turn weakened the
financial condition of the states uponsowing them.

The Financial Panic

of 1837 caused many states to default on bonds issued to finance canals
and significantly slwad their continued construction (20:49; 25:24).
While canals were " ...marvels of their time" and occupied the
position of dominant transportation mode through the end of the Civil
Warp, they suffered from several major woaknesses (25:24).

Their

susceptibility to freezing made them unusable for portion& of the yoar.
Restricted as they are to water courses
system of limited flexibility.

they provided a tratroortation

In addition, most of them ran in a

north-south direction 4tila the growth of the country (and thus its red
for transprtation) was predominantly wstward (25:25).

The railroads

were largely imuv to those weaknasses and their devlupment rctbed
inland waterways of much of their traffic base. As traffic was divert d
to railroads the fortunes of the waterways fell.

By the I13

more than

half of the canal milage originally developed had boun abandoned.
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By

1900 It was almost oampletely gone.

Steamboat traffic declird after

the 185Os, virtually disappearing by 1975 (19:86; 20:49).

&

Canal construction enjoyed a revival in the early part of the
1900s.

This was partly the result of interest in developing a law cost

shipping alternative to the railroads, and partly an oAutgrowth of an
interest in flood control and natural resurce conservation (13:34;
20:57-G) .

In 1903 Ne York funded the improvement of the Erie Canal

into the No York State Barge Canal (20.58).

Congress established

within the War Oepartnent a Board of Engirers for Rivers and Harbors to
evalhate and promote waterway development, and appropriated funds for
development (20:5).

One estimate o; the Federal funds expended on

waterway development placed that figure at more than $213 million
between 1900 and 1940.
teaffic.

Now waterway development spurred an intrease in

By the 1930o, 15 p rcent of freight traffic moved on river

waterwa-s (19:07).

The Great Lakes cor tituted a tramendoas transportation resaurce
to be exploited.

Trarspoetatitn use of the Great Lakes was facilitated

by co stuction of a series of canals and locks which made their use as
a system feasible.
as early as 1629.
1SS

Sane costruction of this type had been undertaken
DiV1etion of the So Locks at Sault Saite Marie in

a lowed the beginniog of significant traffic over the Lakes.

Wfdaning of the river channel cwvvcting Lakes Haron and Erie, rombined
with the openitg of the Soo Locks, eff-tLively opened a "natural channel
spanning a third of the continent."

Further canal work around the St.

Lawrence River and Niagara Falls in tOa early Vears of the 1900s opened
the Law to sm shal low draft ow-ar' vteawla (25).
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The extent and type of Fedral

vernent involveent in waterway

transportation explains to a large degree the structure of the industry.
While several important projects -notably

the Erie Canal-

prcomting

waterway transport were undertaken as private ventures, the Federal
Government was responsible for funding and guiding the bulk of
development.

The waters of Aierican rivers have historically been

treated as a national asset, and the maintenance of them as
transportatlon resources treated as a federal responsibility.
support has been given to ocean harbors.

Similar

The U.S. Government bagan

funding for harbor improvement in 1789, continued in the early 1800s,
and since 1866 made appropriations for waterway improvsint almost every
year (19:85; 25:).
Free use of the Agdarally maintaired waterways wa
principle of national policy" frm 182 on ':30).

"a definitA

One effect of this

policy was to vellevo waturborne carriers of the reed to cover an
important portion of the cost of providing service, that is,
of the way.

As a r wult the capital invostment reouired fr

maintilun

e

indkAstry

entrance was tuite low and the Industry was corequently made up of a
CM1329; 19:91).

large number of tirms of various si0

While govevtwent promotion and suwport of water teansportaton was
evtenslveo governent control was auch less s.

The Fedcral Gvwrrnent

set maritime safety regulations which werie enfuoced by a fedteal agertvyt
namely the Coast Guard and its

predcessors

(49:91).

Cabotage laws

restricting trada betwoen U.S. ports to Arican ships vere instituted
in the Navigation Act of 1617.
cantrol,

it

While this cetainly was ore fare of

primarily was a farm of protection for O~rican shipping

interests (13:38).

Federal econmic regulation of maritime carriers, a
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fact of life for the railroads since 18B7, was not applied until 1940.
The legislation instituting that regulatlon, hoevur, was so ceafted
that it applied to only about 10 percent of all water traffic
(19:87,91).
In sumamation, the cmestic water transportatlon available to the
United States at the start of WWII encompassed several routes and types
of service providers.

It included well-developed trade routes over the

Great Lakes with connections to ocean ports; barge shipmnt on an
extensive series of river systems ano canals, also with connections to
ocean ports; and well-developed ports on all three coasts. Carriers
were rumerous, heterog'eous, and acoustawed to only a minimal level of
go.vernmnt control.
D"I pwent oF Hghwy Tr rsporatic

Intercity highway

development in the U.S. was initiated after watewway development. but
much of its sigmificant early progress occued siftAltaneously.

Early

road dvelqYapnt was slow owing to the roughnes of the American terrain
and the corsreqnt mood fat large inve.tAments of capital and labor in
road building.

Most roads ware only slightly impeaved Indian trails.

Sam of the first 1nmioved romd

were developed in the IMl:s colvgcting

large cities along the East Coast as a means of facilitating postal
traffic.

cainning in the 1790s and prossing into the early 19DO,

a

nucter of private tocerns successfully built and oper.atod iaproved toll
roads contecting iportant points (25:21-2).
The high cost of highway construction made it difficult for
private firms to $inance large-scale projects.

Ru'A-nizing this,

Congress in 1797 app-qwiated funds for construction of .%road
conrecting the East Cost with tht wa.Aern frontier.
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Known at the

National Pike, it was envisioned as stretching from Cumberland, Maryland
to St. Louis, Missouri.

Approximately $6.8 million was appropriated for

its construction through 1838, vice $1.6 million for all other roads.
By 1818 it had been completed to Wheeling, West Virginia.

Construction

continued but the National Pikc was never completed to its intended
terminus at St. Louis.

The constitutionality of federal spending on

internal improvements became an issue after the election as president of
Andraw Jackson in 1832.

In the face of this issue, construction of the

Pike ended at Vandalia, Illinois in 1838 (25:22).
Interest in road construction declined after termination of the
Natiornal Pike project.

Some states funded minimal work, but increased

completion from railroads and canals made highways relatively
unattractive.

Further, the failure of many toll roads slowed new

construction of them (13:25; 25:22).
Interest in highway construction didn't revive until the 1890s.
Three major groups were responsible for this revival.
railroads, farmers, and bicyclists.

Railroads were interested in

developing feeder lines into their own systems.
efficient farm-to-market transport.
on which to ride.

They were the

rarmers wanted

Bicyclists wanted improved surfaces

Increasing automobile usage also provided an early

impetus to development and became, according to Pegrum, the single
largest one (20:59; 25:30).
Progress on road construction in this period was slow, steady, and
uncoordinated.

Most of the work was undertaken by state and local

goverrvnents acting individually.

The Congress had established an Office

of Public Road Inquiry in the Departmnrt of Agriculture in 1093, but it
produced nu large federal aid or guidance.
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By 1915, 45 states had

established highway aid measures, 40 had funded state highway
departments, and 24 had created state highway systems.

The status'

ability to finance such large projects was limited, however, and little
road milage had been improved (25:30-1).
Indicative of the condition of the nation's roads at the time was
the experience of the Goodyear Tire Ckopany in 1917.

Attempting to

demonstrate the feasibility of intercity truck transportation, Goodyear
employees drove a then-modern truck the 770 miles from Akron, Ohio to
Boston and back over the best roads available.
reach Boston on the first leg.

It took over 18 days to

The return trip was somewhat quicker.

The entire round trip required 28 days and consumed 28 tires.
a similar run was made from Boston to San Frana.iso.

In 1916,

While crossing

y/oi ng on that attempt 36.of the 56 wooden bridges the truck was
obliged to go over gave way under the vehicle's weight (16:121-3).
In 1916 the Federal Government recognized a requirsent for its
involvement in road consuction and first became involved in a
significant way. Oingress at that time appropriated $75 million for a
five-year project of highway improvement.

Mst Importantly,

it

established in legislation the system of federal aid Wich was to endire
thereafter. Its providad for state owvnrship, construction, and
maintenance of highways; federal sharing of costruction cowsts based on
population, area, and milage; and the estabi islvvant of state highway
departments to ".*.coordinate, enginreeo designate, and contract for
highway improvanents" (25:31).
The 1916 legislation was followed and expanded five years later by
the Foderal Highway Act of 1921.
ustablihhd

It continuid the aid system previously

and provided a tnuttwwd of concentrating that aid to ensuare
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It made the Secretary of Agriculture responsible for

its best use.

designating roads to be included in a system of primary national
interstate highways.

The system was limited to seven percent (later

raised to eight) of all state highway milage.

During the approximate

same time, the individial states widely began to levy taxes on gasoline
to finance highway construction and improvement.

The net effect of

these actions was to greatly accelerate the availability of improved
roads (13:26; 19:56; 20:59; 25:31).
The onset of the Depression in the 1930s considerably slowed much
of national life but it
development.

paradoxically further speeded highway

Road construction and improvement was heavily funded as a

means to provide work to the unemployed.

Most of the work undertaken

was aimed at highway improvement, rather than systam expansion.

The

federally funded system was expanded to include farm-to-market roads
less heavily travelled than those previously funded.

That funding made

possible the first large-scale building of improved roads ever
expi-wienced in many areas.

In1934 extensions of the system into urban

areas were also mawi eligible for aid (13:26; 19t56; 25:31,337,443).
As in the case of waterway transport, provision of essentially
free way encouraged many to enter the busi ess of highway
The posts of eitry iwere %tite Iow, and there w.ere few

transportation.

political restrictions.

The intercity motor carrier business began in

earnest after the end of

IAI

requirements of

and contirued to grow.

The law capital

rind.stry entry made it especially attractive to the

urnployed during the Deprossion and many small firms commenoed business
then (25:31).

Largely as the result of the greatly iMcreased trucking

business and the copetition it pied to established forms of
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transportation, Sampson and Farris termed the 1930s " ... perhaps the
period of greatest change for transportation during the twentieth
century" (25:337).
One result of the increased participation in the motor carrier
industry was pressure to extend federal economic regulation to it.
Railroad interests wanted to protect themselves from having to compete
as regulated carriers against unregulated truckers.

Larger trucking

firms were interested in protecting themselves against competition from
small (often one man) firms willing to work at or below cost.

Some

states had taken the lead in attempting to regulate motor carriage.
Their actions regarding licensing and safety requirements were largely
successful.

Their economic regulation was much less so, mostly because

much trucking was interstate in character and individual states legally
could only regulate traffic moving totally within their borders.
Federal regulation of interstate motor carriage was implemented
with the passage of the Motor Carrier Act of 1935. Much of the
regulation was very similar to that previously applied to railroads.

It

encompassed political controls on industry entry, rate setting, and
conditions of service.

It also recognized the wide variety of types of

carriers engaged in interstate motor carriage and exempted from
regulation a large number of them, notably those engaged in hauling
agricultural products.

While new entries into the industry were

controlled, carriers already in were allowed to continue operation
(19:56; 25:339-45).
At the beginning of WWII America enjoyed a well-developed domestic
highway system that had Just recently undergone a long period of
expansion and improvement.

There wore over 4.5 million registered
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freight carrying trucks operating over it (4:228).

Highways and trucks

both were valuable and important transportation resources.
mechanisms for managing them were, however, slim.

Thq existing

This was largely

because of the wide variety of carrier types and sizes in existence.
Federal economic regulation had been expanded to trucking but it was
relatively new and exempted a large percentage of trucks from control
(4:228).

As will be explained later, this was to be of great

significance to wartime management.
Development of Railroad Trarportation.

Following the development

of steam locomotives in England, the first American railroad -the
Baltimore and Ohio-

commenced operation in 1830 (20:51).

Thereafter

rail development was so fast and of such importance that Pegrum termed
it "..probably the most significant and far-reaching...transport
improvement in the history of mankind...

."

(20:50).

Growth of total

U.S. rail milage was rapid, from 23 miles in 1830 to over 30,000 miles
in 1860.

Most of the development until the IB5Os was in short lines

serving small regions. There were many separate lines but a common
operating gauge had been established based on the requirements of the
first imported English locomotives (20:51; 25:27).
Until 1853 the longest single rail system was only 135 miles long
(20:51).

By 1660, however, several systems had joined the East Coast to

the Mississippi River, and the eastern part of the country enjoyed a
1"substantial network" of rails (25:27).
The Civil War induced a general increase in the pace of business
and an accompanying speed-up in railroad development.

The first

transcontinental rail link to the West Coast was started during the
Civil War.

The Federal Goverrmnt encouraged the construction as a war
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project and provided some financial aid.

The line was completed in 1669

(20:51; 25:2B).

.-

Rail line expansion again accelerated in the 1870s and "Os.

Some

of the growth was as an effect of the consolidation of small independent
lines into large rail systems.

The Pennsylvania Railroad, for example,

absorbed almost 600 other lines Just in the 1980s.

Total rail milage in

the U.S. more than tripled between 1870 and 1890 (19:36; 20:53).
After the mid-1890s the rate of growth slowed considerably.

By

1900 the basic U.S. rail system as it was to develop was in place.

The

railroads had become the dominant mode of intercity transport in the
country, a position they were to maintain until the 1920s brought in the
beginnings of competition from highway carriers.

Rail milage continued

to expand until approximately 1916 largely as the result of branch line
construction to improve service on existing main lines (13:5-6; 19:36;
20:51; 25:29).
It is notable that, even at its most completely developed state,
the American railroad industry did not have a single firm which provided
service coast-to-coast completely ithin its own system. What are
referred to as "transcontinental" railroads are those which serve the
West Coast from origins only as far east as the Midwest.

Ore effect of

this was to require railroads to develop a complex system of traffic and
car interchange agreements to provide transcontinental service.
Carrying these out entailed a large degree of wastage most evident in
the milago accumulated in shuttling empty rail cars back to their owning
lives (19:38-9; 20:53).
Development of the railroads, as opposed to the other modes
previously mentioned, was largely financed by private capital.
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The

government's choice to refrain from large-scale financing of the rails
was partly due to continuing questions about the constitutionality of
the federal involvement in public works projects.

The railroads' need

to raise large amounts of capital to build and maintain way shaped an
industry much different in appearance than those involvEd in water or
highway carriage.

Rather than many small firms, railroad transportation

was carried out by a relatively small number of large firms (19:36;
25:29).
While governments at all levels provided litt^e in the way of
direct aid to railroad development, a great deal was provided in more
indirect promotion.

umerous state and local governments provided the

railroads with such inducements as free land, tax exemptions, and loan
guarantees in attempts to secure rail service for themselves.

Perhaps

the largest promotion of all was carried cut by the Federal Government
in its program of land grants to the raiiroads between 1850 and 1871.
Under this program, the Federal Government enturaged railroads to
expand westward by giving them publi%; land along the railroad right-ofway.

The railroads were given alternate sections of land out to a

distance of six miles on either side of their tracks.
of these grants were made.

Approximately 75

r-ampson places their total size at 179

million acres and accounting for almost 10 percent of the total area of
the country; Pegrum states they totalled 1M1 million acres.

In either

case, they were sizable (20:55; 25:28,442).
Despite s'.ch indirect government aid the reliance of railroads on
private financing and their subjection to great competition resulted in
their chronically weak Financial positions.

As early as the 1870s

industry overexpansion and excess capacity had placed many roads in
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financial Jeopardy.

This was compounded by frequent financial

misbehavior by those involved in the railroad ind.ustry (20:55-).
One result of the financial pressure on railroads was the
institution by them of rate systems that widely discriminated between
shippers based on their degree of dependence on the railroads.
Following from that practice was political pressure on governments to
financially regulate the railroads.

After some largely unsuccessful

state experimentation with regulation, Congress set up a comprehensive
interstate system in the 1667 Act to Regulate Commerce (25:314-8).
The 1887 act mandated that the railroads set rates that were "just
and reasonable", prohibited price discrimination, enforced railroad
competition by prohibiting cooperative arrangements of various types
among the railroads, and established the Interstate Commerce Commission
(IC)

to administer the act (25:319-20).
The Act to Regulate Comerce was strengthened by a series of other

legislation in the early 1900s so that, by 1911, regulation was complete
and extensive.

The ICC unabashedly took on the role as protector of

shippers' interests.

Most requests for rate increases were denied

regardless of the requirements of the railroads.

As one result,

railroad companies representing almost 10 percent of the nations
trackage were in receivership by 1916 (19:215-6;25:324).
Another result of vigorous regulation was that railroads were
forced to defer maintenance and equipment upgrades.

As a consequence of

this they were ill-equipped to handle the press of traffic that
accompanied the dramatic business upturn in WWI.

This was especially

apparent after American entry into the war in April 1917.

To overcome

equipment, and other, shortfalls the railroads were.nationalized in
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December 1917 and operated under federal control through WWI and into
1920 (19:216).
The next evolution in railroad regulation was embodied in the
Transportation Act of 1920.

This was legislation which returned control

of the railroads to their private owners while modifying regulation to
attempt to ensure the health of the rail industry.

The scope of

regulation was tightened to include controls on industry entrance and
exit and the IC's rate-making power was expanded to include the
authority to set minimum as well as maximum rates.

In essence, the

thrust of regulation thereafter was to protect shippers while at the
same time assuring a fair return to the railroads (19:217-221; 20:293-

5).
While some improvement in railroad financial performance was
achieved in the 1920s, those gains were wiped out by the onset of the
Depression. Between 1929 and 1933 railroad revenues declined over 50
percent and drove 75 of the largest railroads into receivership.

It was

feared that continued poor returns would drive all railroads into
bankruptcy (19:227; 20:300).
In response to those fears Congress passed the Emergency
Transportation Act of 1933.

This legislation was intended to promote

cooperation between the railroads and to elimirite wasiteFul duplication
of services.

It set up an Office of Federal Coordinator of

Transportation to facilitate that cooperation and to aid railroad
reorganization attempts.

The 1933 act proved ineffective, and the

Transportation Coordinator's position was abolished in 1936 (19:227-8;
25:336).
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In 1940, Just before America's entry into IWII, her rail system
possessed Just over 233,000 miles of track extensively spread over
virtually the entire country.

Total trackage had declined somsmhat from

the all-time peak of 264,000 miles but the railroads were still

the

country's "...most important freight-carrying agency" (4:20; 20:51;
25:27).
It was obvious that maintaining solid control of the railroads
would be important to effective wartime transportation management.
Luckily the structure of the industry was such that management could be
easily asserted.

There were a relatively few rnuber of firms providing

a relatively homogenous mix of services, and virtually all had long
experience in dealing with government regulation.
Development of Pipelire Transpo-tation
began in the oil fields of Pennsylvania.

Pipeline transportation

Pegrum places its origin in

1872; Lieb and Sampson and Farris stated it started in 1865.

It was

originally developed to provide an alternative to the expensive wagon
transportation originally used to move oil from the fields to refineries
and distribution points (19:79; 20:62; 25:36).
The first major pipeline, stretching 110 miles, was built in 1679
to move Pennsylvania oil from the field to a connection with the Reading
Railroad for orward transit to New York City (20:62).

Most early

pipelines, both before and after that one, were much shorter and were
used primarily as gathering systems within oil fields.
the result of inadequately advanced pipeline technology.

This was partly
It was also

pa'tly dke to the railroads' frequent refusal to allow passage of
pipelines under their tracks (19:79; 25:37).
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Profitability of the lines was initially high and attracted many
new entrants into the industry.
drove many into bankruptcy.

The consequent intense competition

Oil companies were quick to buy out the

bankrupts with the result that pipelines came largely under their
control (19:79).
The Standard Oil Trust was particularly active and aggressive in
acquiring pipeline.

In the 18)0s and beyond it acquired much new line,

blocked construction of competing lines, and built many new lines itself
(13:66).

Pegrum stated that by 1900 the Standard Oil Trust controlled

over 40,000 miles of pipeline versus 550 for the next largest operator.
Harmon states that the entire pipeline network at the turn of the
century encompassed only "...approximately 18,000 miles" (13:51)9 but
concurred that Standard Oil controlled most of it

(13:88).

As pipeline technology advanced longer lines were built.

Many

connected oil fields in Pennsylvania to the Atlantic Coast and the Great
Lakes region.

The greatest growth in pipeline construction occurred in

the early 1900s as the growth in automobile use spurred increased demand
for oil and large well -fields in the Southwest were developed to satisfy
the demand (13:51; 20:62).
Also as a result of technology improvements pipelines were able to
move beyond their original role of transporting crude petroleum.
Improved welding techniques cut leakage and allowed construction of the
first refined product line in 1930.

The development of lightweight pipe

of high tensile strength was followed by the beginning of large-scale
development of natural gas pipelines in 1931 (13:55; 19O; 25:37).
There was minimal government involvument with the development of
pipeline transport.

Virtually all were develqed by private capital
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with their only government assistance the allowance of right-of-way on
some Federal property.

Harmon cites the estimated value of those

allowances between 1900 and 1940 at Just over *76,000.

Mtst lines were

owncd and operated by individual oil companies or oil company
combinations, although some few were independently operated (13:98;
20:-62).
Somewhat paradoxically, given their ownership patterns, pipelines
had been regulated by the ICE: as common carriers since 1906.
two -Factors were behind this.

At least

First, the extreme monopoly power that

the Standard Oil Trust had wielded over oil prices, partly as a result
of its virtual total control over pipeline transport, had driven calls
for federal regulation.

Second, while pipelines primarily moved the

products of their owner-operators, they also moved se

oil owned by

others (13;50,88; 25:71,322).
The form of pipeline regulation was much the same as that applied
to railroads except that industry entrance and exit was not controlled
(19:M2).

After the imposition of federal regulation, oll comwany

pipeline owners continued to use a variety of tschenes to place competing
shippers at a disadvantage.

The extent of those sW'ys was such that

Harmon termed the effectiveness of early regulation "debatable" (13:69).
He asserted that effective regulation only followed aggressive ICC
action after 1934 to determine and set fair shipping rates (13:89-90)..
Similarly, Pegrum concluded that the status of oil pipelin s as commc r
carriers was sufficiently ambiguous as to make their effective
regulation problematic (20:364-5).
At the beginning of,WWII the American pipeline system consisted of
approximately 116,000 miles of line.
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That total was ccmpo ed of "about"

65,000 miles of long-distance crude trunk line, 53,000 miles of
gathering line, and 9,000 miles of product line (13:51).
of less than 10 inches in diameter (19:80).

Most'bf it was

It was largely owned and

operated by a relatively small group of firms.

Those firms had many

years of experience in operating under some form of government
regulation. Hb.ever effective or ineffective that regulation was, it
allowed them some familiarity with goverrnent controls prior to the
onset of wartime management.
Development of Air Transportation.

Transportation by powered

aircraft was the latest mode to emerge in Poerica and the ore which
received the greatest level of government involvement.

The pace and

direction of air transportation development was intimately linked to
federal efforts to pramote and guide it.
case of air freight transportation.

This is especially true in the

The high cost of air shipeint mada

one special form of goverrent freight --air mail-

the traffic staple

of early air carriers.
Powered flight was first achieved in 1903. Harmon placed
establishment of the first schecAled air transportation service in 1914.
Wld War I provided an impetus to more rapid alrraft davolupnnt and
to the training of many pilots.

Its e"d allowod the release to peaceful

public use of many of the aircraft and pilots p.odAwd.

Many surplus

airceaft were sold to individual private pilots, and many of then used
the plares to start sall

commecial operations (13:57; 19:104; 25:33).

The FPderal Govrvrent, in the meantime, was daveloping the
prowras of moving air mail.

Harmon stated the first exporimnt with air

mail service occurred in 1911.

Other authors place it, alternately, in

1916 and 1910 (13:57; 20:337; 25:33).
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Same air mail was moed betwaien

Nwj York City and Washington in 1916, first
in Post Office planes.

In 1919 the first

betwen thone points was instituted.
avi . service was started in 1919.

in Army aircraft and later
regular air mail service

The first

By 1924 it

transcontinental air
was expanded to provide

day and night service (20:61,337;25:33).
Movsient of air mall prior to 1925 was undertaken by government
eployees in government aircraft.
Post Office to contract with coi

The Kelly Act of 1925 authorized the
rcial carriers for air mail movement.

By 1927 all air mail was being carried by cowercial firms under
contract (25:M3).
The Kelly Act also required that the carriers working under
contract "Provide facilities for passengers" (20:61).
iwfortant steop in developing a ore secure traffic base
comercial carriers.
uddity.

This was an
or the

Air transportation was awn as swathing of an

Air mail cotitractu provideid the revenu

to opeeate ihile they expanded their markets.

which carriers needed

Sa&Vson and Farris moted

'mmst airlire aowpanies wee highly subsidized by air mail cnteacts and
were in the mail business we

than any other" (25t34).

Pegrum characterized early Fuderal interest in cowrcial aviation
as ewcored with liemotion, navigation, and safety (20.336).
Act was prmotion.
navigation a
effect.

It

The Air 03werce Act of 1926 was mftre

norred with

sa4fety, although its structure also had a prmotlonal

created a Bureau of Air Qowwrte to establish and maintain

all rucetsary air navigation and safety facilitit

afety regulations for carriers.
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..

.

....

establishment of air

The Bureau of Air CQwr~nLe used that

authority to u tabllsh safety rules and stafwlvr

..

s# emcpt airports, for

The act also auUioeizd U

the aviation industry.

...

cr

The Kelly

as voll as to begin

the inspection and licensing of pilots and aircraft (25:349). The act
had the effect of promoting ocne'rcial aviation by its establidhment of
the principle of free government provision of airway maintenance. This
relieved carriers of a significant cost of doing business (20:61).
The McNary-atres Act of 1930 was further, and more blatantly,
promotional.

It changed the basis for computation of air mail contract

payments so that air mail effectively paiL the entire basic costs of
aircraft operation.

Any additional traffic carried essentially

represented revenue generated without cost (25:349-50).
Mcary-Watres also allowed tha Postmaster-General to award
contracts selectively and without competitive bidding.

This provision

allowed contracts to be more directly used as carrier subsidies and to
be used to shape the airline system.

As a result of implementation of

its provisios, many airline routes were corsolidated and a route system
of trunk and feeder lines were established (13:58; 19:237).
Greatly increased federal funding for airports also started in the
early 1930s.

The Air Commerce Act of 1926 had prohibited federal

funding of airports but the nnset of the Depression chaingd that policy.
Like road building, construction of airports was undertaken as a public
works program to provide work to the unemployed. After 1933 federal
financing became the primary source of airport construction funds
(20:538).
The first government economic regulation, vice prmvition, of
aviation cwme with the Air Mail Act of 1934.

This legislation was

enacted as the result of suspected illegal collusion between Post Office
and airline officials in negotiating air mail contracts.

All air mail

contracts were ranceiled for a brief period in 1934 and the Army hauled
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the mail.

When contracts were re-instituted under the Air Mail Act the

ICC was allowed to set rates and to prevent airline mergers (19:237;
25:350).
tore complete regulation was instituted under the Civil
Aeronautics Act of 1938. Motivation for the legislation was provided by
the tear-bankruptcy of many major carriers and by a series of aviation
accidents in 1936-37 which had eroded public confidence in air travel
(20:337).
Many of the Act's provisions were similar in form to regulatory
acts affecting other transportation modes. Airline rates and earnings
were to be controlled by the government, as was entrance and exit from
the industry (25:350).
Regulation of airlines was to be different, however, in many other
respects.

Instead of making any existing body responsible for

regulation two new agencies were created. The Civil Aeronautics
Authority --renaied the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) in 1940- was
established to administer eczonomic regulation.

The Civil Aeronautics

Administration (CA) was established to take over from the old Bureau oC
Air Comerce the responsibility of maintaining the airways and enforcing
safety regulations.

Lieb aLtributed Uh

decision to set up new agencies

to Congressional beliefs that air transpartation was different enough
from other modes to warrant a now agency and that the then-current
responsibilities of the IC were already broad enoo

(19:238,240;

25:350,52).
The 1938 act also Included a xmrsber of proxn.tlonal provisions that
wer. unique to air transportation regulation.

It directed that ecavmic

regulation be used in large nasure to eo'wrage the further development
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of commrcial transportation and protect it from destructive
competition.

Among other of these provisions it

formally alloed

federal aid to airpor t development and authorized the CAA to develop a
comprehensive plan for airport construction and (evelopment

(20:61;

25:348-9).
Civil aviation at the start of WWII iwas a relatively small
industry which was still maturing.
modes it

As compared to other transportation

carried only minimal traffic, much less than one percent of the

total of either freight or passengers (24:33-4).

It was heavily

dependent upon government for revenue traffic, provision of services,
and protection from competition.

Because its services were unique for

their speed, however, it represented a very significant potential
contributor to the mix of wartime transportation resources.

Further,

the almost inextricable intertwining of civil ,viation with the federal
government made executives in this industry well adapted to government
controls.
1939-41 Transportation Development.
of WWII and America's entry into it
for at least two reasons.

First, it

The period between the onset

was significant to transportation
included passage of a major piece

of federal transportation legislation.

Secor.J, some early institutions

of transportation control during the period were important to later
wartime management.
The Transportation Act of 1940 was passed +ollowing over two years
of hearings on the status of the domestic transportation.

As a result

of these hearings the Congress concluded significant problems existed,
especially within the water and rail carrier indstries.
it

As a result,

used the 1940 Act to initiate economic regulation of water carriers

and to modify regulation of the railroads.

These, and other, of the

1940 Act's specific provisions were important as time went on. - In the
short term they were largely overcoma by events with the onet of war.
What was more significant was that the Transportation Act of 1940
stated, for the first

time, a national transportation policy.

That

policy, in brief, was to develop, coordinate, and preserve a national
transportation system composed of all of the several modes.

The

part icular advantages of each industry were to be preserved by
structuring regulation in such a way as to promote those advantages
(19:241,244; 25: 35-6).
There was no indication in the literature that wartime
transportation management was specifically guided by the 1940
declaration of policy but the experience of WWII proved the wisdom of
that policy.

As is extensively discussed later, each transportation

mode made significant contributions to the wartime effort.
Industrial activity supporting WWII started before the U.S. became
a belligerent.

Some of this was in support of America's own rearmament,

some provided material to countries already in the war.

As the volume

of export traffic grew, and as the potential for American involvement
into the war increased, some early control of war-related transportation
evolved.
Th. bystem of transportation controls instituted prior to 1941 was
largely the prodct of planning after WWI.

As has been mentioned, in

WW1 the government had had to assume operation of the railroads in order
support the war.

The lessons of that experience had ben used to make

plans to avert repeating it.
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Before the nationalization of the rails in WWI the flow of wartime
traffic had caused "virtually paralyzing" congestion in the system
(24:73).

Factors contributing to the congestion included

...extraordinary grain shipments in late 1917, Fuel
Administration ineptitude that had delayed the shipment of
coal into the fall and wintert severe weather, and
mismanagement at the terminals, which prevented the timely
unloading and return to service of scarce freight cars.
(1:104)
Failure to establish coordinated direction produced
...terrific jamming of the freight terminals at East Coast
ports which backlogged freight cars as far as Harrisburg,
Penosylvania and Albany, New York. (8:163)
Freight cars arrived at the ports much faster than they could be
unloaded.

At one point in December 1917 almost 70,000 carloads or

carload-equivalents of freight were being held waiting for unloading at
the ports or on rail sidings along mainlines behind them.

The ports

normally held a five-to-seven day supply of cargo with which to load
ships.

At the peak of the congestion a supply of ninety or more days'

worth was held (24:74).
The WWI Railroad War Board, consisting of a group of railroad
presidents, attempted and failed to control the problem.
several causes for their failure.

There were

The individual railroads resisted

rerouting traffic because it might cause them same loss of revenue.

The

Department of Justice refused to waive anti-trust law provisions that
prohibited the cooperative efforts by the railroads that efficient
operations required.

Various government departments "...issued priority

ord.rs indiscriminately..." to port-bound traffic, and the railroads
"...were not in a position to question the relative priority of these
orders" (34:294).

Further, movement of freight to the ports was not
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coordinated with the availability of shipping space for it. Freight
moving under priority required complex sorting at the ports, further
adding to the congestion (24:74).
The WWI railroad problem was only solved by government taking over
the rail system. Among the actions finally solving the problem were
raising rates, unifying terminals, forcing shippers to efficiently load
cars, and pooling railroad maintenance facilities (1:104-5).
After the "bitter experience" (24:75) of WWI, and with the greater
freedn of cooperative action allowed the railroads under the
Transportation Act of 1920, plans were developed by Army, Navy, and
railroad officials to deal with transportation in any future war
emergency.

Fundamental to those plans were the notions that there

should be no "general system of priority in transport" and that railroad
freight movement had to be coordinated with the port capacity and the
availability of shipping space (24:76).
The plan, as finally developed by the Association of American
Railroads (AAR), was put into effect in November 1939 as traffic to
Europe increased significantly.

It encompassed appointment by the AAR

of a Manager of Port Traffic to regulate the flow of covercial traffic
to and through the ports.

The Port Manager monitored the levels and

status of traffic at the poets, and controlled the f1ip of traffic into
them to match their capacity.

Control of inward flow was maintained by

requiring shippers to swauwe shipment permits from the Port Manager
before their cargoes v'culd be accepted for rail movowint to a port.
Cargo flow through the ports was maintained by requiring shippers
applying for permits to show proof that thoy had confirmed steamship
space reserved fortheir cargo (24:77-6).
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In May 1941 the Army established a control system to regulate the
movement of its own export cargo as well as that it procured for others
under Lend-Lease.

Its goals and mechanism were similar to those of the

AAR's system except that the Office of the Quartermaster General, rather
than the Manager of Port Traffic, issued movement permits to shippers
(24:79; 32:29).

Incstrial

ttbbilization in kbrld War II

Just as the status of transportation assets shaped their
management in WWII, that management was itself shaped by the indstrial
mobilization in

hich it occurred.

This section is a discussion of

America's WWII industrial mobilization.
is not-

It is not intended to be --and

an exhaustive study of the mobilization.

backgroound of sufficient detail In

Rather, it provides a

which to appreciate the course of

wartime management of transportation.
Ore cardinal characteristic of America's industrial support of the
war effort was its ifmwnsity.
mechanized mass" (21i6W).

Peppers characterized WAII as "a war of

S9popring the technological complexity of

warfare captured in that characterization demanded a large and
continuing stream of goods from the national industrial base.
Pr-ovisions went not only to American forces bat also to those of the
Allies.

As President Roosevelt had wished in 1940 the U.S.

"arsnal of drmocacy"

became the

(21:20).

A number of statistics establish the degree to which American
industrial ojtput grew during the war.
U. S.

80twoen 1940 and 1945 the total

labor force (ircluding the armed fbrces) gre

67.5 million.

fom 5.1 million to

The military seevicos accunted for a peak of over 12
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million of that total, up from about 300,000 in 1940.

Even after such

an extensive levy to the military, however, the civilian work 'irce grew
by 600,000 over the same period. Ptch of this can be explained by a
dramatic drop in national unemployment; some by the entry into the labor
market of new workers.

In any case, the pertinent fact is that the WWII

American economy included (and required) many more workers than before
the war (23:5-46,47).
The growth in the number of people working produced an even larger
growth in the total national output of goods and services.

Between 1939

and 1945 the U.S. gross national product rose from $90.5 billion to
$211.9 billion.

All federal spending, including defense, went from $8.9

billion to $95.2 billion.

As these figures indicate, not all of the

increased production was accounted for by increased military needs.

The

portion of national output devoted to consumer spending also increased
considerably.

Abrahamson pointed out that civilian consumption of very

many goods rose during the war.

He stated "Americans fought their

second world conflict out of increased production" rather than solely by
diverting resources to the military (1:139-40).
The output of individual industries reflected the widespread
effects of war production.

Aircraft productlon in 1944 was over 2B

times higher than in 1939, explosives output was 20 tines higher, and
ship production was 17 times higher,

Other, more mundane, products such

as furniture, industrial chomicals, and pig iron sioed less deamatic -but significant-- increases (1:149; 23:5-16).

During WWII AWerican

Inciustry produced (aftong other ia~ts) over 900 warships of various
typos, 5,600 meechant ships, 310,000 aircraft, OB,000 tanks, 12.5
million rifles and carbines, over (00,000 2.5 tWn trucks, and 40 billion
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rounds of small arms ammunition.

One author also specified the

production of "2 atomic bombs", the small total of them obscuriVg the
amount of industrial capacity that went into their production (1:137;
10:78; 15:486-9).
Marshalling American industrial potential to meet the demands of
war required a system of goverrnental controls more comprehensive than
any before imposed on the American public.

The nation's entire economy,

not just its industrial capacity, was directed to winning the war
(36:7).

The Federal Government

told businessmen what they could produce, the prices they
would charge, and the profit they might make. Federal
agencies not only drafted part of the labor force into the
armed forces --an action never before commenced in peacetime- but helped, and sometimes coerced, workers to find essential
wartime jobs and eventually limited the hourly wage they might
earn. Federal authorities also controlled essential raw
materials, rationed scarce consumer goods, and set the prices
retailers might charge. (1:132)
The control system as fully evolved was administered by a rumber
of Federal agencies created "to control specific industries or to manage
an entire sector of economic activity" (1:147).

After May 1943 the

activities of the individual agencies were coordinated by yet another
"superagency" (1:148).

All were designed as temporary agencies meant

only to meet the needs of war.
The control scheme that was imposed on the economy was not
instituted as a complete plan at a single blow.

Vawter characterized

its development as a "...hit or miss, evolutionary development of
organizations and controls which, in the long run, directed our economy
toward the goal of winning the war" (36:0).
The ret effect of the dispersion of mobilization responsibility
and the incremental approach taken to impoing controls was that the
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system often was -- or appeared to be-

insufficiently control led and

coordinated.
Plans for a more tidy-appearing set of comprehensive controls to
be imposed as a single package had been developed by the Army and Navy
Munitions Board in the 1930s and published in a series of Industrial
Mobilization Plans (IMP).
learned in WWI.

The IMPs were developed based on lessons

They envisioned the creation of a strong central

economic managerial agency which would report directly to the President
and be supported by a series of agencies and committees to carry out its
policies.

The system was to be implemented on the appropriate

declaration of emergency by the President (10:49-50; 12:31-2).
These plans were never instituted.

One of their major strengths,

the provision of a comprehensive set of controls to be initiated all at
once, proved to also be one of its serious flaws.

The IMPs, because

they failed "to plan for pre-war preparations short of total
mobilization" (23:2-8) had "...very little relevance" in the context of
the situation as it actually developed (23:6-18).
The slow development of American participation in WII did not
lend itself to the one-time immediate imposition of wartime economic
controls.

There was signi rimant concern about German and Japanese

intentions in some quarters before war was a reality but a political
consensus that would support broad American participation emerged only
after the attack on Pearl Harbor.

Until that time isolationist

sentiment was strong (35:1-3) and preparations for war were hampered by
suspicions that the President "...socretly sought to maneuver the nation
into another useless European conflict" (1:166).
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Pre-war mobilization efforts paralleled the incremental
development of the scope of the emergency.

Before American forrges were

attacked and Congress subsequently granted the President sweeping powers
to manage the economy mobilization efforts were forced to rely on
"voluntary compliance, emergency powers derived from old statutes, or
questionable assertions of (Presidential) authority" (1:166).
In August 1939 President Roosevelt established a War Resources
Board (WRB)

"to study and report on" the 1939 version of the IMP.

The

WRB recommended a modified version of the IMP for implementation without
appointment of the strong central director.

Its recommendations were

rejected by the President, quite probably because their implementation
was not politically feasible at the time (1:133; 10:57; 23:6-6,7,18,19;
35:33).
After the European war took a series of bad turns for the Allies
in cavly 1940 the President took more aggressive action to spur
mobilization preparations.

In May 1940 he revived the National Defense

Advisory Commission (NDAC) of the Council of National Defense which had
originally been established in 1916.

Because that agency was already in

existence its use did not require Congressional approval.

It included

seven members, each of whom was concerned with a specific aspect of the
economy.

The President also created a new agency, the Office of

Emergency Management (OEM)

to sorve as his link with the work of the

NDAC (1:134; 10:59).
The NDAC had no formally-appointed leader.
it

Vatter characterized

as "...a chair-loss, salary-less, almost appropriation-less apparatus

for advising on coordination of the whole defende effort" (35:34).

It

had no formal authority, dependinig instead on "...the prestige of the
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Presidency and the prominent ... men appointed to..." it to carry out its
work (35:34).

-

As the press of domestic and military orders became heavy later in
1940 the NDAC proved ineffective.

It was replaced in January 1941 by a

new agency, the Office of Production Management (WPM).

The OPM's focus

was concentrated on stimulating production and breaking logjams in
resource procurement.

Although it

"... moved industrial mobilization

further along than had the NDAC" it,

too, lacked statutory authority for

its directives. As military demands on industrial capacity became yet
heavier, especially after American entry into the war, the voluntary
actions on which the OPM relied became inadequate to effectively control
industry (16.135; 10:74-5).

In the aftermath of American entry into the war the President
created the War Production Board (WPB)

to replace the OFM.

It was given

a single chairman and a broad charter to direct wartime production.
Also created, both before and after Pearl Harbor, were a number of
individual agencies responsible for control of specific comodities and
functions of the economy (1:135-6).

The WPB was success+ul in

curtailing nonessential civilian production so that more capacity could
be directed to filling military orders.

It developed a Production

Requiraments Plan and Control led Materials Plan to control production
and the use of scarce materials.

Thes

constituted "...a fairly

satisfactory system for controlling indAstrial production, (t:t').
The WP8 failed as an agency to centrally coordinate the entire

ecurx

.

Abrahamson summarized the WPB'.S shortcomings as 4ollaws

It eq)hasized control of deofr-e pruduction Wwn the entire
economy -civilian and military- rAlired direction. It left
mot pgpcuremant to he military worvices, which led to poor
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coordination with civilian and Allied reeds and little advance
planning. It took a voluntaristic approach to business,
emphasizing profit incentives rather than coerced central
direction. It allowed such important aspects of ind~stri~l
mobilization as petroleum, rubber, prices, and manpower to
escape its authority and xall under the direction of
independent agencies. Its Production Requirements Plan and
Controlled Materials Plan controlled only a few scarce
materials and imposed an overwhelming paperwork burden on
smaller manufacturers. (1:137)
Especially crippling was the WPB's inability to effectively
coordinate the activities of the independent agencies.

The WPB was

"theoretically" superior to them but their chairmen regarded WPS
directives as essentially "second opinions" to their own decisios and
"...not necessarily conclusive" (23:6-26).

The resulting inefficiencies

eventually made clear the need for a superagency with sufficient power
to authoritatively settle disputes among agencies. Presidential and
Congressional misgivings about appointing an individual whose powers
would be so troad that he would essentially be an "Assltant President"
(23z6-32) were overcome by necessity and, in May 1943, the Office of War
Mobilization (OWM) was created.

It filled the reed 4or strong central

direction to authoritatively arbitrate disagreements about resmrck
allocation among cofliccting claimants and thus effectively coordinate
the national mobiltzation affort (tl*A; 23:6-32-3).
The evalitionav-y and ftagWented moviame,t to strong government
c.=.trol of ttv ecomy and industrial mobiliztati
from some researcNars.
including that i

WWII-

has met with disdain

Reed noted that all Amirricart mobilizatons

--

"..hAve always had an improvisud cuality about

them, nuch to the frustration of moblllzation planners" (23:-36).

He

at-rted, 1oever, that the evolutlonary and fragmented nature of
control of WlI mobililation was aivropriate to -

,titiCal

conteytt of

the time and the evolutionary nature of the emergency itself. He
further claimed that each agency which merged as time progressed
succeeded in effectively advancing mobilization efforts and failed only
when new problems

ere exposed by the advancement (23:6-36-7).

Judgements on the reasons for or appropriateness of the nature of
government control of the WWII mobilization notwithstanding, it
inarguably formed the milieu in which control of wartime transportation
took place.

TransportationManoua

ent In M)rld Ar II

The dramatically increased temo of industrial activity supporting
America's war effort would suggest a lile increase in the tempo of
transportation activity. Pertinent example statistics from the era bear
this out.

During the peak war year of 19449 Paerican railroads carried

97 percent more ton-miles of freight than they did in 1940; freight tonmiles carried on the Atlantic and Gulf coant intracoastal watevays rose
over 110 percent in the sam period; railway passenger miles were up 295
percent; the rummer of pasengers carried by intercity bus rose 116
percent; and betwen 1941 and 1944 taxi ridaership inreased 67 percent
(24 31,34,248-9,265).
The stockpile of transportation resuhrces available to handle this
greatly increased workload was relatively fixed and did not grow at
anywhoee rxar the rate of dwran for its use. Cbroared to WWI, A4rican
railroads carried the burden of WWI I teaffic with -'000 fter
locomotivos, 600,000 feer freight cars, and 18,000 fewr passenger
cars. Acting as the agent of the railroads in
eqiuphnt, tho Office of Detfeme Transport
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eing
e
production of

ion (00T) as.ked for an

additional 311,500 freight cars, 4,159 locomotives, and 5,150 passenger
cars to ensure the ability of the railroads to carry wartime t~affic.
Of theoe, they were granted only 130.826 freight cars$ 2,500 locomotives
and 1,977 passenger cars.

Requests for additional steel rails, trucks,

and busses met with similar results (34:111).

The result was that

wartime traffic was largely carried on equipment available at the
beginning of the war.
A shortage of equipment relative to demand was only one challenge
facing wartime transportation management.

Equally daunting were a

number of changes from peacetime traffic flow and traffic distribution
by mode.

Among other reasons, these were caused by enemy action and by

changing patterns of commerce necessitated by internal war support
activities.

For instance, enemy submarine activity off the American

East Coast presented a great threat to shipping.

At the same time, much

of the available shipping was diverted from its normal peacetime routing
to support of Anerica's forces and her allies overseas.

The combined

effect was to halt, in large measure, the coastwise and intercoastal
hauling that normally carried a large bulk of freilht between American
East Coast ports.

The traffic thus diverted became the responsibility

of inland carriers, primarily the railroads (34:IV).
As another example, many new industries and military bases were
established in areas of the country which had previously generated
little freight or passenger traffic demand.

This complicated the task

of transportation management by causing new, or increased, demand in
areas which were poorly served with rLsources such as rail lines with
which to nimt the greater nueds (34:17).
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The primary tasks of domestic wartime transportation management,
then, were largely to stretch what resources did exist to achieve their
most efficient usage and to ensure that transportation shortfalls were
allocatei so the traffic most important to the war effort was serviced
with the capacity in being.
Functions of the Office o-

Fense Transportation.

The Office of

Defense Transportation was created in late December 1941 as the
executive agency most responsible for the efficient management of
domestic wartime transportation.
Order 89a9 which created it,

Its charter, as definpd in Executive

was to:

Coordinate the transportation policies and activities of the
several Federal agencies and private transportation groups in
effecting such adjustments in the domestic transportation
systems of the Nation as the successful prosecution of the war
may require. (34:1)
Among the specific iWties with which it was charged were these:
(1) Coordinate the transportation policies and activities of
the federal agencies and private transportation groups as the
successful prosecution of the war may reuire;
(2) Compile and analyze estimates of the requirements to be
imposed upon existing transport facilities by the needs of the
war effort; determine the adequacy of such facilities to
accovodaLo the increased volume of wartime traffic; develop
measures designed to secure maximum use of existing transport
facilities and equipment, and in this connection, advise the
Supply Priorities and Allocation Board as to the estimated
requirements and rucommended allocation of materials and
equipment necessary for the provision of adequate domestic
transport service;
(3) C ordinate and direct domestic traffic movements in order
to prevent congestion and assure the expeditious movement of
men, materials and supplies to the point of need;
(4) In connection with the United States Maritime Commission
and other appropriate agencies, coordinate domestic traffic
movenents with ocean shipping in order to avoid congestion at
port areas;
(5) Skurvey and ascertain present and anticipated storage and
wraelnig requirements, and encourage the provision of
increased storage facilities;
(6) Represent the defense interest of the goverivient in
regotiating rates with disestic carriers and in advising the
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appropriate governmental agencies with respect to the
necessity for rate adjustments caused by the effects of the
defense program;
(7) Report to the President with respect to the progress made
in carrying out the order. (24:8-9)
In carrying out these responsibilities, the first ODT director,
Joseph B. Eastman, established the principle of voluntary cooperation as
paramount to ODT operations while reserving government mandate only for
situations truly requiring it.

His purpose was summarized in a

statement he made soon after assuming office:
I shall endeavor...to make full use of the collaboration and
cooperation of other departments and agencies of the
Government and of private transportation groups... and I have
every confidence that I shall receive whole-hearted
cooperation from all these sources. (34:2)
Mr. Eastman further determined that the ODT would embark on a
course of action which would make the best usage of existing agencies
and procedures rather than attempting re-creation of a framework of
system control.

He stated "I shall try not to duplicate work which is

being done effectively, nor to interfere where interference is
unnecessary" (34:2).
There were numerous organizations with which to collaborate and
coordinate to achieve effective operation of the transport system.
While the ODT was established as the principal wartime government agency
responsible for domestic transportation, other agencies and groups
maintained significant transport responsibilities throughout the war.
Rose notes that the ODT was "...only the first of many" groups concerned
with transport (24:2).

As the enumeration or t1e ODT's prime

responsibilities makes clear, its job was largely one of coordination of
the actions of a number of players.

Some of those groups had existed

pre-war; others, principally governmental, were croated solely to deal
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with the wartime aergency.

In either case, their interests and

functions were to significantly affect how, and through 4=, the ODT
was to carry out its responsibilities.
r qanizations

-ecting Wartime TrarI*ortatfon.

The Interstate

Commerce Commission, while primarily concerned with the economic
regulation of the interstate operations of virtually all surface
transportation providers, also maintained the authority for more
specific direction of carrier operations in times of emergency.

Its

Bureau of Service kept a force of agents in the field reporting on
prevailing traffic conditions on the railroads.

These reports provided

the background information upon which the IOC based emergency
operational directions to the carriers.

The Bureau of Service was also

active in promoting the safe transport of explosives on the rails.

The

ICC's Bureau of Motor Carriers, created as a result of broadened ICC
authority granted by the Second War Pcwers Act of '1942,performed much
the same functions in relation to the trucking industry as the Bureau of
Service did for the rails (24:3-5).
Rose noted the authority of the ICC is so broad that with certain
modifications to provide wartime relief of restrictions on activity
normally outside its responsibilities it could well have performed the
same function as the ODT, thus removing the need for a new agency (24:56).

He speculated that this was not done because the ICC "...functioned

essentially as a quasi-judicial body and could not perform effectively
the promotional and administrative duties considered crucial for a war
agency", and because "it was felt that a new agency under the leadership
of a single director would operate more aggressively than the elevenman Commission" (24:6).
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The War Production Board affected transportation through its roles
both as a representative of shippers'
transportation industry.

interests and as a supplier to the

On behalf of shippers, the WPB had

responsibility for assigning transport priorities to various materials.
The ODT was,

in turn, directed to "...be governed as to the relative

importance of deliveries" by these priorities (24:16).

The WPB as a

supplier also had a profound effect on transportation through its power
to regulate the amount of scarce materials devoted to various
manufactures.

Under its Controlled Materials Plan, the WPB controlled

the quantity of new transportation assets available to the industries
involved.

The ODT acted as the agent of the separate carriers in this

matter, consolidating their projected requirements and submitting them
to the WPB (24:16-18).
The iWi~r Shipping Administration (WSA) had authority over "...the
control and operation of all United States merchant shipping", with the
exception of that owned by the military services and that operated
solely in coastwise service (3:83).

This included the "...operation,

purchase, charter, requisition, and use" of merchant ships (3: 84).
Part of its responsibility was to allocate shipping space to specific
traffic and to direct traffic to specific ships and ports.

Domestic

transportation was significantly affected by the consequent demand for
inland transportation of goods and people to meet sailing schedules.
The Office of Price Administration (OPA), through its rationing of
tires and gasoline, significantly affected the type and quantity of
motor transport available during the war.

Further, it indirectly

affected transportation through its intervention in transportation rate
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setting hearings before the ICC and varic .s state public utilities
conissions (24:18-19).
The Petroleum Administration for War (PAW) affected transportation
much as the WPB did, both as a shipper and a supplier.

As a shipper, it

dictated to the CtT "..the quantity and kind of petroleum to be shipped
and received..." (24:19).

As a supplier, it was responsible for

determining, based in part on

DT estimates of reed, the total amount of

petroleum to be devoted to civilian transportation uses. Further, it
was granted approval authority over the construction or extension of
pipelines, and authority over their operation as it concerned the type,
quantity, and direction of flow of the petroleum proccts transported in
thm (24:20-21).
The Solid Fuels Administration for War (SFAW) affected
transportation through its concern with one of the largest sorces of
transport workload -- oal.

The SFAW provided to the MOT and the various

carriers annual projections of coal requiring transport and established
shipment priorities for coal users. Thoms actions allowed some planning
of transport allocation to cover the requirement (24:20-21).
The War Department very significantly affected transportation
operations through its role as perhaps the single la'gest shipper during
the war.
*

Its Chief of Transportation assumed the attitude that the

regulations of the OOT were %*.essential
be cupported by the Army".

to the war effort and should

At the same time

however, the Chief of

Transportation % and-of-war report cites an agyooment reached betwen
the Army and the GOT arranging for submission of COT regulations for
"clearance" by the Chief of Transportation prior to their being placed
in effect.

If those regulations would prL-4ant difficulties to the Army
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transportation operations the "OT was requested to make an exception of
mi 1itary traffic" (32:19).

No reference to such an agreent fts found

in other sources.
The War Department created an extensive and colex organization
of its own, ultimately creating a Transportation Corps, to coordinate
and expedite the movement of Army traffic.

Its operations ranged from

placement of personnel at traffic gateways to expedite Army movements to
operation of indiviWal railroads which otherwise would have been idled
by strikes (32:19).

It also included close coordination with carriers

to provide effective service to War Department shipments (24:21-24).
The Navy Department, as would be expected, also played an
important role as a major shipper of material.

In contrast to the War

Department, however, the Navy's cmestlc freight traffic was much less
tightly controlled.

Ballantine extensively documented the general

diffusion of control of Navy logistics activity throughout its Bureaus,
Districts, and Comands in WWII.

He stated:

In general the pattern of regional logistic activity was one
of many separate autormmies over wiich district organization
had almost ceased to exercise any Influence. The resultant in
terms of logistic effort was increased overhead, waste of
personnel and material, and, wrst of all, the impossibility
of carrying out the policies and programG of the central
comrand, even to the limited extent that cmperehemive
direction was supplied by the Navy Department, (3:146)

As une example of the results of that diffusion, Ballantitv cited
the cAse of the Cmmandant of the Third Naval District in Now York being
forced to "consult the Now York Telephone CcYnpany for cmplete
information" kwn he was atked to list all the activities, including
thore repomible for some aspect of logiiitics, within his ccwmand.
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Seventy-seven agencies previously unknown to the Commandant but under
his control were thus identified (3:145).
As would be expected from their decentralized logistics system, the
Navy played little role in the central control of domestic
transportation.

Rose states that the Navy "...at no time integrated its

activities with the general plan to control exports" (24:83) and that
the ODT, WSA, and the Army "found it difficult to obtain information
concerning" Navy traffic (24:94).

Ballantine stated that the Navy moved

to a more centralized control of transport only under threat by the ODT
to strip it of some controlling authority over its own traffic (3:221).
The Car Service Division of the Association of American Railroads
represented in war, as it did in peace, the organization effecting the
smooth flow throughout the national rail system of cars owed by the
many individual railroads and shippers.

The conditions of the war,

however, required that the Car Service Division's operating priorities
change.

While in peace its primary goal was to return cars to their

owrers as quickly as possible, in war- the goal was to achieve the
greatest possible use of the limited quantity of railroad cars
avai lable.

In puwsuit of that goal, t-e Car Service Division agents

normally assigned to the field to enforce its own orders often cuing
the war "...served as agents of the IC and the COT in the
adminstration of orders issued by ttxi3e agencies" (24:25-28).
Shippers Advisory Board

were created before WWI!I by the Car

Service Division to comrwnicate to it shipper roquirenents foe rail
cars. Th,se boards consisted of major freight shippe s and receivers.
During tho war they expandad their activities to include promotion of
transport equipment conservation.

In addition to Uotr normal
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functions, these boards also served as a source of information to the
OT regarding local transportation conditions and as a tool through
which to communicate OT policies to shippers (24.28).
Control of Wartime Trarsportation.

The fol lowing is a discussion

of the control of domestic transportation in WWII as it was exercised in
freight transport.

It is largely centered around the control exercised

in each of the major transportation modes although some overlapping is
inevitable owing to the interrelationships of one mode with another.
Railroad Freight Traffic.

The share of total domestic

freight traffic moving by rail versus other modes had steadily declined
since approximately 1920.

However, the position rail miaintained in 1941

as by far the single largest carrier of domestic intercity frelght
traffic made its effective management critical to successful suxo rt of
the war effort.

The following table dmortrates the primary of rail

transport in WWII, and its; growing importance throughout the period.

TABLE I
PEI3EWt

AA

DISTRIUTXION OF INTERCITY F!WIG4W TRPFIC BY MOM.AND
A

PAR.

H4WAY

1940
1941

63.36
84.72

8.36
8.5

18.38
17.59

9.9
9.19

<.01
<.01

1942
1943
1944

71.08
72.79
70.19

5.36
4.6
4.45

15.29
12.91
12.187

e.27
9.61
12.413

4.01
.0?
.01

1945

68.9

5.33

13.14

12.62

.01

1PATE(LY

EAR

AIR

(24 33)
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Rose described the critical task of controlling wartime rail
traffic as so large, and the margin of error so slim, that "difaster
seemed always just around the corner"

(24:36).

The OOT's activities in

management of the railroads largely concerned maintaining the flow of
traffic throughout the rail system, and with achieving the greatest
possible use of rail cars.

The programs undertaken to achieve these

goals fell into three broad areas.

These were the Traffic Channels

Plan, which called for monitoring and directing traffic in the rail
system to anticipate and relieve bottlenecks; diversion and rerouting of
traffic among the various railroads to prevent bottlenecks in traffic
flow and to promote efficlent use of the rails; and the promotion of
heavier loading of freight cars (24:49).
The Traffic Channels Plan required the Class I railroads to submit
daily reports to the ODT for selected gateways and operating divisions
containing information such as numbers of trains dispatched, number
received, rumbsr of cars loadedt total cars dispatched, and total cars
awaiting movoment (24:50; 34:17).

Individual railroads collected

uch

reports from their respective operating divisions and transmitted the
consolidated result to the MT in Washington.
weee transmitted by air mail.

Initially, these reports

After late 1942, however,

they weee sont

by telegraph and ODT peesonrel were then able to complete their analysis
of the condition of the systm for the precoding day by 5:30 P.M. of the
day the report was received (24:50; 34:17).

The GOT analysis conisted

of a sLuarization of traffic data for all railroads and plotting this
data onto a Map.

The data so sumwarized and plotted was then studied to

reveal current or threatined %xl

tion, sluggishnms,

or other

irregularities...", so action could be directed to the problem (34:5067
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A daily temorandum sumarizing the findings of the analysis was

prepared and distributed within the OT, to other Government agencies,
and to the Association of American Railroads.
The reporting requirements of the Traffic Channels Plan were
scaled back somewhiat, both in scope and reporting frequency, as the war
ground on and experience revealed what was and wasn't critical.
1942,

121 Class I railroads submitted reports.

this number had decreased to 32 (34:18).

In June

By the end of the war,

The reports themselves had

shrunk from an original eight separate items to just three (34:17-18).
tDile the official OT history discounts the role of the railroads in
redcing requirements, Rose noted that many carriers found the reporting
"burdensome and unnecessary", and "not worth the effort required to make
them" cwing to the time lapse between receipt of the report and any
action to address the problems revealed (24:51).

Perhaps revealing in

the sae vein, the COT history describes the plan as "purely voluntary"
for the railroads on ore page (34: 17) while on the next it refers to
reports which railroads were "required" to submit (34:18).
The program of traffic diversion and rerouting was called into
being largely to address the issuse surrounding railroad shipping
conditiorG in the wastern part of the coAntry.

8efore the war traffic

through this area was relatively slight and moved largely in an eastward
direction.

The dband at west czast ports for matorial supporting the

Pacific war rekersed the peacetime flOw.

Monthly railroad ton-miles

carried in the region rose over 91 percent between 1941 and 1945 (24:5152; 34:21).

At the beginning of te

war, the largely expanded traffic

bo was urvenly allocated anong the railreadb, with the southe n and
cuntral tranvcontnental roads overbuedcaad and the rorU aen ones
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underused (24:52).

The resulting congestion of the overutilized lines

threatened the overall smooth Flow of traffic to the west.
The railroads themselves addressed the problem of the greatly
increased traffic load on limited western rail capacity by expanding the
installation of centralized traffic control (CTC) on many of their
single track lines. Centralized traffic control, in essence, was a
system of electrically automating train dispatching and control.

It

eliminated many of the inefficiencies of manual switching and train
signalling (11:13-14).

The installation of CTC on western lines allowed

much greater use of them than they would otherwise have been able to
bear

Rose stated that had CTC not been installed on the western rail

lines, handling their wartime traffic burden "would surely have proved
intolerable" (24:277).

Installations of CTC lire rose from 2,163 in

1941 to almost 6,500 in 1945 (24.45).
The carriers also Possessed the requisite knowledge of the traffic
flow and the capacity to permit theelves to work out for themselves a
system of traffic rerouting and diveesion which would evenly spread
damand ovee the several lines.
than to do so.
"

stayed In ef4

Hoever, it was unreal istic to exMCt

First, despite the national emergency, anti-trust laws
.t so that any such collective Action of the railroads

could be construed as collusion in restraint of trade and open them to
legal action by the Justice Oupartmant (24:53).

Second, the railroads

continued to operate as private, peofit- a.ing enterprises which could
hardly be expected to voluntarily divert to their

otitos a

significant portion of their business.
As a conseqLence, the OOT and the Interstate Qwre

Cueummission

(10C) acted Jointly to appoint 4 ccinon agent to recoute and divert
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traffic to even demand over the transcontinental railroads (34:22).

The

agent appointed, Mr. W. F. Kirk, was a railroad executive rocmcerded by
the Association of American Railroart..

He vesived reports relating to

railroad operating onditions from -ield agents of both the ODT and the
IM

as well as the same reports transmitted under the Traffic Channels

Plan (34:23).

During the war, 335,000 cars of the 7,061,933 moving

through the affected major gateways were diverted or rerouted to smooth
the flow within the system (24:56).

An exceptional achievement of

rerouting was the elimination of cross-hauling of traffic between
railroads at the important Salt Lake City and Ogden gateways (34:2324).

Cross-hauling is the muveient of traffic in a direction lateral to

its primary direction of travel tbtween origin and destination.
practice represents a waste of railroad capacity 4*in it
absolutely necessary to, accarplish th
destination.

successful

This

is not

ormnard flmnvnZ of trafic

to its

Beyond divaraion snd rtwwtlng, Mr. Kwk was also

in eliminating sxn ciro±itais routing and otherw r'orwal

practices t*ich wasted eail road capacity (24:= ,
Normal c*awecial practices in t
as they do now, often required o rarm
indivitial rail cars..

In

9.Z

V

eag44i eli
av

cap acity was loaded with an Avge
carload (CL)
tuhstates
ccxodities.

freight (24;56).

vmnddle.Usirc

04 this century,

than full usage of

aWfreight car of 50 ton

jr1dn of Just under 37 tons of
tl

average load, bhile acrate,

the dM r e Of ln1t cApacity by including all shipped
For intarce, averag

matufactu-xd goods -- known as

loading of miscellarens

mnurchdit& cotdi1ties-- tendered for

movavnt in LML lots was only 5.5 tons as late as 1941 134:11).
the rtsulting underutilization ws of little
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coniiqAarce in U

While
relative

plent., of not.mal ciroiumstances, the demands of war illustrated it for
what it was --waste-- and raised it to an issue of great significancs.
Recognizing this, the ODT undertook tol
eImirate as much of this waste
as possible through a series of directives requiring huavier loading of
rail cars.

ODT General Order Nw.nber 1, effective May 1, 1942,

established minimum loading standards for less than carload (LQ-)
traffic, initially requiring carriers to load no less than six tons of
LQ. f+reight per car in May 1942.

Incremental increases occurred over

tiae until, in September 1942, the standard reached 10 tons per car.
Loadirv standards -for CL fteight ware established by ODT General Order.
Nimber 18 in August 1942.

This orck

pyohibited shippers from offering,

or carriers from accepting, any freight car rpot loaded to rw above the
marked weight capwity of the car or rat occupying "all practicable

stcw~age spam" of the car (34t15).* (3tter prwis-ion

of these cwders

prohibited the movement of L(L freight in rail caes within
aunicipalities, or between adjoining cities; prohibited holding cars at
waeehouses to arcuuulate full

carloads of LOL freightl and alIowed swme

carilee co parative actions normally prohibited by the Interstate
Comvaeca At

(34112).

Th&w o rws had the effect of incrwaing average LCL loading of
geroral aerchandiee

com ths 5.5 tamn of 1941 to a peak of 9.8 to

1942, and a rate of 9.1 tons in 1945 (34:11).

in

Carload freight roe fvm

an average of 37.7 tons in 1940 to a wartim peak of 41 tors in 1943
(24:57).

The COY estimated that the Incroased car loading made so muclh

aore car space available that it

ld the saw effect "a Increasing the

car stock by a peak of over 200,000 in 1943 (34:13,15).
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Not all was successful with the program, however.

Rose noted that

railroads objected tmat loading requirements "obstructed the frtse flow"
of LD_ traffic, and that heavier loading required more car stops at
intermediate stations to "break bulk and consolidate shipments" (24:59).
Further, one of the primary goals of the plan -to

divert rail traffic

to trucks when such diversion was most efficient-- was not realized.
This was due both to the refusal of regulatory agencies to broaden the
authority of railroads and to the frequent refusal of railroads to
exercise such authority as they had to arrange for carriage with
independent motor carriers (24:60).
Within the broad parameters of these overall plans addressing rail
management, specific problems and situations required concerted action
to prevent critical bottlenecks, to promote the greatest possible use of
the national rail system, or both.

Aiong these were the control of

traffic through ocean ports; management of the shipment of coal, grain,
and petroleum; and control of refrigerator cars.
The control of traffic through America's ocean ports was of
special significance.

Amnerica's forces overseas were completely

dependent on the lifeline of gor.is carried on ocean shipping.
Lease goods also provided a large workload.

Lend-

Getting goods onto ships

For delivery overseas was dependent on the efficiency of the interface
of the surface and water transportation modes at the ports.

Beyond the

raw ability of the ports to berth and load ships, what was required was
a system providing a smooth and conti.-ous flow of the right material to
the right port at the right time for loading on the right ship.
The task was heroulean.

Rose noted the "volume of freight

conrig,)d to foreign destinations was of unpreccdunted magnitude curing
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the war" (24:73).

The toLal numbers of rail cars of export cargoes

handled through the ports rose steadily through the period.

DOring both

1944 and 1945 that figure was over 300 percent higher than in the prewar year of 1940.

At the height of activity in WWI,

York handled "about 750" rail cars each day.
handled a daily average of 1,815.

the port of New

In May 1944, that port

In 1918 the average number of cars

unloaded daily at all North Atlantic ports was 1,140.

At the peak war

year of 1944 it was 2,940 (24:75-6).
The failure in WWI to successfully handle the same general problem
occurring at a much smaller level of activity, as discussed earlier,
raised the issue to a high level of concern.

That

bitter experience made everyone concerned with transport in
World War II -carriers, government officials, and shippers-acutely conscious of the need for maintaining a continuous
flow of traffic through the ports. (24:75)
Fortunately, the lessons of the WWI experience were productively
applied to avoid a repeat of the same mistakes.

Rose cited those

lessons as "the indiscriminate issuance of priority orders to expedite
the transport of war materials" and the "failure to coordinate the
inland movement of traffic to the ports" with the availability of ships
at the ports on which to load it (24:74).

The system designed to avoid

those errors was a joint product of the Army, the ODT, and the
railroads.

It consisted of a set of activities that took as their major

goal keeping the ports open by ensuring the right traffic flowed through
them rather than allowing for the early movement of priority cargoes.
These activities included allowing transport to the ports only cf cargo
definitely committed to a specific ship and port.

Storage behind the

portj was also used as a buffer to prevent overloading the port and to
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prevent unnecessary ship delays by ensuring cargo was always readily
available for loading.
Allocation of shipping to individual ports was originally
accomplished solely by the WSA.

As the war progressed, hoever,

it

became apparent that this allocation had a significant impact on the
domestic inland transportation system.

Further, the ability of cargoes

to meet ships was itself dependent on the ability of the inland system
to carry it.

In 1943, the WSA recognized these interrelationships and

the need to address them by forming the Port Utilization Committee.
Port Utilization Committee membership included representatives of
the Army, the Navy, the ODT, the WSA and, later, the British Ministry of
War Transport (BMT).

Its function was primarily to allocate ships to

ports in such a way that no single port was overburdened.

Meeting

monthly, it ccTpared scheduled shipping with port capacities to assign
ships to ports.

In making those assignments it also attempted to

minimize use of inland transportation by directing ships to ports near
centers of production or consumption.

Also considered was the

availability at the ports of any special equipment required for cargo
handling, and the need to keep labor at ports busy to prevent it from
migrating to other work or locations (34:36).
Transport of freight to the ports was controlled through a system
of permits.

Carriers were only allowed to accept for transportation to

a specific port cargo accompanied by a permlit authorizing that movement.
The rumber of permits available depended on the availability of shipping
space.

These permits were adckinlstered through a Transportation Control

Committee consisting of representatives of the agencies chiefly
concerned with the traffic carried and/or controlling significant
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portions of the available shipping.
the Navy, the WSA, the

OT,

These agencies included the Army,

and the BIAT (34:35-6).

The WSA and the E9WT allocated available shipping space to
government shippers.

The WSA (later the Port Utilization Committee)

designated the port where, and the time when, the ship would be
available for loading.

Using this information, the Transportation

Control Committee released permits for an amount of material
corresponding to the available space and notified the shipper of the
space allocation.

The shippers to which the space had been allocated

then applied for a permit to move material to fill the allocation to the
appropriate port (24:84-5; 34:37).
While the Transportation Control Cormittee was responsible for
release of permits, the actual issuing authority was the Traffic Control
Division, Office of the Chief of Transportation, Army Service Forces.
Rose attributed this delegation of authority to the fact that the War
Departient was the only government agency that had set up an operating
control function (discussed earlier) prior to the war (24:85).

Even

though this delegation, in retrospect, presents a picture of a somewhat
untidy division of authority, it did support the ODT director's stated
intention of making the best use of existing procedures and agencies.
As an exception to this general procedure, the Navy controlled its
own traffic and issued its own permits (24%94; 34:40).

As priaviously

discussed, this was primarily the result of a decentralized logistics
structure in that service.

The availability of only limited information

about the domestic traffic of a major shipping agency could have
undermined the success of the control program overall.
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In practice,

however, the problem

resulting were very limited in scope and localized

to only the San Francisco area (32:32).
Commercial shippers were given permits in a different manner.
They first

had to obtain an export license for a shipment from the Board

oK* Economic Warfare.

They then obtained, subject to the approval of the

W A, a definite shipping space from an ocean carrier.

Following these

steps they could then request a permit from the AAR Manager of Port
Traffic in New York City, or one of his field offices (24:85; 34:37).
Later in the war this procedure was changed to make the WSA the issuing
authority for commercial permits (34:38).
The ODT created a system of reports with which to monitor and
control the permit system and the flow of traffic

.through

the ports.

The P-1 report was created from data regarding permits issued.

It

reflected the volume of freight. expected to move to the each port, the
shipping agency, the receiver at the port, when the freight was expected
to move, and which railroad would be carrying it.

The P-i allowed ports

to anticipate workload, and provided a source of information on which to
base port allocation and shipping space decisions (34:41).
The P-2 report was created with data collected from the railroads.
It reflected the amount of cargo actually shipped under permit, the
permit number under which it

was travelling, the number of the car in

which it was shipped, the shipper's name, and the date of departure.
The P-2 made it

possible to more accurately forecast port workload.

Comparison of this report with the P-i would also allow detection of
freight travelling under bogus permits, although experience proved that
the attempted use of forged permits was virtually nonexistent (24:86;
34:41).
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The P-5 report reflected the arrival of traffic at a port and any
subsequent movement within the port area (34:41-2).
The P-6 report was submitted every 30 days.

It consisted of a

report of all carloads of freight which had been on hand at the port for
30 days or more along with pertinent information about such Freight
(34:42).
Althujgh theoretically effective, these reports were of limited
value in practice.

P-2 reports proved impractical because they were

commonly not sent owing to the heavy pressure of wartime workloads under
which freight agents labored.

P-5 reports, for much the same reasons,

were found to be often incomplete or inaccurate.

The P-2 was

discontinued in May 1944; the P-5 in August of the same year (24:93).
As previously indicated, storage was used and managed as a buffer
to protect the smooth operation of the ports.

The Army established a

system of holding and reconsigrnent points on important rail lines
within 24 hours shipment time of the major ports.

The intention of the

Army in creating them was to provide a workload buffer close enough to
the ports that freight could be quickly called forward when needed.
This system was initiated with the establishment in May 1941 of a depot
at Shamokin, Pennsylvania.

That depot soon proved to be both too small

and too poorly served by the railroads.

In July 1941, thereFore, two

new depots were authorized at Voorhoesville and Elmira, New York.
system eventually encompassed ten such points.

The

The eight additional to

the first two were located at Marietta, Pennsylvania; Richmond,
Virginia; Montgomery, Alabama; Shreveport, Louisiana; Yermo and Lathrop,
California; and Pasco and Auburn, Washington.

As the locations of the

points indicates, this system provided service to ports on all coasts.
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Construction of the system was campleted in early 1944 and it

was in

operation through the end of the war (32:32-3).
The holding and reconsignment points were initially

conceived of

as a method of controlling only property procured oy the Army for itself
or for Lend-Lease.

Experience proved, however, that property procured

by the Departments of the Treasury and Agriculture for export under
Lend-Lease constituted a significant portion of the traffic passing
through the ports.

Those and other agencies and the Army ultimately

concluded agreements allowing the use of the points for almost all
traffic.

This allowed the system to maintain its effectiveness as a

bu'fer for the ports (32:34).
These points were composed of both covered and hard-surfaced open
storage.

They were used to hold cargo consigned to a port but diverted

enroute owing to a lack of snipping space.

They also hell cargo

consigned directly to the point to be retained there until called
forward by an overseas command or a foreign country under Lend-Lease.
ipplies held at the points were intended to remain there for 60 days or
less althm.gh this was not strictly enforced (32:34).
In addition to the holding and reconsignment points which they
operated themselves, the Army also contracted with the railroads for
operation of 48 open railroad storage yards which served much the same
purpose.

The Army Taryaportation Corps allocated storage space within

the yards and provided inspection to ensure that they were managed
according to the contract terms.
east of the Mississippi River.

Forty-six of ttese yards were located

While they were never all simultaneously

active, usually more than 40 were open at any given time (32:35).
Approximately 400,000 carloads of freight wore handled at the points and
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yards during the war (32:35).

Rose credited the holding and

reconsigrwent points as being "an indispensable factor in keeping the
ports free from congestion" (24:89).

In addition to their routine

utility, the points were also critical in protecting the ports on many
special occasions.

For instance, during the buildup in April 1944 for

the anticipated invasion of Europe, 1,500 carloads of freight which had
been consigned to the ports were diverted to the holding points owing to
a temporary reduction in available shipping.

Over 1,000 carloads were

likewise diverted in October 1944 when ship offloading delays in Europe
required a slowdown in American port loadings (32:34).
Another Army innovation was the estab~lishment of freight
consolidating stations and distributing agencies.

Their functions were

to accumulate Army LO. shipments within a given area for consolidation
into

.

loads for movement to other Army posts and to the ports, and to

distribute consolidated CL shipments to individual consignees at
delivery.
States.

They were established at 16 separate points in the United
Th'. proved so successful the Navy also began using the service

in 1943 (32:28)
These activities were originally intended to speed Army shipments
and achieve visibility over them.

In practice they also proved to have

the benefit of saving the Army money as CL rates were considerably lower
than LCL rates.

Further, they allowed greater use of freight cars and

thus achieved savings for the rail system overall (32:27-8).

It is also

clear that, by interposing another level of centralized traffic control
between shippers and the ports, they must have contributed to keeping
the ports uncongested.
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Between July 1942 and August 1945, 140,000 carloads of freight
were consolidated at these stations, 65 percent of it
remainder Navy.

Army, the.,

OF these, over 45,000 carloads were loaded aboard

refrigerator cars which otherwise would have been unproductively moved
empty to new points of lading on the Pacific Coast (32:28).
Further protecting the ports was a system of nine warehouse/open storage
area combinations procured by the

DT and administered by the armed

forces and the Lend-Lease branch of the Foreign Economic Administration.
These served to collect the output of factories in the area of Ohio,
Indiana, and Illinois and to hold it

until final overseas destinations

were determined (34:48-9).
The system of traffic control, including both permits and buffer
storage, instituted to smooth railroad traffic through the ports was
completely successful.

At no time was port operation anywhere in the

country seriously threatened by traffic congestion caused by poor
shipping coordination.

Rose termed the results "brilliant" as compared

to the disaster experienced in WWI (24076).
Another major challenge to railroad management in WWII was
provided by the control of the movement of coal.

While there are two

types of coal$ bituminous and anthracite, anthracite prodction in the
U.S. amounted then to only about ten percent of bituminous production.
The relatively small production of anthracite kept it
significant problems for transportation.

from presenting

Mowveent of bituminous coal,

however, was a problem and the remainder of this discussion concerns it
(34:55).
Demand for, and produ~ction of, coal dring the war rose
considerably over pre-war levels.

Prodiction rose from 460.8 million
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tons in 1940 to a peak of 619.6 million tons in 1944.

As coal is a

basic raw material used in the making of steel, the increased &mand for
it was partly driven by greatly increased steel production.

Also

increasing demand was the primacy then of coal as an energy source
combined with the energy demands of greater industrial activity of the
war, along with the continuing demands of household coal use (34:5).
As it

is now, coal was extremely dependent upon rail transport.

In the WWII period over 80 percent of the coal produced in the U.S. made
at least some part of the Journey from mine to consumer by rail (24:97).
As a result, the ability of the railroads to handle the increased
production of coal was critical to support of the industrial
mobs I ization overall.
The three greatest problems encountered in the wartime movement of
coal were (1) a 4orced diversion of coal transport from normal peacetime
routings; (2) greater demands forced upon the important Great Lakes and
ocean ports and; (3) a fixed and limited quantity of cars available to
move the much increased volume of coal traffic (24:97).
Diversion of coal movement from normal peacetime routings was
fo'ced by me
-

and rapid industrial development, primarily in the western

states, outside of areas with extensive previous rail development.
Another major cause of coal traffic diversion was the intensive German
submarine campaign along the American Atlantic coast.

A further cause

was the diversion of ships from coastal service to carrying transoceanic
military cargoes.

The combined effect was to force significant changes

in the way the coal was scnt to the important Now England industrial
area. For example, in 1941 over 60 percent of the coal sent to Now
England moved through the Hampon Roads, Virginia ports.
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Lack of ships

and the hazards presented by submarines reduced that total to under 35
percent in 1942 and under 30 percent in 1943 (24:97-102).
Little could be done to effectively address the problem
accompanying provision of transportation services to rew industries. By
September 1943 the WPB had recognized that the placement of ro
factories had significant effects upon the transportation system and
that the availability of transportation was an important issue in plant
location decisions.

It issued a directive reuiring "placement of war

proorement contracts in such a way as to accomplish worthwhile savings
in the use of transportation facilities."

This effort, however , came

late enough in the war that the pattern of industrial development was
already set (29:68).
Also. in 1943 the SlAW issued a directive prohibiting the

ovment

of coal from Great Lakes ports to areas outside, of Michigan, Illinols,
Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, or the
Canadian Provinces bordering on the lakes.

This regulation was

effectively directed towards forcing industries In the rthwestern
states to procure their coal from sources nearer to them.

It redgjed,

to a dagree, 'he gross ofects of the overall pattern of traffic
diversion.

It also was important as a measure which cmerved on car

usage and lightened somm4hat the workload on the Great Lakes poets
(34:57).
Diversion of traffic away from the Atlantic coastwise route was
managed through a combination of establishing now all-rail routes to Naw
England, the revival of sora old routes, increased ure of existing railbarge combination routings through the poets of Now York and
Philadealphia, and increased use in New England of coal prod"ed in
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northern rather than southern mires (34:66).

Ihile these measures

effectively kept the people and industries in the northeast supplied
with coal, the now rautings carried rates significantly higher than
those charged for coal shipped through Hampton Roads.

The

PA provided

through regulation some price relie+ for those affected by the now rates
(34:67).
Management of coal traffic through the Great Lakes and ocean ports
presented a large challenge because of the interaction of greatly
increased workload and relative shortage of rail equipment.

Even in

peacetime the volume of traffic moving through the ports and the
uncertainty of shipping schedles coincided to make the rail/water
interface a complex managaeent task,
This was made yet more =oVilex by coal marketing procedures that
establi sh.d many different classifications of coal dependlng on its
grade, size and quality (24:lO.
single classification.

A carload of coal is coxsed of a

As an indication of the degree of covlexity

this practice intradicm- to the shipment process, at the port of Now
York as many as 750 separate classifications wer
(34:66).

in use during WII

Further coplicating the task was that loaded cars at the port

had to be further sagegated by dest*nation and coeignee.

The possible

combinations of all thet-e factors nrAmeed as high as 1,900 (34:62).
Since coal had to be held at the ports in carloads until full
barge loads were ccmplete and since U

number of possible combinations

that could make up a barge load was so large, there was a considrable
burden upon the ports.

Their job was to complete the complex rail yard

switching necosary to efficiently manage the port.

Mee significantly

for the rail system in general was the potential effect of poor
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management.

How port managers handled the job affected the supply of

rail cars available for use.

If rail cars were detained excessively at

the parts, fewer were available either to haul more coal or to haul
other critical commodities -- such as ores and
of the same cars.

oke-

competing for use

As was the case for export traffic moving through

ocean ports, the primary goal in the case of coal was to maintain the
flow through the ports (24:102-107).
The system dveloped to achieve that primary goal was similar at
all ports, whether Great Lake.,
ports.

HamptOn Roads, or the wroe northern

It was bassid on te uystem developed by the AAR in the 1920s to

control the Great Lakes ports.
instituted in WWI.

That system Atself was based on one

In essence that Gystem entailed appointoont of an

agency to facilitate the exchange of shipment information aMOng all
parties involved with the movement of coal theough the Wets.

It also

maintained cuvent information about traffic In the ports and its
status.

It

further made longer ranga plans to handle crl projected t

move through the ports (34:61-2).
At the Great Lakes ports, where the systen oeiginated, the agency
was talled the Coal and Ore Exchange.

When slmila

agencies we

establ%%hed duting the war at Ha&ton Roads and Niw YOrk they w e
called, retpectively, the Hampton Roads Co4
Tidewater

itumirous Comvmittee.

peacutime a private organization.
-as

Cergancy Cammittee and the

The Coal and Ott

EkUchrae Was in

During tho war. however, its manager

well as those of the other V0mmttemm-

was appointed as an agent

of the IOC %o as to give the force of goverrvn.t authority to his
decisions (34:61,64-5).
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The managers at the ports succeedad in keeping traffic at each
flowing and reducing the

tite

cars were held at the ports.

They

achieved these results by allowing movemient of coal into the ports only
by permits keyed to the anticipated arrival of barges on which to move
it

out.

They fr*ther wre able to mint~in timly information about

traffic at thvr port with *%ich t
%.cessful

in r.JdiciN the mobee o

consgnr e cobirim

tr

.

, x- nvt o

vi

s

They wdre also

separate coal classification and

At the Lakes pots thesp vee -eaducd -from

'. i ,3W,and at Now Yo.rk fr-

I,

mnrage flow.

7

to 583.

-tching
required.

This masure reduced

The conbination of these

rediced the average tine cars were held at the .pcwts

,tv

rom

4.A day% to 3.31 at tPe lakes and +rom 9,2 days to 5.3 at the Hampton

Maitimjm effic-iency in car usage for coal carriage syeta*-wide was
awh.eved in part by clome coperation of th+J OT atid te

SFAW.

The -FA

prepared anrnal plans 4fr coal production in advnce which allowed the
ODT and the carriers to in turn plan their &u*wtactivities (34i7)'.
Cotuiing elaoa scrutiny of the .ail cvetem by agents Of the AAR,
the ICC, and the ODT etivealod instancx-s of ewcessive car dotwniton
adlouirv corective action (24t119-120).

F'uether car viav i ng were achieved bv AA-rated re3(j4tSfun
the allck 4ble ftx.unr of na-bili cArs,
with coal,

althugh no tuyer Ai

in

Thuw are cars which were loaWd

it had yet ben found, which we'e then

held pahding identification of a buye*W

TIf p-actice of rn-ailling was

normally conucted in peacatinm

as a nethcd of maintaining continuous

pro'itation at mines.

reprem.Uanted a waste of shipping capacity

In war it

and thus was curtallld by the AAR on advice of the ODT.
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The practice

theoretically should have been unnecessary given the high overall demand
for coal.

As a practical matter, the numerous classifications jpF coal

and the vagaries of both production and demand revealed it to be
necessary to some extent.

By the end of the war the allowable rnumber of

ro-bill cars which could be held at mines had been fixed at just 25
percent of the total at each (24:120).
The SFAW contributed to the conservation of rail cars by mandating
to coal producers in the vicinity of the Great Lakes that they plan
their distribution to-take full advantage of water movement.

Further,

the SFAW used authority granted.it by the ICE to.direct rerouting and
diversion of coal in transit (34:58).
exercised to meet emergency situations.

This authority was-primarily
It is obvious it also must have

conserved rail resources by shortening the ti-me required to move coal to
its ultimate destination and eliminating unnecessary cross-hauls and
back-hauls.
The movement of grain might seem so routine and prosaic it
certainly could not offer any substantial problem to the rail system.
In fact, that movement war so troublesome during W4I-I Rose stated it
"...undoubtedly occasioned greater and more persistent difficulties to
th, railroads than any other task they assumed" (24:125).
In large measure, the fact that grain movemnt became a problem
was a consequence of the great expansion in the output of American farms
during the war.
bushels.

In 1939, the total U.S. grain crop was 4,819,333,000

It peaked in 1942 at 6,348,244,000 bushels.

In 1942, 1944,

and 1945, U.S. grain output was higher than at any other previous time
in Avarican history (24: 125-6).

Reprentative crop statistics are

preuented in table 2.
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TABLE 2
AMERICAN GRAIN PRODUCTION, SELECTED CROPS, 1939-1945

YEAR
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945

WHEAT
OUTPUT
(Bushels)
741,000,000
815,000,000
942,000,000
969,000,000
844,000,000
1,060,000,0
1,106,000,000

CORN
OUTPUT
(Bushels)
2,581,000,000
2,457,000,000
2,652,000,000
3,069,000,000
2,966,000,000
3,068,000,000
2,869,000,000
(1 138)

-While corn constituted, by far, a larger crop than wheat,
transportation of wheat presented the chief problems with grain
transport. That was because only approximately 20 percent of the corn
crop was shipped a-t of the county in which it was grown but 75 percent.
of the wheat crop, in contrast, wac shipped out of its originating
county (24:125).
As with the rail movement of other commodities, the major wartime
problem with wheat movement was to continue a smooth and orderly flow of
goods from producer to ultimate consumer.

The difficulty of the problem

was compounded by the fact that even in peacetime the transport of grain
to its markets, most of which was by rail, constituted annually for the
railroads "the geeatest single job of boxcar distribution throughout the
year" (34:74).

This was so because there are numerous grain producing

areas in the U.S. and widely divergent grain markets.

Crops grown in

the different areas mature at generally different times, allowing the
railroads some flexibility in car distribution.
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Often, however, the

harvests would overlap which multiplied an already difficult task
(34:73).
In peace or war, grain harvested must be moved to market on a
stock of cars that is fixed at the time of the harvest.

With the

relatively stable and predictable demand for car use in peace this task
was manageable.

Carriers began setting aside cars (primarily boxcars

dwAring that period) for grain transport prior to the harvests coming in.
By contrast, in WWII not only did grain requiring shipment increase in
volume so, too, did the volume of all other goods competing for use of
the same cars.

This eliminated the carriers' ability to build pre-

harvest stocks of empty boxcars (34:74-5).
A further complication was that the supply of boxcars remained
relatively fixed not only during the period of a single harvest, but
throughout WWII.

While grain carriage alone on class I railroads rose

41 percent between 1939 to 1945, the boxcar supply rose only 5.4 percent
(24:138).

This was complicated yet more by the requirement for grain to

be shipped in boxcars of the highest grade, both leakproof and
uncontaminated by substances which would make them unacceptable ;or
grain shipment.

The number of such cars available decreased through

deterioration as the war progressed because of hard use, deferred
maintenance, and inadequate replacement (24:138-9; 34:73).
Storage was not available as an option with which to maximize the
use of transport facilities.

The greatly increased crops ensured that,

by 1941, "almost every practicable commercial storage facility was in
full use" (34:70).

Rather than a potential solution, storage became

part of the transport problem.

Be

The. storage problem was lessened by 1943, shifting the greater
burden of grain movement onto the rails.

Starting in 1941, thi

Department of Agriculture in many areas formed committees of all groups
interested in the grain trade, including carriers.

These committees

were successful in fully identifying grain storage capability. Working
through the AAR representatives, embargoes (temporary prohibitions on
rail traffic into an area) were used to prevent traffic bottlenecks at
particular markets and storage points. The committees also instituted a
system of permits which required shippers to certify to carriers that
grain tendered -For shipment was intended for sale, not storage.

This

measure was required to prevent unnecessary detention of boxcars
awaiting unloading at destination points (34:70-1).
The reach of the permit system was extended to the entire nation
in 1942 through ICC Service Order 80.

This was promulgated on advice of

the ODT and the Department of Agriculture as a result of rail carrier
concerns that their car distribution activities under the permit system
would be judged illegal under the Interstate Commerce Act (34:70-1).
It enconpassed a more Formalized permit system.

Committees were

established to control permits. Their decisions were instituted by an
agent of the ICC, usually someone with broad experience in the grain
trade.

No grain movement was allowed without a permit granted by the

ICC agent (34:72).
There were two major effects of these actions.

The use of all

grain storage facilities was maximized because traffic into them was
centrally controlled to achieve national, rather than private,
interests.

Second, the efficiency of boxcar usage was increased by
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eliminating unnecessary car detention at congested storage facilities
(34:72).
While the storage problem yielded to a significant degree to
efforts to solve it,
the war.

the problem of car shortages persisted throughout

Some relief was found

grain shipment.

by using unconventional car types for

For instance, from 1943 through the end of the war the

ICC allowed refrigerator cars on normally empty backhauls to the Pacific
Coast to be used to haul grain (34:73).
measure, it offered no great relief.

While this was a helpful

Moving grain was a pressure on the

railroads that remained "relentless" (24:141).
A number of measures were used to combat the continuing shortages.
The AAR's Car Service Division issued orders directing the return of
boxcars operating on eastern railroads to their western railroad owners
prior to harvests.

The Car Service Division and the ICC increased

charges both to railroads for per diem operation of boxcars owned by
other rail lines and to shippers for demurrage; the time that a railroad
car" is held beyond that allowed for loading or unloading.

Restrictions

were placed on the use of American railroad cars either in Canada or
Mexico, or carrying foreign traffic through the U.S. (34:74-5,77).
As one method of determining where savings in car usage could be
achieved, and implementing those measures, the OOT and the ICC in
concert formed a committee of those most knowledgeable of the grain
trade.

It

was composed of 22 members representing, or drawn +rom, such

agencies the ODT,

the ICC, and geain milling and traffic associations.

Its charge was to identify wasteful grain transport practices and to
resolve them, through voluntary cooperation wherever possible (34:778).
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The committee was successful in identifying and eliminating 10,052
circuitous routes.

Also identified were practices which contributed to

excessive backhauls and crosshauls.

Many were eliminated through

voluntary action, although ICC service orders were also used.

Much of

the committee's success may be attributed to the clear understanding it
developed among all concerned that measures taken to increase the
capacity of the system in wartime would not be considered precedents For
similar peacetime operation.

This understanding was critical because

many of these measures had the effect of reducing what shippers saw as
service provided by the carriers (24:157-164).
Dissatisfaction among grain shippers with the distribution of rail
cars was widespread.

Many felt that ODT, AAR, and ICC policies

encouraged retention of boxcars in the east rather than the return to
their owning roads to handle the western grain harvests.
this may have been true.

In some cases

In any event, while American grain crops

successfully moved, controversy regarding the equity of government
actions taken to make it

do so remained even after the war (24:147-

152).
One instance in particular reveals both the delicacy of the
government's task in balancing competing

rtzreists in wartime management

of the economy and the potential for conflict even between government
agencies working to achieve the same overall goals.

It sparked "what

was perhaps the most spirited controversy regarding transport during the
war" (34:76).
In 1943 the Department of Agriculture and the War Food
Administration determined that a large purchase of Canadian wheat would
be required to supplement American production.
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Through the WPB, they

insisted that American rail cars be used to carry this wheat "even at
the cost of diverting cars from American shippers" (24:155).

The WPB in

turn directed the ODT to ensure the necessary cars were furnished.

At

the time this order was issued American grain storage facilities were
full and farmers were constantly looking for increased transport to mOve
grain to market (24:155-6).
Officials of the ODT, the ICC, and the AAR were all opposed to the
use of American rail cars for this purpose based upon their belief that
American wheat should have instead been used.

The ODT was, however,

bound to follow the directives of the WPB and the other agencies, in
turn, bound to follow those of the ODT.

As opposed to the voluntary

cooperation that marked much of transportation management during the
war, cars were furnished for shipment of the Canadian wheat only when
"promlgation of an order was imminent" (34:77).
can only have slowed disposition of the matter.

Interagency wrangling
Later Senate hearings

further explored the issue with the result, as Rose noted, that
all views were thoroughly aired, in the American tradition;
the food authorities and a few of the transport officials who
had shown a disposition to leave food issues to thooe who knew
most about them were roundly abused, also in the American
tradition; and the Canadian wheat was imported. (24:156)
While grain movement provided the greatest single recurring
problem to the railroads, the movement oF petroleum to the East Coast
constituted "easily the most difficult task ;n the entire field of
wartime domestic transport" (24:179), and its handling "the most
spectacular performance" (24: 175).
The genesis of the petroleum movement problem was much the same as
that for coal.

The German blockade of the American east coast, and the

withdrawal of ships from the route, forced the diversion of traffic away
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from a principal method of supply.

During just the four month period of

February through May 1942, German submarines sank 50 Pimerican tankers
(24:181).

They also forced tankers everywhere to move in convoys for

protection, thus reducing their possible speed and requiring more
tankers to be used to maintain deliveries (24:182).
The shape of the coal and oil problems were similar.

The degree

of the problem was much more pronounced with oil, however, as its
dependence on the sea route was much greater.

Ninety-five percent or

more of the oil consumed on the east coast had, prior to 1941, been
provided by sea from the Gulf coast (24:180; 34:185).

The dramatic

shift in oil distribution patterns in this critical area is revealed in
the following table.

TABLE 3
METHOD OF OIL SUPPLY TO THE NORTHEAST U.S., 1941-1945
(By mode as percent of total supplied)

PEG

-'YEAR

1941
1942
1943
1944
1945

1.8
5.9
7.0
7.5
7.0

IqIEIME

3.5
9.9
19.2
38.7
40.4

2.3
51.6
61.2
37.7
27.8

92.4
32.6
12.6
16.1
24.8
(34:185)

The ;irAl solution involved extension of pipeline service into the
east, which will be discussed in more detail in a later section.
Initially, htwver, as indicated in the figures above, the rails were
called upon to address the dramatic loss in ocean-boene petroleum supply
capability.

The comonly encountered problm of inadequate car

availability was cawn=ndod in the case of petrolw
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transport by the

fact that, by the time of WWII, rail transport of oil had come to be
obsolete (24:182).

Of the approximately 145,000 tank cars left in the

American inventory, "many were rusting on sidings or being used for
storage" and averaged more than 18 years old (34:185).

While their

disuse made them available, their advanced age made it questionable
whether they would stand up to hard, continuous use.
A pre-war test of the ability to supply to the Atlantic coast by
rail came in the spring of 1941 when 75 ocean tankers were pulled off
the ailf-to-east coast run and loqne)d to the British.

At that time the

Transport Division of the Office of Emergency Management (forerunnrs of
the CDT and the WPB) organized a Tank Car Service Executive Committee to
investigate "the efficiency of use of tank cars" and to monitor their
management (24:183).

This committee was composed of representative of

the railroads, tank car owners and lessees
(24:183).

and petrolcum shippers

Under this seni-centralized management, 20,000 tank cars were

used to supply oil to the east.

By Octubw of 1941 the average a

flow of tank cars into the ara had risen from 50 to 600.

Iy

In November

1941 the tankers loaned to the British iare rot.ioned and the effort
ended (24:180-1; 34:135).
Arorican entry into the war In December 1941 was quickly +olowed
by German
msubmarine action to blockada tha east coast.

This callod

forth the Krestablishmnt of exter ive movement of petroleum by ratl to
the east.
Immediate steps to deal with the omegency wre handled by
coordinatio

threugh the AA's Car Service Diviston, the office of the

Petroleum Coordinator +or National Defense (a fbrfruvw of the PAW),
and the Peteolcum Industry Tan

Car Sub-Qriittee
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The lat group was

established by the Petroleum Coordinator to provide a single industry
body to address the problem (24:184-5).

These early steps included

pressing idle tank cars into service and freeing tank cars for east
coast service by replacing them with tank trucks, barges, or pipeline
wherever possible (34:186).
Actions by the

DT in early 1942 were limited to requesting an

increase of 20,000 cars in the tank car fleet.
by the WPB.

As the OT matured as an agency and as it

clear the problem would continue large, the
role.

That request was denied

In May 1942 the

became ever more

DT exercised a more active

DT issued its General OvQwtr Number 7.

This

order established under the OT a nationwide system of tank car control.
Government shipments (chiefly military) were exempt from ODT supervision
(24:184).

Its primary intention was to achieve the gtca*est possible

use of thG tank car fleet, and to direct its use to the area of greatest
need,

A number of stops were taken to enswe that the greatest poasible

rumer of tank cars were devoted to service to the east coast.
As it

had been found that one tank truck In continuous use could

Wt the samm work as wp to 25 tank cars in congested urban aeas. Genwal
Order Nuanbe

7 reqluiled ODT permissan -fo any taik car shlpmant of lots

than 100 (lter

eatundd to 20) miles.

This had the effect of shifting

local treasport dtis onto tank truks and freed about 18,000 tank cars
4br longr-Aul deliveries (34:186).
As many tat

carS as could be were feed fr,

the novement of

Comodittes ativar tOvan petrolam, such as chemicals and packing tnse
bypr~o~cts.

Ultimately 25,700 tank tees of the total national stock

,erg dvotea to haut ian these other cwmudltics
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(34: 185).

Shippers and carriers were req.aired to submit daily reports
reflecting tank car usage.
reports.

The ICr and the A

furnished similar daily

These allowed identification and correction of any unnecessary

tank car use or delay (34:186).
Through coordination with the PAW and the Department of Justice,
oil shipments to the east were directed to large central terminals

rather than more widely separated smaller terminals.

This had the

effect of recdting unprodcktive car turnaround time at. destination

(34:166b).
Tank cWae in the aging fleet Inevitably broke tau under hard use..
To prevent long, uiprp

ct
tivt

vestant of disabled cars the ODT directed

that cars reeding repair be sint to te
regard to c.wrskjp either of the Car

closest repair ' acility wt
th

l

.r

Thesw stops atsured thw best posible supply of tn
oi Intvengnt.

cars 40r

Thle mwxt step was, to awsre their owt eflcirtt V"t,

This was accttyl ishad thro>4i the cO0t
In essenc,

.Out

U4 svytnl tr#W
aist

of up to 60 to 70 car

in letqth.

location tar oil peodction e

train systwa.
cwsas'sd the Ua

Asswrbled

,iua,. lthv w"

#ilted at

traps

4

c

.!

"ntnl4"

thaheflttsiato ad as

*dedicated units over rai lway mttn* it*%to atintral1 reception twzetsiai
the east.
t

h4

CffiCiencv was achieved by avu Iirqp slowsb cns 4i,

Ai

lcal switchirg yards or the br akup of the train, to Q& .

irteroadiate Custmers (34:1871.

Symbol trains took their nwin from the alphaaeric labls, or
rtwbbols",
.

0-

..

at,

Wuich were assgred to them by the ratilt
"Each

to track their

ved over a specified route cisighated by

hs 00t on

ac ic* of the ",V, shippers, receivers, and at I induStry
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Iv
--

representatives.

A unique symbol was assigned to each train depending

on its direction of movement, date of shipment, and route of travel.
Further, symbol trains moved according to predetermined schedles.
allowed the

This

DT and the AAR to maintain visibility over, and control of,

both individual symbol trains and the rail movement of petroleum as a
whole (24:185; 34:187).
The use of symbol trains considerably speeded the flow of oil.
&3tween 1939 and 1941 tank cars moved an average o+ approximately 50
miles Per day.
miles.

In 1942 this roe to 106 miles, and in 1943 to 128

SGme railroads acnleved over 200 miles per car per day.

Railroad workers accepted the comcept so entNusioatically that "general
restrictione had to.be pn.t) pranibitig oil train speed above 40 miles
per tor."
p'trols

By 1943 symbol trains %ereresponible fR

90 percent of the

rail traffic to the east (34:187).

The unp'of symbol tralin
at ttris City,

hIllnos

wa

ext wafdto include their -rigination

Jtn the "Big Inch" pipeline (which will be

di-cusd in geater detail later) was chlsted to that city in
FVbflk-,

1943.

In addition to the earlier f

tures, svmbol train

mnt out of Norris City incoepcbrated the use of car Poolihg.

Rther

than having to devote sow or alI of a train to Cars belonging to
Cajate oil cowonies, eight oil crpanies.pooled 10,000 tank car
devuted to movwrent over thir route.
erterta v-

This eliminated the need for

cae twitchin at either origin or dasttnatio

The flo, of oil through ,trris City started wth U
Tottas by pipelirn.

At Norris City it was Stbwed in

barrel tanks Wuilt for this frpus.

taveent from

"t of Ue 1,280,000

Trains of 75 a'cAlortgth were

filled at the tanks ar d dispatched to theet
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424:180).

through Mt. Carmel,

Illinois at 52 minute intervals.

Empty cars returned to Mt. Carmel

where they were inspected, removed from service if
repaired if necessary and possible.

necessary, and

Seventy-five empties at a time were

then hauled from Mt. Carmel to Norris City, with the engine performing
that haul carrying back to Mt. Carmel a newly loaded symbol train
beginning its journey (24:188-9).
The Norris City symbol trains were enormously successful in
promoting efficient use of tank cars.

Symbol trains operating out of

Norris City achieved complete east coast delivery turnaround times of 10
days versus the 18 day times for trains originating on the Gulf coast.
The service continued until just after extension of the "Big Inch" to
the east coast was completed in August 1943 (24:189).
Although of a lesser absolute magnitude than the problem of oil
supply to the east, movement of oil to the Pacific coast constituted
another significant challenge to the railroads.

Although the west coast

was normally self-sufficient in oil, the heavier industrial and,
especially, military demands of the war outstripped its production
capacity.

The shortfall was largely made up from production in the

Texas oil fields.
In addition to the problems encountered in eastward oil movement,
trains going to the west had to overcome other problems.

As previously

noted, the west was less well served with rail lines than the east.
Those lines in existence were alrea,y hard pressed to adequately handle
the volume of other war shipments.

Further, oil (as well as all other

traffic) moving to the w .ithad to traverse the Rocky Mountains as
opposed to the easy and gontle terrain over which eastbound traffic
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flowed.

The result of this requirement was a greater demand for motive

power to move the same quantity of goods.
Despite the greater handicaps, oil movement to the Pacific states
was successfully supported using the symbol train system originated in
eastward movement.

A peak of over 17,000 tank cars were pooled to

support this movement.

Tank car movement of oil to the west rose from

9,500 barrels per day in 1942 to 165,000 daily in June 1945 (24:197).
Management of refrigerator cars engendered concern during WWII
for several reasons.

As with virtually all other traffic curing the

war, shipment of perishable fxids increased (34:27).

The increased

traffic went not only for war needs but also to support the rising
standard of living which came to Americans in the increased prosperity
of WWII.

Also as with other traffic, wartime conditions forced the

shipping of perishables to undergo a change from usual peacetime
distribution patterns.

Whereas the motor carrier share of this t,-affic.

had risen from approximately 16 percent of the total in

1929 to 44

percent in 1936, the war forced that share back into the range of 15
percent by 1943 4here it

stayed through the remainder of the war.

Declining revenue traffic had encouraged an accompanying declino in the
stock of rail cars.

The war forced increased traffic back onto the

contracted ability of the rails to carry it.

Further changing

distribution patterns was the large relocation of populations to now war
I nistrtem and new (411tary posts (24:167--).
Other argumenits for close management of refrigerator cars came
from their ownership patterns.

Most other types of rail cars were owned

by the railroads thease1ves and coperated gcodrally as a single
nationwide pool through the auspices of the Car Sorvice Division of the
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AAR.

Refrigerator cars,

lines.

in contrast, were largely owned by private car

Although those lines were themselves often owned by railroads,

they were operated as separate entities interested in providing service
only to a specific group of shippers usually located in specific
geographical regions (34:28).

Whether the companies were owned by

carriers or not, the major concern of the car owners was for rapid
return of their equipment to their home producing area for reloading
once the cars had been used to deliver a load to consumers.

This

private concern of the owners took precedence for them over any
efficiencies which could be gained in finding a load to prevent an empty
backhaul (24:167).
These ownership patterns and interests led to a number of wasteful
practices.

In one instance, refrigerator cars were habitually used to

ship potatoes from Maine to Florida and returned empty to Maine.

At the

sam' time, refrigerator cars from different lines were loaded with
Florida produce and similar goods from California for movement to New
England and subsequent empty return to their home territory (24:28).
While these practices were allowable in peacetime, the demands on
wartime railroad equipment, both refrigerator cars and motive power,
macb such flagrant waste unacceptable.
The obvious solution to the wasted capacity problem was to manage
refrigerator cars as a national pool, regardless of ownership, to
achieve the greatest efficiency of use.

Instituting such a plan,

however, proved initially troublesome for the DDT.

A combination of

what apparently were private owner concerns with government management
and a desire of some government agencies to protect their peacetime
prerogativeG delayed ODT acticn.
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In March 1942 the ODT proposed a plan that encompassed tight
control of refrigerator cars under a single manager appointed by a board
composed of car line representatives and chaired by an ODT official.
When this plan was presented to a conference of car owners, they
presented a counter-proposal which provided significantly less control
of cars and eliminated ODT representation -let
the controlling board

alone chairmanship-

of

When that counter-proposal was njt accepted by

the ODT, the AAR unilaterally formed an organization for control of
refrigerator cars under its Car Service Division.

That organization

resembled the original ODT plan in its operation, but contained no ODT
representation.

When this plan was amended to include ODT

representation and to strengthen central control the OT agreed to its
implementation.
Before the amended AAR plan could be put into effect the
Department of Justice weighed into the fray with the opinion that,
because it had been drafted by the railroads and car owners acting in
concert,-the plan constituted &.i illegal violation of the antitrust
laws. The AAR plan was abandoned, and the ODT drafted an order
implementing its original plan.
Circulation of the draft tc other concerned guvernnent agencies
resulted in Its-review by the lIC.

The ICC Chairman took that

opportunity to question the p'iwer of the ODT to make such an order over
the existing statutory authority of the VC

to control car service.

Only after a series of conferenoAs between DOT and ICQ authorities was
the matter resolved.

In its final form as 1lnplemented, the plan

required the ODT to certify to the ICC the need for certain car
controls, and "suggest" to it that it issue the appropriate directives
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under its emergency car service authority (34:28-9).

Only in November

1942 did any plan reach the implementation stage (24:170).
The plan for control of refrigerator cars as directed by ICC
Service Order Number 95 appointed the manager of the Car Service
Division's newly-created Refrigerator Car Section as an agent of the
He was to set up, on approval of the ICC,

ICC.

consisting of representatives of the ODT,
industry, and the car lines (34:30).

an advisory group

the ICC,

the AAR, the railroad

He was further authorized and

directed
...to supervise, coordinate, and direct the distribution of
all refrigerator cars according to the needs of the various
loading areas and with due regard to economy in their use and
...without regard to ownership... . (34:30)
Rose stated the manager was only rarely forced to use his
authority as an ICC agent because voluntary cooperation most often was
adequate to meet pooling requirements.

He also characterized the result

of the central control finally achieved under this manager,

combined

with ICC service orders suggested by the ODT, as successful in reducing
empty milage.

This is borne out by ODT figures reflecting between 10

and 20 percent fewer empty refrigerator car miles carried in the 19431945 period than in 1942 (24:171; 34:33).
Mtor Freight Traffic.

As discussed earlier, the motor

carriers' share of wartime traffic show marked declines in the war
years.

The total intercity freight they hauled also declined, but to a

lesser extent.

Both figures reached their highest points in history to

that time in 1941.

Between 1942 and 1945 the motor carriers' share of

traffic ranged from approximately 52 to 63 percent of the 1941 peak.
The absolute quantity of traffic they handled, however,
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ranged between

approximately 74 and 87 percent of their 1941 total.

This demonstrates

the performance of the motor carriers continued to play a significant
part in the nation's commerce and thus in the course of industrial
mobilization (34:299).
The general challenges faced in the national management of motor
carriers were essentially the same as those faced in managing the other
transportation modes.

Those challenges were to reduce (or eliminate)

waste and to promote efficiency.

Achieving those goals, however, called

for a different set of approaches owing to differences in industry
structure.
Fully utilizing the motor carrier resource presented a wealth of
problems not encountered in railroad management.

Highway transportation

equipment wore out faster than rail equipment and could not be replaced
at the pre-war levels during the war.

Wile the truck Fleet aged during

the war and consequently required greater maintenance, the supply of
spare parts wit i,,0Ich to maintain it dwindled as a conseauence of
greater military demands on th9 supplier industries.

Nationwide

rationing of fuel and rubber was most strongly felt in this
transportation mode.

The diffuse nature of the motor carrier industry

made it difficult to institute a national system of control to address
these, and other, problems.
Of all these problems perhaps the greatest, both from the
standpoint of the difficulty it

presented to government management and

of its criticality to solving the others, was in achieving control over
the motor carriers.

As Rose noted, "the atomistic organization of the

mohor traniport industry presented an almost insurmountable barrier to
effective centralized control" (24:215).
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The first complicating factor in the structure of the industry is
the variety of types of carriage provided by motor carriers.

Then and

now, those included common carriage, contract carriage, and private
carriage.
Common carriage is provided by those holding themselves out to
haul goods for the general public for compensation.

Contract carriage

is also provided for compensation, but not to the general public.

It is

provided only according to terms of specific contracts worked out by
shippers and carriers.

Private carriage is carried out to promote and

support another business in which the firm or individual is primarily
engaged.

It

is not conducted for others for compensation (28:28-33).

The sheer quantity of existing motor carriers also presented a
management challenge.

As opposed to 121 major rail operators -all

common carriers--which the ODT had to bring under its direction (34:17),
there were over 2.75 million separate motor carriers in 1944.
Approximately 95 percent of them operated a single truck.

About 1.6

million trucks were engaged in farm work, and other private carriers
operated approximately 1.1 million trucks.
by commercial common carriers (34:101,112).

Only 630,000 were operated
Even ascertaining the total

quantity of trucks and carriers available to be managed in the national
effort was a problem.
ODT as a result of it

The figures presented here were obtained by the
gaining "...more detailed information concerning

motor carrier operations than ever before available" (24:215).
A Further complication was provided in the fact that only a
minority of all carriers were accustomed at all to any meaningful
government regulation of their transportation business.

While the ICC's

authority had been broadened to cover interstate motor carriers in the
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1930s and individual states regulated intrastate carriers, their
authority only extended to carriers engaged in compensated hauling.

It

did not cover that great majority of carriers which the ODT proposed to
manage during the war (34:101).
As one measure of the difficulty of the task, the ODT was required
to devote many more personnel to motor carrier management than to any
other single area.

At its peak in 1944 this entailed 3,750 ODT

employees devoted to motor carrier operations, out of 4,917 total,
working out of 142 offices nationwide (24:12).
To bring this mass of differing carriers under its management the
ODT issued General Order ODT Number 21 in September 1942.

It covered

every commercial vehicle in the United States, including ..."virtually
all trucks, busses, taxicabs, and similar motor conveyances" (34:111).
It required that the commercial vehicle owners obtain from the ODT a
Certificate of War Necessity to continue operation during the war.

A

Certificate of War Necessity established for a comercial vehicle its
maximum allowable annual milage, its minimum allowable load, and its
gasoline allowance.

Its purpose was to ensure commercial motor vehicle

operations were
(1) confined to those necessary to the war effort or to the
maintenance of essential civilian economy; (2) conducted in a
manner to assure maximum utilization of commercial motor
vehicles, and (3) conducted in a manner to conserve rubber and
other critical materials... . (34:111)
Enforcement of the program was achieved through rationing the
scarce materials which the carriers required to continue operation.
These were primarily gasoline and rubber but also included new vehicles
and spare parts.

No commercial carrier could legally obtain fuel,

tires, inner tubes, or spart parts except upon presentation to the
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seller of a valid certificate for the vehicle. Operators were required
to show they were conserving rubber through frequent tire inspections
and other practices and conforming to all other ODT instructions.
Failure to conform could be met with either denial of new tires or inner
tubes, or revocation of the certificate (34:112).
While the program is relatively easy to describe, it was very
difficult to institute.

To get the program off the ground, the ODT

hired R.L. Polk and Company of Detroit, "an experienced automotive
directory firm" (24:219;34:112). That company prepared a list of all
r'-gistered owners of commercial vehicles in the U.S., of which there
were over 3.7 million, accounting for about 5,000,000 vehicles (24:219).
In October 1942, they mailed to those owners copies of ODT General Order
21, applications for certificates, and instructions for filling out the
applications (34:112).
Certificate applications required the owner to state
his type of business, purpose for which the vehicle was used,
area of operations, nature of the services rendered, rumber of
vehicles owned or leased, miles operated quarterly and
annually, number of trips made quarterly, average load per
trip, capacity of vehicle, load factor, that is, the ratio of
average load to capacity of the vehicle, steps taken W.
conserve tires and equipment in compliance with Office of
Defense Transportation orders, and other data. (34:113)
Upon receipt of the completed aoplications, ODT personnel
determined the vehicle's allowable load, milage, and gasoline ration.
This process, called tailoring, in essence consisted of reducing the
requirements stated on the application "on the assumption that the
claims included nonessential services."

The completed certificate was

then returned to the vehicle owner (24:219).
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The ODT had originally intended that all applications be returned
and certificates issued prior to November 15, 1942, when national
On that date, however, only about

gasoline rationing was to be started.

two-thirds of the applications had been returned so the deadline was
extended to December 1, 1942.

Radio and press announcements encouraged

operators to apply for certificates.

By mid-December,

"the bulk, but by

no means all, of the operators...had received certificates" (24:221;
34:115).
Much of the delay can be attributed to the complexity of the
applications.

Many operators were not in the habit of keeping the

detailed records required to provide the information requested.
were many questions asked of the ODT by puzzled carriers.

There

About 50

percent of the applications submitted were incomplete (24:220).
Difficulties with the issuance of certificates provided an impetus
for the ODT to greatly expand its field sLaff.

ODT representatives wert

to 500 cities and towns to assist owners in completing applications and
to help with appeals for correction of gasoline allocations insufficient
to wppjrt essential operations.

In addition, the help of the County

War Boards -- established by the Department of Agriculture to cnordinate
farm activities-- was obtained to complete applications for farm
vehicles (24:220-1; 34:133).
A system of review and appeals was set up allowing changes in the
allowances granted by the certificates.

Carriers could appeal as

insufficient the gasoline or milage allotments granted them.

The ODT

district offices, meawiile, were engaged in trying to identify and
reduce excessive allowances.

8y tUe end of 1943 "virtually all" of the
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certificates originally granted had been reviewed on the initiative of
one group or the other (24:222).
A system of reports by carriers was required by the ODT to enforce
the certificate program.

Initially, these included weekly reporting of

number of trips, miles operated, out-bound and in-bound loads,
gallons of fuel used, new, recapped, and retreaded tires, and
dates of tire inspection. (34:117)
Monthly reporting of idle vehicle time was also required.

Reporting

requirements were progressively simplified over time until, in September
1944, reports were eliminated for all but a few large operators (34:1178).

While it is unmentioned in the literature, it can be assumed these

reports represented a large ad.nistrative burden to the great majority
of operators unused to either extensive record keeping or government
regulation.
Having achieved control over truck transportation through
Certificates of War Necessity, the CDT established specific programs to
achieve greatest efficiency.

These were principally aimed at three

primary groups: long distance coion carriers, local carriers, and
contract and private carriers.
Long distance common carriers, defined as those engaged in
operations over more than 25 mi lee, were governed by ODT General Order
Number 3.

This order included provisions intended to eliminate waste,

establish loading and operating requirements, provide for the
interchange of traffic between carriers, restrict the establishment of
new service, substitute rail for truck 5ervice, and allow some joint
business activities normally prohibited by anti-trust laws (34:103).
Elimination of waste was addressed through directions to carriers
to adjust their routings to eliminate duplicate or parallel services to
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the same points.

The use of circuitous routing, defined in the order as

a route between two points exceeding by more than 10 percent the most
direct highway route available, was also extensively limited.

Also

established were standards which required trucks to be fully loaded up
to their rated capacity (34:103-4).
Movement of empty or partially loaded trucks was only allowed
under very restricted circumstances.

These covered situations in which

truckers were not able to find a full load for trips returning to their
starting point.

The interchange of traffic between carriers was

promoted and required to facilitate obtaining full

loads (34:103-4).

The CDT authorized the establishment of joint information offices
to help truckers obtain full

loads.

These offices sarved as

clearinghouses for traffic awaiting shipment and for trucks requiring
loads.

If

truckers were unsuccessful in finding a load on their own

they were to check for cargo availability with a joint infotmation
office if

one was available, or with other carriers if one was not.

If

all these steps failed, the trucker was to attempt to lease his truk to
a carrier which had a load for it

(34:127).

Individual joint information offices were initially
78 cities.

establisied in

As initially conceived they were set up and financed by two

or more carriers subject to approval by the

OT.

Early experience

showed that these carrier-operated offices were unsuccessful, primarily
because of the time and expense involved in setting than up
and because of carrier fears that registering either freight or
equipment with them would reveal trade secrets (24:227-9; 34:128).
As a result of the early failures, the DOT reorganized the joint
information office program in March 1944.
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After that time

the function

was performed by the OOT through its 142 field off ices rather than by
carriers or carrier groups.

The program was also made mare stringent.

Carriers were required to register both available freight and vehicles
with available loading space.

Under OT direction the program was more

successful, saving an estimated 100,000,000 vehicle miles annually
(24:22B-9).
Restrictions on extension of motor carrier service were required
when the inability to replace worn out trucks made itself felt as the
war ground on.

Whereas common carriers previously had to obtain

permission of either the ICC or state authorities to inaugurate new
service, the permission of the

OT was also required after October 1943.

OOT requirements for permission for new service .were much

ore

restrictive than those applied by the IOC or the state regulatory
agencies.

Traditional regulation uf now service was based on findings

of "Public coiwenience and necessity", usually meaning that the now
service would not provide competition destructive to the industry.

Th3

OTs permission for ne saevicee was granted rewired that they
(1) wre necessay to the vw effort oar the maintanarce of estential
civilian
;coroyl
(2) could not be perfr med at all by any egiating
means of tearrpotation; or, were needed for the war effort and wee
shtin to be more
;-iditious; 0") did not merely add to the pleasure
or convenience of civilians but contributed in iniportant degiee to the
wa,' ef4ort; And (4) could be furnished wittwxut detriment caed by
additional use of critical materials oe marvoer. (34:104)
Skaztituting rail for truck service allowed a shifting of the
traffic burden frnn the hard-pruwsd motov carriemS onto the relatively
better-off rail GystaM.

Whan the GOT certified that such service over a

specific route would conserve trucking facilities and not adversely
affect those of the rails, and ien shippers did not specify that their
shipments go over the road, motor carriers were alloed to divert
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traffic originally consigned to them to the railroads.
not only conserved motor carrier equipment, it
trucking companies.

This practice

also was profitable for

This was because they could consolidate LCL

shipments into CL lots, thus obtaining low rates from the railroads, and
simultaneously charge their shippers at the higher motor carrier rates
(34:105).
Joint action plans were a method of encouraging more eficient
truck utilization.

They did this by allowing two or more carriers to

adopt plans for joint operations when their joint action would eliminate
waste by cutting out duplicate services.

Such plans were voluntary

arrangments anng carriers, and were initiated either as the result of
OCT prootion or by the carriers themielves.

.nong the a4tions al lowed

thippers urnr joint actions plans were alternating or coorditating
che.a1s

taechangjing shlpnents of property, ponling traffi

ad/or

revarues, and jointly operating equipment or terminals (24:225; 34: 121).
Buslness actvitiles such as thoum

allowed undr joint action plans

normally were prohibited by anti-trust la"
of redcing owpetltion within the Industry.
protection of these activities fromh
the law
of the Smal I Business Mobi I ization Act.

becase they had the effect
The Congress provided
during WAII by the passage

Even with such protection, the

WOT and the Oepawtnint of Justice mwe careful to point out that-Joint
action plans were legal and valid only so long a

they wor

drafted and

operated primarily to conoerve trraportation roas1auces rathtw than to
gain unfair competitive advantages.
the raqui rent

Further protection was provided by

for approval of plans by the 1OT headquarters.

This was

normal ly granted only after rwiew and aproval by the ICC, although
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that step was neither absolutel,, required nor always taken (24:226;
34:122).
Over 3,900 joint action plans were instituted.

They were

especially effective in reducing inefficient private carrier operations,
most notably within the coal industry.

The ODT history estimated anual

savings of "about 452,000,000 vehicle miles" from them.

Rose cited over

220 million miles saved per year (24:225; 34:126).
Management efforts to promote efficiency in local carrier
operatior s took the form of both voluntary and mandatory measures.
Voluntary measures included publicizing to the general public the effect
on transportation of their individual actions, and seeking their help in
conservation.

"Housewives of the country" were asked to conserve on

local delivery transportation by spacing out their shopping to cut rwn
on the number of trips required and to carry purchases home themselves.
Peoplk.- were asked to have their home coal deliveries made during the
summer, when transport was easier, rather than during the winter
(34:106).
Mandatory measures, directed towards carriers, were incorporated
in OOT General Order Nuimber 6A.

Much of local transport was composed of

carriers providing what could be concidered, in wartime, wasteful
"luxury services" (24:2,)-I).

The ODT's regulation of local transport

was designed to eliminate them.

In addition to the promotion o+ joint

action plans and restrictions on extension of service, General Order 6A
prohibited local carriers from making
(a) Any collection or delivery during any calendar day, the
order for which h~is been received after 3 p.m. during such
day;
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(b) Any collectiin or delivery without ascertaining, prior to
the operation of a truck for such purpose, that it may be
completed;
(c) Any call with a motor truck except for the purpose of
collecting or delivering property or servicing, maintaining or
repairing a truck? or
(d) More than one co]lection during any calendar day from any
one point, nor more than ane delivery during any calendar day
to any point from any ore point. (34:107)
Private and contract carriers were addressed by ODT General Order
Number 17.

While many of its provisions were similar to those affecting

comon carriers, including those promoting joint action and controlling
service extensions, they were in general more restrictive (34:108).
Private and contract operators were required to reduce their total
milage oqerated by 25 percent from their 1941 levels.

They were

required to eliminate a wide variety of special deliver.tes and other
unnecessary services.

This category of carriers was also hold tu a

standard of truck loading higher than that imposed on cmn

carriers.

While the latter were allowed to operate empty or partially loaded
trucks if they had made diligent efforts to secure a lWad, private and
=ontract. carriers were required to always cpate their trucks loaded to
-full capacity over a "considkable portion" of their r.utes (Z4:10W).
General .Order 17 was made yet mo
shortages of fuel b=&m esp
r-oeuired to develop
duil icatit 4 Mr.

reotrictive in early 1943 when.

ially acute.

Carriers governed by/ it

ormal delivry rcutee "whid ware neither

over.1ppingo", and to maintain aps. showing thom routes.

The order established a maximum number of weekly deliverie
variety of cap odity tpes,

for a wide

and carriers mire pechibated from making

more deliveries than that rm

r.

co...dities were banned outright.
purchases tome,

were

Sunday deiiveries of all but a few
To 4c

shoppes to carry their

retail deliveries of packas below "60 inchm in

1.I13

combined length and girth or less than 5 pounds in weight" were
prohibited (34:109).
Vehicles used on farms and operated by individual farmers
represented an important exermtion to these regulations of private and
contract carriage, and a large challenge to the overall effective
management of national transportation resources.
Control of farm vehicles took on importance for several reasons.
Their continued operation was essential because they represented the
primary means of transport of agricultural products from the farm to
initial marketing points.

This importance was enhanced during the war

by the record crops of all kinds produced during the period, and the
importance of those crops to the Allied war effort.
In addition to their role in the distribution of farm products,
farm trucks were also important in carrying supplies to farms.

Farmers

"customarily" used their own transport to haul tools, feed, fertilizer
and so on from town to the farm (24:233).
Controlling farm vehicles was also important because they formed a
large percentage of the national vehicle stock.

During WWII there were

"approximately 1,650,000" of them (34:131), accounting for 35 percent of
all trucks and constituting the "largest groun of commercial vehicles"
in the nation (24:231).

It was obvious that asserting a convincing

control of commercial vehicles nationally required contrul of
agricultural transportation.
The tatk of control was made more difficult by the nature of farm
vehiclo ownership.

The 1,650,000 farm vehicles were owned by "almost

that many opetrators" (34:131 ).

In peacetime those private operators

were not subject to Government regulation of their transportation
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operations and were therefore "unfamiliar with the restrictions and
techniques of regulation" (34:131).

Assuming control was thus hampered

by the need to regulate a large number of individual operators whose
ability to cooperate was limited by their ignorance of the techniques of
any controlling system.
Control of farm vehicles was achieved by the ODT through the
extension of the Certificate of War Necessity program to cover them; by
encouragement of community vehicle pooling; and by setting up Industry
Transportation Advisory Committees.
Bringing such a broadly distributed group of operators under the
Certificate of War Necessity program was especially difficult.

To

achieve that goal the ODT sought, and gained, the cooperation o-F the
Department of Agriculture.

In July 1.941 the Secretary of Agriculture

had set up War Boards in every one of the over 3,000 agricultural
counties in the country to assist with implementing Department of
Agriculture war program.

In October 1942, at the request of the

DT,

the Department of Agriculture establ ished within each of those county
boards a County Farm Transportation Comittee.

They were omposed of

representatives of farmers, farm truck operators, and farm equipment
suppliers (34:133; 24:2M).
The County Farm Transportation Camitt es publicized to farmers
the requirement for Certificates of War NWcesity and helped them to
fill

out applications for them.

important because farm r

The help they provided was ehpecially

usually did not keep the coprehensive recods

required to provide information requested in the applications.

In place

of exact figures farmero were allowed to give estimates vhich the
comittes provided "indispvablo

help with calculating (24:235).

15~

Committ- s were also active in the process of appealing milage and
gasoline allowances deemed inadequate by farmers.

County committees

received, reviewed, and made recommendations on the appeals before
passing them on to DDT District Offices for action.

Because of the

importance of farm transport generally, farmers were "invited and
encouraged" to appeal certificate allowances, and "special efforts" were
made to ensure that their transportation needs were met (24:235).
Community pooling of vehicles was envisioned as a way of
conserving vehicle resources by encouraging joint use of vehicles by
several farmers.

It

was undertaken as a voluntary program and largely

promoted through the county committees.

It

was explained in "press

releases, radio shorts, and meetings" as "just another name for
neighborly cooperation...to make cars and trucks last longer..."
(34:134).
In order to achieve yet more conservation of agricultural
transport, the ODT -- after consultation with Department of Agriculture
and truck oerators-- initiated the Industry Transportation Advisory
Committee program in October 1942.

Ccmmittees were groups of food

proicers, carriers, and processors concerned with the movement of
particular commodities within specified geographical areas.

Those

counrodities included dairy products, livestock, poultry, fruits,
vegetables,

cotton, and several others.

Comiittees

are selected by

industry reprLmentatives, and approved by the OT.
The committees were charged with acquiring information about the
transportation practices involved in the mnoveent of their commmoity,
and to design plans -- subJeat to ODT approval-

to eliminate waste such

as dcplicate or overlapping routea, ceosshauling, and so on
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(24:237,239).

To the degree that plans required joint action

participants were protected from anti-trust prosecution by the Small
Business Mobilization Act, discussed earlier (34:135).
By 1944 there were 672 dairy industry committees, over 2,200
livestock industry committees and sub-committees, and over 600
committees and sub-committees organized around various other
commodities.

Dairy committees alone had produced over 500 approved

conservation plans (24:238-9).
In addition to specific programs designed to conserve the
resources of the several types of motor carriers, the ODT was active in
addressing problems common to motor transport in general.

These

included shortages (whether real or induced) in rubber, fuel, new
vehcles, and spare parts.

Also addressed were differing state laws

that effectively constituted barriers to interstate highway movement.
The shortages of rubber and gasoline experienced during the war
were intertwined.

Real shortages of fuel were largely limited to the

eastern seaboard and to the early part of the war.

By July 1942 the OPA

had instituted a gasoline rationing system in that area that effectively
allocated the available supply (24:211-2).
Rubber supplies were less assured. Japanese entry into the war
left "90 percent of our sources of crude rubber... in Axis handssupplies from another 7 percent...were uncertain" (8:94).

In September

1942 a special committee which had been set up to study the rubber
supply problem recommended a list of actions to address the critical
shortage.

Among these were a system of tire conservation and nationwide

gasoline rationing tri limit vehicle usage (8:94).

National gasoline

rationing to cunserve rubber became effective in December 1942 (24:212).
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The ODT was extensively involved with the national system of fuel
and tire rationing which finally emerged.

It served as the claimant

agency for rubber and fuel required to s!ipport civilian transportation
needs.

In this capacity, it certified to the allocating agencies the

quantities of each commodity required to continue essential services by
the entire civilian transportation system.

After gasoline and tires had

been allocated out of total production to support civilian requirements,
the OPA administered its rationing to individual users (34:205-6).

Fuel

was rationed to commercial users based on allowances established by the
ODT in Certificates of War Necessity.

Tires for commercial users, and

both fuel and tires for non-commercial users, were rationed without
direct ODT involvement and solely based on OPA guidelines (24:210,213).
While the CDT was not normally closely associated with the final
step of tire rationing early in the war, it became more so after August
1944.

At that time the tire shortage had become especially acute, most

particularly in the larger sizes needed for commercial trucks.

In

response the CPA established 132 Emergency Tire Panels which received
requests for tires of larger sizes.

The OOT provided advisory personnel

to these panels (24:210).
Supplying tires foe civilian use "was fraught with great
uncertainty throughout the war"

(34:207).

As would be expected, tivs

for military uses had first call on the nation's limited prodiction.
"About 85 per cent" of civilian trucks qualified for tire eeplacements,
as did almost all busses (24:210).

Wartime prodjction of commercial

size tires was not greatly below pre-war levv'Is.

Meeting military and

essential civilian requirements rEquired "a huge diminution in the
output of passenger car tires", as evidenced in the drp in their annual
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output from "approximately 33,000,000" in the 1939-1941 period to
2,664,904 in 1942 (24:204-5).
Even given the relatively stable supply of commercial tires during
the war, heavier use meant that the supply of tires for civilian use was
"inadequate (24:211).
problematic.

Faulty distribution also made tire supply

By 1944 stocks were "practically exhausted" (34:207).

Many trucks were being run without spare tires.

In the last third of

the year an average of 5,500 commercial vehicles were inoperative at any
one time for want of tires (34:207).
The ODT provided assistance to carriers in flnding tires
unavailable in their local area.

In January 1944 the ODT established a

formalized procedure for referring tire requests which it could not help
to the Office of Rubber Director.
to manufacturers'

That office in turn referred requests

committees for help in locating the tires (24:210-1).

One method implementad to conserve both fuel and rubber was the
imposition of a national speed limit,

This was initiated in March 1942

with a letter from the President to the 48 state governors asking that
they establish and enforce a 40 mile per hour (mph) speed limit within
their states.

Recognizing that it

didn't have the personnel necessary

to enforce any speed limit, the ODT chose at that time not to mandate
any general limit.

In September 1942, however,

the DOT -- in responae to

a reconendation of the Rubber Survey Committee--

issued a general order

establishing a 35 mph national speed limit (34:171-2).
The results of those efforts were mixed.
President's original letter, II
at 40 mph.

In repynso to the

governoro set their state speed limits

In the other 37 states the governors did not have the

statutory power to set speed limits themselves.
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Many of them, hoivor,

took such actions as issuing proclamations urging citizens to adhere to
a 40 mph limit.

Surveys of traffic speed between May and October 1942

revealed a drop in average vehicle speed from 47.1 mph to 42.3 (34:171).
Officials of the ODT had reservations about the need for, and
efficacy of, a 35 mph speed limit.

Such a limit was set, as previously

noted, only as an outgrowth of the work of the Rubber Survey Committee.
The ODT Director indicated that he "did not know where the ... Committee
got the idea of a 35-mile speed limit", and felt that its imposition
would significantly cut into transportation resource capacity (34:172).
The ODT set the speed limit, however, to publicly support the work of
the Committee and to reinforce in the public mind the real need for
rubber conservation (34:172).
Ironically, later

DT studies established that a 35 mph speed

limit for heavy trucks resulted in greater rubber usage than a 40 mph
limit would have.

This was because adhering to a 35 mph limit required

more braking and down-shifting,
however.

The 35 mph limit was not rescinded,

It was felt raising the 35 mph limit, already widely

disregarded by the public, would only encourage even greater speeds
(34:.173).
Enforcement of the limit was haphazard, at best.

Violators, ono

identified, could be punished with cutbacks or elimination of fuel or
tire rations, or with revocation of Certificates of War Necssity.
Identification of violators was, however, difficolt.

In many states,

local ta+if c: enforcement agencies did not report speeders to COT or CPA
authorities at all.

In other states reporting was only partial.

othtrs, reports was rerous.
taken if

In yet

Rationing action, however, could only be

a conviction was obtained in a local court, and local courts
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would not convict for speeds above 35 mph unless they were also above
the state maximum (34:174).
Surveys during the war revealed that at no time did even half the
traffic observed stay within the 35 mph speed limit.
speed ranged between 35.1 and 39.4 mph.
was between 37.8 and 42.3 mph.

Average truck

Average speed for all traffic

While adherence to the national speed

limit was not great, the speed of all traffic was considerably below
that observed prior to the ODT regulation.

The speed limit was lifted

in August 1945, days after the Japanese surrender (34:174-5).
Management of the allocation of new vehicles was required for two
primary reasons.

First, there was no construction of new vehicles for

civilian use during a large part of the war.

Second, the aging of the

national vehicle fleet under hard wartime use required that what new
vehicles did exist be efficiently distributed to those users most
neoding them.
FRoduction of all civilian trucks was discontinued by the WPB by
March 1942.

Prodiction of heavy trucks was not re-instituted until May

1943; of medium trucks until January 1944; and of light trucks until
Jarnuary 1945.

Average annual demand for trucks between 1936 and 1940

was "approximately" 550,000.

In the entire period of 1942-1945, a total

of 544,079 now trucks went to civilian use (24:200-01).
The average age of trucks in 1941 was 5.6 years old.

In 1946 it

was 3.7 years.

Just over eight percent of trucks were ten years old or

older in 1941.

Thiety-five percent of them were in 1946 (24:202).

Control over allocation of new vehicles was ad-ievad by halting
their unimpedad Sale to the general public and establishing a permit
system for their transfer.
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All sales of new trucks was frozen between January 1942 and March
9, 1942.

When sales were resumed, it

was from a pool of previously

unsold vehicles held for release to the public.

It

contained 97,000

trucks, representing just 37 percent of the ODT request for commiercial
trucks for 1942 alone (34:200).
Transfer of a truck to a new owner required the buyer to present a
Certificate of Transfer.

These were initially issued by the WPB upon

recommendation of the ODT.
recommendations,

to follow classes of priority usage established by WPB

Conservation Order M-100.
-in

The ODT was bound, in making

kscending order-

Five classes were established encompassing -

vehicles used in connection with the military or

for public health and safety; those used primarily to directly further
the war effort; vehicles used primarily in indirect support of the war
effort; vehicles used for other unspecified transport; and those used
for non-essential transportation not connected to the war effort
(34:200).

In 1944, responsibility for issuing certificates to civilian

buyers was transferred to the ODT.

In exercising that responsibility,

the ODT continued to follow the same usage priorities originally laid
down by the WPB (24:201).
The task of reviewing applications was relatively straightforwardl
however, it required a field organization to adequately service the
widely distributed applicants.

When the program was initiated the ODT

did not have such a force in the field.
July 1944, tharefore, the

Feom prog-am inception until

OT relied on field personnel of the lOC's

Bureau of Motor Carriers to carry out the function.
received and initially

Those personnel

reviewed applications, thtin passed them on to OUT
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headquarters in Washington.

Final approval recommendations were made

there (34:201).
Although some trucks from new production started to reach the
civilian market in 1943, their numbers were never large enough to meet
all demands.

Over 593,000 Certificates of Transfer were issued to

ration new trucks from the program's inception until its demise in
November 1945 (34:202,204).
A number of factors contributed to making the supply of truck
repair parts a problem during the war.

The aging of the truck fleet and

inability to replace old equipment raised the demand for repair parts.
So did the more intense usage of trucks, their heavier loading, and the
increasing use of "unskilled drivers and mechanics" (24:205).
At the sam
tightened.

time as dewand for parts was increasing, supply

Factors leading to dcreased supplies included widmspread

scrapping of used vehicle parts in wrap steel drives; OPB limitationsr
on the amount of critical mat ial

which ,wuld be devoted to making nwf

parts (34:210); diversion of manufacturing c4A

ty from spae pa t

to

other, are profitable, war work; and the military's practice of
"swooping down upon materials and parts originally deasgiated for
civilians and taking them for their oWn uZe" (24t206).
The government program instituted to conweve and control the
supply of repair parts was largely "voluntary and educational"
altiough it

(24:205),

did have some obligatory peovisions.

The OUT established within its field offices a group of
maintenance special ists.

In addition to oter duties, thew

groups

worked with WPO personnel to help individual vehicle opoatoam
and procure scarce repair parts.

locate

They were also instrumental in
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convincing the WPB to ultimately restrict the scrapping of used vehicle
parts.

These were "the main sources of supply for very old vehicles",

and their stock had been greatly decimated by scrap drives in 1942
(34:212).
In cooperation with Society of Automotive Engineers, the ODT
formed a wide system of volunteer Maintenance Advisory Committees in
individual communities.

In addition to other duties, these committees

advised maintenance personnel on efficient shop practices and helped to
locate repair parts (34:209).
The WPS in 1942 issued a series of orders desigred to encourage
manufacturers to build repair parts, but did not establish a material
priority for them high enough to cause any improvement in the supply
situation.

At the end of 1942, ths WT --vice the Office of Civilian

Su5ply of the W%'-- became the claimant agency fee materials foe
automotive repair parts, and priorities for. those materials vwe

The COT history fotod

tho highst awarded to civilian goods (34:211).
that "improvment

made

in the situation was quickly manifest", but spae part

suplies contirued as a problem (34:211).

Real improverent only bQan

after the middle of 1944 ihen resteictiLo

on the availability of scarce

material bc&m

lass flye-e and OT field agents en granted the powe

to upgrade priorities for em gncy

parts.

epar

At the sae time, the

kPS and inhistry recognized ODT-upgraded eme.gency requirasrtts as
sufficiently important to obtain parts to fill
military pruciction, if recessary"

them "directly frcm

(34:211).

Inadkaquate supplies of repair parts rnalned a problea titraghst
tho war.

OUT statistics revealed continuing levels of trucks out of

service for lack of parts throughut U
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period, altough the situation

improved significantly after March 1944.

Although the situation created

a management headache and led to some temporary losses of transportation
capability, permanent losses were slim.

Truck registrations in 1944

were only 2.9 percent under those in 1941, reflecting general success in
keeping an older vehicle fleet on the road (24:206; 34:209,211).
Varying state highway laws constituted a diffioulty to be overcome
to assure efficient use of transportation in WWII.

The Constitution

reseives to the states the right to regulate within their own borders
such activities as highway traffic.

In exercising those rights, the

states had set a number of restrictions.

Among these were weight and

size limitations on trucks, rec inrments for licenses and fees,
requirements for trucks to use designated state ports of entry, and so
on.

In the field of freight tranao rt, perhapsthe regulations most

restrictive on
were tho

p e ation of the truck fleet as- a truly national system

cancernig truck size and weight limitations.

Limitations %=h as thew were not irefficiant in and of
thwmieves.

On the contrary, they were neessary to protect roads and

bridges from

nrecassay doterioiation.

the vaelatio i*f such llmitatiova.
truck weight limit of 18,40C
states of lllinois,
57,70 pounds.

Oifficulties aeose instead frm

Poe instance, KentuckV maintained a

pounds on its roads while its neighboeing

indiana, and Ohio allowed weights txLten 40,000 and

In anothr

Instanc.., California allowed trucks of up to

76,00 pcunds on its roads while Oregon all%%ed Only 64,00 pounds.
either ca

In

, a truck being used in i.tewstate travel which. Crossed the

state with the lower weight limit either had to eestrict its load to
that state's maxiaum, o- bteak bulk and make sultiple crostings of the
state to get its full load acroim.

Similar difficulties were
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encountered in the application of size limitations and with the methods
used to calculate truck weights (34:143-4).
These conditions always formed something of a bar to interstate
trade.

During WWII the problem was compounded by the frequent location

of new war industries and military posts "in States where traffic
formerly was relatively light and where weight and size limitations were
exceptionally low" (34:145).

Adhering to the existing state limitations

constituted a waste of transportation capacity and degraded service to
essential industries and military activities.
The ability of any Federal agency to authoritatively address the
issue without violating the Constitutionally guaranteed rights of the
states was limited.

Federal government action was thus restricted to

urging voluntary state action and coordination, both between states and
carriers and among the several states themselves.
The ODT Director requested the states voluntarily reduce
restrictions where necessary to expedite wartime traffic.

ODT personnel

also intervened in several cases to ask state officials to relax
restrictions to allow the swift movement of individual shipments of
special importance and "vouching for the good faith of the carriers
involved" (34:145-6).
MorE significantly, the President formed a ccv~ittee consisting of
representatives of the Departments of Co maerce, Treasury, Wa,

Navy, and

Justice, the OPA, the DDT, and other agencies to consider ways to
address the problem.

This committee carried un work originally

initiated by a cunference called by the Secretary of

nwrca.

A May

1942 meeting of the conittee and the Govert .nrs' Conference executive
committee resulted in ttv issuance of an "emergency iormula" wiich set
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out recommended uniform national truck limitations.
1942, all the states had adopted the formula.

By the end of May

This resulted in

"immeasurable improvement" in the situation overall (34:1461.
Waterway Freight rra-Ffic.

While the quantity of freight

hauled on all modes of transportation grew during the war, the amount of
traffic carried on domestic waterway routes fell,
and relative to all other modes.

both in absolute terms

This drop was almost solely because of

the loss of safe transit on Atlantic coastal routes.

The German

suhmarine threat there "had a more profound effect In distorting the
normal pattern of transport in the country than anything else that
happened during the war" (24t267).
Some water routes, especially on the Great Lakes, showed marked
increases in traffic hauled during the war.

Most shoved lesser

increases; some important inland waterways had declines in traffic.

As

an example of the limited use of domestic water traxport, Rose noted
the Mississippi River System, offering exceptional water
transport services in a most important industrial and
agricultural area, did not participate Fully in the movement
of war traffic at any time during hostilities, (24:263)
Given the heavy burden under which the railroads and, to a lesser
extent, the highway carriers were laboring, tJe failure of water
transport to pick up a larger share of the load is somewhat surprising.
Row attrihuted that failure to the prefererce of shippers -- as
expressed in their choices of shipment mode-- 4or the greater speed and
flexibility of land transportation, as well as to the urWgncy of wartime
demand requiring gruater shipment spoec than that offered by bargs and
ships (24:251,262).

Even if

les

extensively relied upon than other
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modes, water carriage of freight was an important contributor to
national transportation capacity.
Transport over the Great Lakes was of special importance during
the war.

Freight traffic hauled on them reached previously

unprecedented highs during the war.
the greatest significance.

Of that traffic, iron ore was of

Ores represented one of the largest cargoes

carried on the Lakes prior to the war.

The large increase in wartime

production of steel called forth an accompanying greater movement o
ores over the Lakes.

Just under 90 percent of the iron ore used by the

steel industries of both the United States and Canada was transported in
this manner during the war (24:253-4).
The vessels available to carry this -and
the Great Lakes declined during the war.

all other-

traffic on

In 1941 the Lakes fleet was

composed of 734 vessels with a total hauling capacity of over 3.1
million gross tors.

In 1945 it

million tons capacity.

included 670 vessels accounting for 2.97

This largely reflected the withdrawal by the WSA

of ships from the Lakes fleet and their placawnt in international
service (24:2-).
The reiessity of hauling the increased traffic load with rebcid
capacity called forth several managcmmnt efforts.

The largest portion

of the MOT's work in controlling waterway traffic in the war was
composed of facilitatlng the "voluntary couperation" of vessel
operators.

Management of Lakes traffic also called for more 4ormal

measures (34:177).
Voluntary actio

tove advanced through the creation ad use of

Rogional Adviscry ommitte-e

carposed of vessel operators.

committoeq Nere
12e

TIxoe

familiar with the problems peculiar to their particular
regions, could represent and speak for the body of operators,
as well as interpret the orders of the department, and
encourage compi lance with its policies. (34:177)
Formal CDT orders controlling Lakes traffic took the form of a
series of directives of steadily tightening severity.

In May 1942 the

CDT sought to make more shipping space available for iron ore by
prohibiting grain shipment over the Lakes except by permit.

On June 1

of the same year it imposed similar restrictions on the shipment of coal
on the Lakes.

In September 1942 the WPB firmly established iron ore as

having the highest transportation priority.

The ODT followed in October

1942 with an order that effectively pulled the entire Great Lakes fleet
under its control.

It

restricted vessels on the Lakes to the movement

only of cargoes authorized by the OCDT.

The OT maintained that control

throughout the war (24:255; 34:181).
While iron ore received priority for use of Lakes transport, other
commodities also moved in great quantity.
that route than ever before.,

In 1940 more coal moved over

In each of the years 1941 through 1945

more coal was carried over the Lakes than in 1940.

Grain carriage

shoved similar (though lesser) gains, an did movement of limestone, an
esseitial commodity in the making of steel (24:258).
Freight movement over waterwaye other than the Great Lakes, while
not equal to their importance to tVe overall effort, did provide a
number of success stories.

These were typified by various schemes which

moved petroleum products by barge from Gulf Coast ports over protected
coastal waterways or on the Mississippi River system to points in
Florida or the interior Mich.st.

At tNose termination points the oil

products were fed into pipelines

R

continuing transportation to the
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northiazt.

Such movements had the effect of relieving somewhat the

pressure on the rai I system (34:178-180).
Other successes were scored with barge movement of aviation
gasoline to Army Air Forces fields situated on or near the Mississippi
and Columbia River systems.

As with barge transport of other petroleum

products, this movement relieved other, more tightly pressed transport
modes from some traffic burden (34:179).
The ODT took a number of actions beyond the tight control of Great
Lakes shipping to attempt to achieve the greatest efficiency in water
transportation.

Among these were imposing similarly tight controls over

ships hauling coal from the Hampton Roads ports to destinations in the
northeast (34:180).

Another was gaining permission from the Treasury

Department for Canadian ship operators to move cargo between American
ports.

This practice was normally prohibited as a method of providing

eronomic protectior, to Ameican ship operators (34:182).

The OUT was

also instrumental im pressuring the WSA to guarantee maritime insurance
cverage to ship operators carrying Lakes traffic after the normal 30
November closure of the Great Lakes navigation season.
comercial

Normally,

insurance rates' f+or such movements were so high the operation

was unrecomical to operators.

Providing goverment guaeanted

i sranL-e at reasonable rates allowed late year movement and prevented
dlvorsion of traffic to th4 railroaft (34:181-.).
In th

spring of 1q43 late cold weather delayed the Wening of the

Lakes navigation season.

The OOT was wcees4U. in having the Coast

tuard pwfri 'the most determirnid and wstaired ice-breaking orrration
evei

undertaken on the ... Lakes" to open the Straits of Mackinac and the

,port of Ouffilo and allow the beginning of tiv 1943 seasom (24:t2).
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Another CDT action was the sponsorship of a building program which
resulted in the construction of 629 river craft of various types.
of these were placed into service before war's end.

All

Some difficulty was

encountered, however, with 269 wooden barges constructed under the
program.

They were built to transport petroleum and on direction of a

Presidential commission.
steel.

Wood construction was specified to conserve

The ODT stated a number of reasons why wood was unsuitable for

the purpose.

The barges were directed to be built anyway.

Lon their

completion the Coast Guard refsed to certify them as safe to carry
petroleum.

The Secretary of the Navy finally authorized their use for

zome limited petroleum carrying for that service.

Their use for that

purpose eventually yielded some very narrow success and other uw

for

them were also finally found so that not all was lost (34:183-4).
Pipeline Traffic.

The principal prodcts transported by

pipeline in WWII were, as they are now, liquid petroleum products.
Other liquids and gasses were also transported in this manner,
much lesser, even insignificant, extent.

but to a

In 1941 there existed in the

United States an extensive system of pipelines to carry liquid
petroleum.

It encompassed over 118,000 miles of line transporting crude

oil and 9,000 miles of refined product line (34:190).
Dring WWII control of those pipelines, and of thvse newly
constructed, was shared by the PAW and the OT.

The PAW was granted

authority over the "Idsigmationof the qantity and kind of patrol"m to
be shipped" (:34189).

The OT had responsibility for providing

trarsortation and Aw reviewing prqosals for new pipeline construction
or extension.

It

also daveloped plans to ensure pipelino!

used to their greatest efficiency (34z:89).
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were being

None of the literature surveyed indicated that pipeline operation
or PAW/ODT cooperation during the war presented serious difficulty.

The

most significant aspects of wartime control of pipel ine transportation
were extension of the system to meet increased wartime demand and
accommodating the operation of existing portions of the system to meet
the nmcds of the new extensions.
Thirty-three major pipeline construction ;)roject,-" were completed
during the war, adding 9,845 miles of line t

the system.

The design of

the system extension was essentially set during a three-month period of
planning in early 1942.

This planning was undertaken by the PAW in

concert with the Petroleum Industry War Counci 1, a group representing
the needs and interests of those in all aspects of the oil industry
(24:183,190).
Among the most important of pineline extsnsions were new lines
transporting oil from wells to refineries in Louisiana; a refined
prodicts lime from East Chicago. Indiana to Toledo, Ohio which provided
some relief for Great Lakes water carriers; and a 383 mile line carrying
crude from Wast Tex&. to Oushing, Oklahoma.

Many other relatively small

lines were constructed to suply oil to te east (34:190).
these w ild in .rmal
themselves,

Although

times haw, constituted major projects in

in WWII the importance of thei

consttruction was

overshadod by that of khe Big Inch and Little Big Inch lines.
were the pcpular names given 4c

ilines
tp

carrying oil and oil peodicts

few the Gulf Coast to the eastern seaboard.
(if

These

They were more properly

much less freqLently) called, respectively, the War Energency Crude

Oil Pipeline and the War Emergency Pedicts Line (24:190).
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The need for a pipeline method of oil supply to the northeast as
an alternative to over-reliance on ocean transport had been recognized
as early as 1940.

In December of that year the Secretary of the

Interior had asked the President "...to consider the construction of one
or more pipelines" from the oil producing regions to the northeast
(24:190).

Twice in

1941 proposals for such lines were advanced and

disapproved by the Supply, Priority and Allocation Board.

American

entry into the war and the subsequent cutting of seaborne oil
transportation to the east coast finally provided sufficient impetus -for
project approval.

The WPB authorized materials for construction of the

Big Inch lines in June 1942.

Each was constructed as a government, as

opposed to industry, project (24:190; 34:190).
Construction of the crude oil carrying Big Inch was commenced on 3
August 1942.

It originated at Longview, Texas, passed near Little Rock,

Arkansas and reached its first terminal at Norris City, Illinois.
Construction to Norris City was completed on 13 February 1943.

It was

further extended from Norrs City to refineries in rwthern Na .Jersey
and Philadelphia.
1943 (24:190-1).

Construction to those points was completed in August
After completion to Norris City and before the

eastward extension was finished oil waS transported from Illinois to the
east by rail, as previously documented.
The Little Big .Inch was detiqned to carry refinad petrolew
prodjcts, either gasoline or fuel oil.

It

stretched from Beaumont,

Texas to the New York area, following the sam
Inch fto

rtuch of its length.

right of way as the Big

Its construction began in April 1943 and

was complate in March 1944 (24: 191-2).
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Supplying each of the Big Inch lines with products to transport
Feeder lines for the Little Big

created requirements for new pipelines.

Inch had to be constructed from refineries in Lake Charles, Louisiana
and Houston to its origin in Beaumont.
the Big Inch was even more elaborate.

The system of feeder lines for
It consisted of new construction

of lines from oil fields, reversing the flow of oil in some existing
lines, and the conversion of other existing lines from natural gas
carriers to crude oil carriers (24:191).
The effect of the completion of the pipeline system serving the
east was summarized this way:
The completion of the lines relieved the intolerable strain on
tank cars, which were diverted to shorter hauls where they
could operate more efficiently; the Big Inch alone replaced
30,000 tank cars or from 60 to 75 tankers. Furthermore, the
lines transformed drastically the pattern of petroleum
transport. Early in 1941 the volume of oil moving by pipeline
into the eastern states amounted to only 42,000 barrels daily;
by the end of 1944, after thn consummation of the wartime
pipeline program, the movement surpassed 700,000 barrels per
day. The overwhelming importance of the Big Inch lines is
indicated by their combined daily capacity of 550,000 barrels,
or one third of the prawar east coast demand. (24:192)
Air FPeight Traffic.

The quantity of freight cargoes other

than mail transported by air prior to WWII represented an insignificant
quantity --less than one percentthe United States (24:33).

of the total of all goods shipped in

Similarly, the pwrcentage of total revenues

the civil airlines gained from transpcrtation of freight other than mail
was very small, no more than three pecent (6:3).
While the quantity of goods moved by air was low relative to the
total, the Importance of air transport was mot equally as low.

The

greater speed which air teansport provided over sueface modLs made it
especially valuable to the carriage of high value and very urgently
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needed freight.

As the quantity of goods with such qualities rose

during the war so, too, did the importance of air transportaltion.

Early

in the war, air transportation was even used to bring to the American
mainland over 970 tone of urgently needed critical production materials
(6:206).

The percentage of the national freight traff-ic which was moved

by air rose only to Just above one parcent during the war, but the
absolute quantity of freight (including mail) ton-miles carried by air
increased almost five-fold.

In 1941, air carriage of mail and freight

accounted for a total of 18,376,566 ton-miles; in 1945, it

totalled 87

million (24:33,273).
Even currently, air transportalion represents premium
transportation service delivered at -elatively high cost.
this was even more true.

Development of transoort aircraft and the

airline industry were still
not routine.

During WWI I

so inadequately advanced that air travel was

The limited availability of air transrotation capacity

made control of its use essential to the effective furtherance of the
war effort.
Reflecting the high value of air transportation, government
control over this segment of the transpotation indiustry d&ring WWII was
the most comprehensive of any exerted over any mode.

Airline personnel

maraged and operated their systems, but Federal Governmeit control over
civilian airlines -- exercised throuGh the military- was 'complete"

(34:191).
Goverm ent control over the airlifes was exercised through three
major tools.
and personnel.

The first

of these was depriving the airlines of equipment

The secord was by specifVying the mautes and schedules

over which tile airlines could operate their rnmaining equipment.

The

third was by instituting a system of traffic priorities which
effectively told the airlines what they could carry.
The airlines were deprived of equipment by its diversion to the
military.

Having failed in attempts to develop a practical transport

aircraft purpose-built for military use (9:vii), the Army Air Forces
(AAF) were dependent on the same type of aircraft as the airlines were.
These were primarily the C-47 and the C-54, military versions of the DC3 and the DC-4 (6:3).

At the beginning of the war, the airlines owned

"about 389" of these large transport aircraft.

In May 1942, the

President directed that 200 of them be immediatoly sold to the military
(6:21).

Wartime aircraft production controls which directed output of

rk aircraft construction to the military, vice the civil airlines,
prevented the airlines from making good any of these losses cb.-ing the
war (9:viii).
The airl ines represented not only a ready source of air transport
equipment.

In 1942 their approximately 2,600 pilots were the "largest

single reservoir of experienced pilots" in the country (6:31).
those pilots had
commission

tivceived their flight training in the API

as reserve AAF officers.

active duty, the first
(6:32; 9:ix).

Many of

and held

They wo-e quickly recalled to

large group of them cal led up in Mv-Ch 1942

Pilots without previous military experience were also

brought into active military service, along with other critical airliut

pe onnel.

These included "exeoutives, ... cee

technicians of all sorts" (9:viii).

I,

and mechanics and

The net effect of these moves was

to take from the airlinrs the human assets they relied on.
There ware good roasons for the withdrawal of these assets from
civilian

vwk.

Air transportation was to be of critical importance in
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the war.

The Navy provided itself with some airlift through its Naval

Air Transport Service (NATS), established in December 1941.
however, possessed the greatest amount of transport aircraft.

The AAF,
Its Air

Transport Command (ATC), established in June 1942, eventually operated a
worldwide system that provided lift to all services.

It reached a WWII

peak strength of 200,000 personnel and 3,700 aircraft but the wartime
beginnings of military airlift were more humble.

Its entire stock of

medium and long range transport aircraft consisted of 11 converted 824s on loan from other duties and "40 to 50" otter transports (6: 19-20;
9:ix).

The asset diversions to the military from the airlines were

required for the AAc to quickly establish any meaningful airlift
capability at the start of the war (6:11).
The few assets left to the airlines were virtually completely
devoted to military traffic.

Airlire equipment and personnel were

extensively used to operate ATC charter airlift missions all over the
world and throughout the war.

Of all the airlift which ATC provlded

worldwide, airlines operating under chatter ~rovicad 8

peecent in 1942,

68 percent in 1943. 33 percent in 1944, and 19 percent in 1945 (6:31).
Thirty-five of the two tundred aircraft left to tJv covmercial car.e.
ware devoted to moving ATC teaffic (24:Z68).
crews wer

fAditionallyt airlir

uswd throughout the war to fly military charters on AWC

owned aircraft.

:. '-

Originally tis was on the aircraft the ciarie' 'tkd

boen divacted to sell to the military.
airline crews to o

The practice of using cha tered

ate ATC equipment became even mm-a prevalent in

1944 and 1945 (6:19). Civilian crs were also used to ferry nrewly
podtuAced military aircraft to overseas theatert (6:11-12).
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The airlines effectively provided valuable support to the military
but the conduct of these charter operations was not without friction.
Airline personnel sometimes felt interfered with by military officials.
Some in the military felt the colvercial carriers' performance was too
often driven to promote the interest of the airlines and "the
convenience of their employees" (6:12).
Beyond directly moving military cargo, the airlines also
contributed to the war effort by training personnel.

This was

accomplished in one major way through the Airlines War Training Program.
Under this program, established in 1942, the airlines trained military
transport pilots, navigators, radio operators, and other air-and-ground
crew members.

Over 9,000 personnel were trained in the program, but the

AF's inability to direct enough trainees to it prevented it from being
significantly success4ul.
41).

The program was terminated in 1943 (6: 39-

More succesful was a smaller program which provided training to

AF aviators.

In this program, APF C-47 co-pilots were provided with

flight experience by replacing airlins co-pilots with. them on some PanAmerican Airways contract flights (6:43).
Airline

perationm outside of those controlled by contract with

the militaey v&"e alo

tightly regulated.

In Docnber 1941, an

Executive Order directed the Secretary of Cnwrce to cotrol the
op ratlns of the air in

as requsted to suWt

to do so -as reaasted. by the Secretary of War.

the war ef-fort, and

The sawe or~de

directed the Secretary of War "to take possession and asdume control of

th civil aviation lines to the extent necessary ..." to support the
"...protcution of the war" (34:191).

The ODT, though ostensibly in

chaege of all civilian transportation, was almost totally uninvolved
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with air transportation.

Its role was strictly confined to presenting

to the WPB the material requirements of the airlines.

The MDT abdicated

even that limited responsibility to the WPS later in the war, and
maintained only simple representation on the WPS committee responsible
for material allocations to aircraft productior. (34:191).
Control of air transportation was virtually all through the
military.

The Secretary of War's control was exerted through the ATC,

and that of the Secretary of Cramerce through the Civil Aeronautics
In practice the two agencies largely acted in concert,

Board (24:270).

with the ATC directing the implementation of plans formulated by the
CAB.

Among the directives implemented was one which dictated to the

airlines the routes over they had to operate and the stops on them which
Also

they must schedule in order to support wartime requirmets.

specified, based on CAB recomendatiore, were how the aircraft the
a irl ines contirued to own tAild be dividad a"g

them; the

rniber of

airl ire'-onad aircraft to be operated by each ca-ier for the War
Oepatment; the nuwwar of airplanms
goverrvent; and "th

ach airline was to cell to the

umrber of schedules to be operated by each carrier"

(24:272).
The Federal Government not only dictated to the airlitns
would operate their equipmnt.
airlines

ould carry.

oU they

It aiao specified what traffic the

This was aca

Ifwd by inicing a nationtcdka

system of traffic priorities for air movement.
The system was designed and directed by the Department of War
through the ATC.

It was implemented in the field by agents of the Air,

Trannport Aooclation (ATA),
organization.

PIlicie

the air carriers' national Industry

and directives relating to opeation of the

priority system were issued by the ATC to the ATA's field organization,
which by War Department order was established as the ATC's field
organization as well.

Agents of the ATA, in turn, performed the actual

work of receiving and acting upon applications for priorities (24:271).
Five classes of air priorities were established, I through V, with
class I representing the highest priority.

Most air cargo fell into

class IV (24:271).
The combined effects of the tight control imposed on the
commercial carriers were more efficient and effective use of commercial
aircraft.

The airlines had less equipment to operate during the war but

it was used so efficiently that much more traffic, as cited earlier, was
carried.
loads.

This was party accomplished by operating aircraft with greater

Another contributor was the more intensive operation of

aircraft.

The daily average milage of commercial aircraft in 1941 was

"about 1,000."

By 1945 the sane figure was 1,742 (24:274).

Use of the

priority system limited the allocation of premium air transportation to
tho-a cargoes which truly required it.

"Millions of pounds" of cargo

were either denied air transportation, or accepted for shipment and
ater displaced by higher priority traffic (24:271-2).

Conclusions by Previous Researchers
This section is a discission of conclusions reachad in previous
research into the conduct of wartime transportation.

It, along with the

background presented earlier, provides a basis for the formulation of
the lessons learned that follow in the next chapter.
The literature reviewed revealed little in the way of extensive
conclusions specifically regarding the control of transportation in
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-WWII. Rose reached several conclusions specific to transportation and
they are summarized below.

Other research presents conclusions or

asserts lessons learned of a much more general nature, usually
addressing the totality of the WWII mobilization.

To the degree that

transportation is specifically addressed at all, it is typically in a
manner similar to Abrahamson's comment in referring to WWII railroad
performance that "someone had learned the lessons of 1917-1918" (1:146).
On the assumption that conclusions reached about the lessons
learned about the WWII mobilization generally refer to some degree to
the managment of transportation specifically, those apparently relevant
to transportation that were revealed in the literature reviewed are also
discussed.
Rose attribited the successful operation of the railroads in WWII
primarily to preventing congestion at the ports and to refraining from
the use of transportation priorities for specific traffic.

He also

concluded that the WWII experiance demonstrated that the national stock
of railroad c3ars should be treated as a single pool -regardless
ownership-

of

to achieve their most efficient use in a similar eiegec

(24:277- ).
Rose asserted that thl

success ef goverrvint control of

transportation could be partly laid to Its assumption of a policysetting role and its non-interference with the day-to-daV operation of
the industries or carriers (24:279).

He asserted qpvewnment's fai lures

to be in inadequately defining the authority o- the many ageries
both permanent and wartime-- cors-arned with #.renspoertation.
cited as a failure the OOT's cccasioially ieficient

-

He also

use of the

resources of other agencies, specifically citing thwae of the ICC and
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the OPA.

In light of the WWII experience Rose questioned whether there

had been a need for the establishment of the ODT at all and speculated
that the same functions could have been just as well carried out by the
ICC, thus reducing the potential for jurisdictional disputes (24:279-

82).
Finally, Rose judged as a failure the attempt to centrally manage
the Certificate of War Necessity program.

He stated the attempt was an

efficient use of ODT manpower but did not match the diversity of the
industry and individual carriers which it was intended to control
(24:281-2).
In a 1989 thesis England advanced a set of eight lessons learned
regarding mobilization in WWII derived from his research.
apparently relevant to transportation are summarized here.

Those
England

asserted that a "trial and eeror approach to mobilization" was used and
was ineffective.

He concluded that successful mobilization depends on a

partnership between government and industry.
preparations in "plans, stockpile,

He f:ound that pre-war

government f unding, etc...."

reduces the time required foe mobilization to be effoctive.

England

also assrted a need to accept shortages as inevltable in war with the
corr4equnt need for mobi Iization plannim, to addeess methods to worik
aroind potential shortfalls (10:91).
Peppers Included in a 1 let of lessra
generally thoe
wunarized

as follows.

learned from WWII logistics
He asserted that it

is unlikely

we wi I have a long time tQ prepare for the next major war and
co

qently !must plan to fight it with what is available at the time.

He asserted fbr the same reaon a need to maintain a corstant state of
r.adiness to support war.

Peppers also forwarded the idea that
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"logistics planning bodies" (21:148) needed to support total warfare,
including those needed for domestic economic and industrial control,
must be created and maintained in a state of immediate readiness.
Relatedly, he stated a need to maintain active mobilization planning
within all elements of the "national logistics infrastructure" (21:149).
Reed et al drew numerous conclusions from their study of
mobilizations in support of WWII, Korea, and Vietnam, the bulk of which
concerned WII.

They cite a requirement for planning to be flexible

enough to address a variety of contingencies, and for it to "...stress
capacity to meet a wide range of possible scenarios" (23:7-2-3).

They

assert finding that planners shuld work as much as possible within
existing laws rather than planning for sweeping changes in legislation
(23:7-8).

They also concluded that mobilization planners should not be

overly conorned with the administrative structute of the mobilization
but rather focus on the functions which must be performed (23:7-9).
Finally, they found a need +or a strong central mobilization manager to
resolve disputes among agencies and to cordinate their activities
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III. Analysis

This chapter pr
review of literature.

nts an analysis of the data revealed in the
The presentation is in the form of a series of

lessons learned in management of domestic transportation in WWII.

The

lessons learned are of a level of abstraction intended to make them of
use to any current transportation plannev and are therefore not
restricted in application to specific times, places, or situations.
Examples of specific WWII experiences are used only to demonstrate the
events providing the foundation for the lesson drawn.

Lessons Learned
1.

The traspoa,-tation assets available to support domestic

transportation at the start of a war -no

matter the war's length-

will

not likely be Oreatly expanded dring the war.
England's contention of the inevitability of shortages and
Peoper's assertion of a need to prepare to fight with material available
at the start of a war are validated by the WWII domestic transportation
experience. Despite the relatively long duration and constantly growing
traffic demands of'WWII little now transportation equApment wa made

available to aw port the dowitic econ

y.

Pipeline construction did

increase but te wre heavily used rail and highway modes of transport
were required tu operate therugtxut the war with only minimal additions
of new equipw nt.

More urgently nwded military oders had in WWII, as

they likely always will, a higher call on scarce resources and
maruf cturing capacity than did domestlc transportation.
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2.

Management of the national transportation system in wartime

should stress maintenance of the flow through it

rather than the

priority movement of specific traffic.
The application of this principle was reflected in the efficient
operation of the rail/water port interfaces in WWII.

It can be

broadened in scope to include any bottleneck in the transportation
system.

It is important that the right material move through the system

at the right time.
the system -no

It is vital, however, that whatever material is in

matter its importance-

is kept moving.

The system must

not be allowed to clog.
3.

Planning must include the flexibility to meet a wide range of

situations.
The vagaries of war might, and probably would, result in the loss
of some important transportation capacity.

The inability to use

coastwise shipping along the Atlantic coast in WWII provides a prime
example.

Others were the diversion of some Great Lakes shipping to

ocean routes and the need to reduce truck movement.

Current planning

should include not only the use of existing assets but also provide for
a variety of contingencies in which dokestic use of important assets is
lost.

4.

The difficulty of the wartime transportatiwn management task

will rise along with the number of transportation providers managed.
This is amply dumonstrated in the different experiences in
government management of the railroads and trucking.
railroads in WWII

Managing the

was a relatively easy task for the governent despite

the press of additional traffic.

In large measure this was because the

rumber of railroads was not large and there was a great measure of
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central control already in the rail system.

In contrast, bringing truck

transportation and its many providers under control required a great
deal more administrative effort and was less successful.
5.

Transportation planning must be considered and fully

integrated in all other mobilization planning, and vice versa.
The siting of military bases and new industrial plants in WWII had
a significant effect on the transportation system.

The availability of

transportation also affected the ability of those installations to
function effectively.

Yet transportation considerations were not a

major part of siting decisions until late in the war.

Similarly, the

use of scrapped truck parts as raw material in steel production produced
gains in one area of the mobilization while harming another area.

Such

trade-offs may well be necessary and desirable, but they should be
consciously made rather than accidentally procced.
6.

Wartime transportation management should use the expertise of

already existing government and industry agencies as much as possible.
The CDT's suc--ssful wide use of ICC personnel and control
structures in WWII provided nuerous examples of this principle, as did
its reliance on ind.ustry groups such as the various port coal committees
and the AAR.

It

is clearly imore efficient and effective to use the

expertise of individuals already well-versed in the peacetime operation
of a system to manage it
temporary exparts.

in wartime rather than to develop a new core of

Current planners should count on using this

expertise, and the agencies and individuals involved should be included
when oecising mobilization plar.
7.

Wartime policy priorities and agency responsibilities mutt be

clearly defined and undorstuod.
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Valuable time and administrative attc.ntion were wasted in WWII in
deciding Jurisdictional matters and settling policy issues.

The

evolution of central management of refrigerator cars in WWII provides an
excellent example of such a situation.

These types of issues should be

decided in pre-war planning when possible or by reference to clear
general guidance provided by policy makers when pre-war agreements are
not feasible.
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IV. Conclusior

and /connvndations

Conclusions
This research traced the development of cowmercial transportation
in America from its origins to the period Just prior to WWII in order to
describe the national transportation capacity available at the outbreak
of the war.
The research revealed that at the onset of the war the United
States enjoyed a varied stock of transportation assets.

Individual

transportation modes had achieved similarly varied states of
development.

Railroads were the most developed and carried the greatest

share of domestic freight traffic; air carriers were the least developed
and carried little freight. Water, highway, and pipeline modes were
spread in between the two extremes.
Just as the development of individual transportation mode
capacities differed so, too, had the patterns of ownership and indAstry
relationships to the goverment. Each of those characteristics affected
the ability of the individual modes to contribute to wartime
mobi Iization.
The onset of WWII and the economic mobilization of the country to
support its participation in it stimulated a massive expansion of
indAstrial output.

This drove an acwvanying expansion of caffpaable

magnitude in the freight traffic carried by American transportation

providers.
In the face of this increased workload American transportation
capacity remaineJ relatively static throughout the war.

Little new

equipment was made available for domestic traniportation c ring the war.
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The increased workload was handled largely with the equipment available
at the onset of hostilities.

Further complicating the task, same normal

distribution patterns were disrupted by hostile actions, wartime
population migrations, and development of new industries.

Shortfalls in

capacity versus demand appeared in virtually all transportation modes.
Government management of almost all wartime transportation was
centrally administered by a temporary wartime agency, the

It

DT.

undertook a rumber of steps to ensure the limited transportation
capacity available was being used at its greatcaL efficiency.

The

DT

was granted broad authority to direct the operation of wartime
transportation.

In many cases it

order various actions.

used that authority to specifically

In other cases the MDT was able to achieve

acceptable results through the voluntary cooperation of shippers and/or
carriers, or to revise rrmal institutional practices to make it
possible for carriers themselves to institute efficient practices.
Managemwnt of air transportation dring the war provided an
exception to the general pattern of wartime management.

It

was

virtually completely taken over and very closely directed by the
governmnt.

Many of the carriees'

goverwent.

Day-to-day operations

ors

aircraft wee taken over by the
emamind in the hands of the airl in

and managers but they were allowed to operate only within a very

narrow band of permissible actions.
The ODT made frequent and valuable use of the resources of other
government agencies -- notably the lC(ww cages this was by dousign; in other,

and intlistry associations.
by nacessity.

relations with other agencies were proddctive.

In

Not all

wveral instances the

different priorities and apparent missions of the OCT and other
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In

governent agencies were in conflict.

Resolving those conflicts delayed

the institution of needed actions and consumed management effort that
could have baen better spent in more productive pursuits.
The history of domestic Lransportation in WWII revealed in this
research illuminated a number of successes and failures in its
management.

These, along with conclusions by other authors in previous

research, were used to derive a series of general principles apparently
applicable to current planning for transportation support of industrial
mobilization.

These were presented as a set of lessons learned in the

previous chapter.

Ru

ndations for Further Research
This research concened itself with identifying lessons learned

from the WWII experience.

Further research could profitably be applied

in determining whether the lessonr offered by WWII are reflected in
plans row existing or being developed +%v management of domestic
transportation in an industrial mobilizatlon.
Constraints on time required this research to be limited to
cosideration .of inteecity freight tanportation only.

W"-time

movement or paweevem and the maintenance of urban transportatiom in
wartimo were alSO important in WWI1, and rtyain of concern in the
reswnt.

This is especially true given the prominence tihirh private

automobile travel has asvu.ed in theit areas.

Itself For furthe
Finally, it

Eithr area sugets

study.
becoMi

clear durir

the oxu'su of this research that

indisteial mobilization in WI1I has bten extensively easearched sincte
the end of the war.

very, v"

mavy works are available dowteiting it
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in whole or in part.

Each of those works has something to offer the

contemporary researcher, almost always something different in some way
or another than work done before.

It

would have been immensely helpful

in the conduct of this research to have had a central reference
available that docuented what, in general, was available in the
literature concerning industrial mobilization in WWII.

An extensive

annotated bibliography encompassing as much of the appropriate
literature on the subject as possible would have served the purpose
nicely; preparation of such a work would see
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a worthy future effort.
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